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A Formal Model through Homogeneity Theory 

of Adaptive R.easoning 

Roberto Garigliano and Derek Long 

Abstract 

We addres:l the problem of bow to deal with inaccurate. incomplete and 

changing infonnation. We proceed hy fonnally comparing existing reasoning 

system! in order to precisely define which features are needed and which 

should be avoided. In order to do so, we construct a fonn.al theory, 

which we call homogeneity theory. The equivalence of the transformation 

rule of identity, for each reasoning system, to some expressions of 

homogeneity theory i! proved An order is then induced among the systems 

analysed using the expressions of homogeneity theory. 

Some natural criLeria are formally defined in order to evaluate the 

respective power of the synems, which lead to a $econd order of the 

systems, embedded in the firsL An intennediate model and finally the 

model, called adaptive rea80ning 8!18tem, ue :rpecified They are proved 

to he stronger than the synems previously examin~ according to the 

criteria defined. 

The central idea in the adaplive rea.Mning system is the attempt to 

recognize palterns of behaviour in sources of information, or areas of 

inlere.n, and regulate the reliability of the source! and the stability of the 

areas accordingly. The adaplive reasoning system is equipped wilb yardsticks 

against which to judge and regulale its own performance. 
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Chapter 1
 

Introduction
 

1.1 Tbe Crisis of Growlb in A.L 

Artificial Intelligence i, a new field, at man fony years old, depending on 

the preferred birth dale. MaSl of the advances have taken place in the 

last twenty year~ since the development of the first expert system1. 

II is no wonder. then, thal lhe subject appears to be in a rather chaotic 

Slate, with a generally acknowledged lack of theoretical foundalions. an 

unfortunate tendency to the hyperbolic in titles of papers, and an inflaled 

we of terms for which there are no Slandard definitions (often no 

definitions at all) or for which the new use does nOL match the accepted 

one. At the same lime the area is loaded with meticolous analysis. 

calculations and implementations so disproponionate with respect to the 

weakness of their central ideas that one could be forgiven for thinking tbat 

the former are intended to disguise the latter. On top of all 'hi!' A.L is 

more and more attracting an enthusiastic imerest from indUStry and 

governments (probably born oUl of fead which. while extremely beneficial 

lO \he researchers and their institutions. tends to put an enormous pressure 

10 deliver bere and now: this is usually nOl the best recipe for healthy, 

steady growth. 

This situation however is nOl due merely lo the exuberance of youth; two 

other importan\ fac\ors play a key role. The first is tbe nature of lhe 

subject itself: on one hand, the final goal is such that it can only produce 

great enthusiasm or complete scepticism - hardly anything in the middle 

once the real objective is visualised; on the other hand, there are 

intermediate goals of many kinds to be achieved along the way, even for 

those who cannot see the final air:n or do not belleve in it. 



The second factor is the intrinsic interdisciplinarity of the subject: logic, 

mathematics, philosophy of several kinds,. linguistics, psychology. slatistics, 

sociology. anatomy and phy:riology (buman and animal) all have an interest 

in A.L. a contribution to make ~~d a potential gain to extracL it is only 

to be expected that such a wide ranging collaboration should cause clashes 

of methodology, terminology and backgrounds, attempu to steer in opposite 

directions. and gaps in communications, with consequenL duplication of 

efforts. 

To summarise. A.L is a young subject, with a very ambitious goal and 

lots of sub-goals and by-products; it is the cross-poinl for several 

previously unrelated disciplines; and il is very bot, in the sense that new 

devetopmenlJ can spring up (and disappear) at a very high raLe. All this 

is of coUtst! very nice, expecially if one shares the interesl for the ultimate 

objective and has some longing for a less specialised, more interconnected 

ideal of science. On the other band. Ihis situation brings with itself the 

problems of confwion, lack of rigour and wild claims already mentioned. 

We would therefore suggest that the present work be read on twO different 

levels: aJ a contribution to the methodology of A.I.. and as a contribution 

to a particular area of the subject. which we consider central. namely the 

theory of reasoning engines. The former is embedded in the structure of 

this work, but not e'lplidtly discussed anywhere else, and for this reason 

we explain it here in more detail. 

1.2 A Methodological Contribution 

There are of course many very well organised papers in this area, but we 

think that there is still the scope and the need for a further aHempt at 

standarditation. A.I. is an applied science of the engineering kind, in the 

sense that the overall goal of the enterprise is to con~truct something, or 

at least to give a complete ~peciJication Jo,. con3t,.uetion. Any 

contribution to the field must then start with a problem affecting that 

overall goal, and discuss some kind of solution to it. The starting point of 
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tbe analysis can and often must be very far away from the solution, but 

the liai80n mwt be present already; otherwise tbe work is better considered 

as a piece of pure mathematics or linguistics et cetera, which could 

subsequently be applied Lo AL. Il is all too natural for researchers coming 

from otber disciplines to pUrnJe tbeir old interests under a new banner. 

Tempting as it may be. this practice causes. at best, an elceSJ of material 

useless in AL terms, which ends up obscuring the relevant contribution. 

At this point it is worth Slaling what j, increasingly recognised as the 

overall goal of A.I.: A.L is concerned with 8imulation of 8u.cceaafu.l 

human behaviour. Note that the qualification intelligent is unnecessary, 

since trivially if human behaviour i$ reproduced in general, ilS intelligent 

subset is reproduced u well, while uninteUigenl behaviour is by definition 

cruder than the intelligent kind, and thw it does not represent any 

additional task. The advanlage in avoiding the term "intelfigent70 is tbat our 

understanding of it is not only very fuzzy but, what is worse, strongly 

dependent on social criteria. For example, diagnosing with considerable 

degree of succeiS a lung ilIneiS is naturally considered a higher kind of 

activity than driving a car in a jammed town, nmply because very many 

of w can easily learn the second skill, while only few possess the first. 

has nevertheless turned out Ihat the former task is much easier 10 simulate 

Ihan the laller, and for reasons of adaptive abiHty which, at lean in our 

view, capture the common meaning of "intelligence" (as well as tbe 

evolutionary one) beUer than a prepackaged set of deductions. The term 

"successful", on the other hand, is easily understood as "'achieving the 

desired goal", whatever the goal is.. The concept of "successful" is much 

safer LO use than that of "intelligent" because the former ii naturally 

relativazed, while the latter claims a very controversial absoluteness. 

A second point worth noting in this definition i$ the Slress on reproduction, 

Or simulation, of human behaviour, instead of human mental prOCe8lJelJ. 

This is essential in order to distinguish between A.I. and, say, el.perimental 

psychology. While the two disciplines can have a profitable interaction, 

their aims and methods can be very different: essentially, At can use 

modelling techniques of any kind. as long as they allow a needed result to 

be reached. while psychology must concentrate on lhose which are plausibly 

used by the mind itself. Similarly, a vision syslem by radar would be JUSl 
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as good for Ibe A.I. researcher. but useless for the ophthalmic expert 

Onet the problem has been identified. the main ideas used in its analysis 

should be explicitly stated and. if neceSi3.ry, disc~ This is the pan of 

the methodology inherited from philosophy: the concept is that there are 

always hidden assumptions behind apparently obvious statements, and when 

the assumptirms are controversial in the field in which they are used tben 

they should be dedared. 

The third poim is to develop as many of the technical tools needed as 

possible before atlatking the tentral problem. The utility of this precept in 

terms of modularity and. consequently, ease for proving and modifying uniu 

is self evident; it forms part of the Standard kit for the working 

mathematicim. A great deal has been said about it recemiy in software 

engineering but, in our opinion, from a different perspective. The most 

important feature in the cla'iSic mathematical approach is the construction of 

theories which are much more abstract and general than the particular 

problem requires, and their we for discovery and proof of properties which 

would be far too complicate to analyse al a more specific level. but which 

will nevertheless still hold once the details are filled in. Most of the 

"formal methods for specifications". on the other hand. do rather tbe 

opposite, rtarting from specifications which lie on the same plane as the 

final solulLon, only much more simple-minded. As a resuh anything proved 

there hu to be proved again and again. as more details are added, in a 

time-constming game sometimes called "data refinement". 

Another essential point is to show the matcb between the philosophy and 

the forml/ism. It does not have to be carried out at every point - for 

example part of the supporting mathematical theory could be justified 

simply by its use in the final model - bUI it is surely helpful 10 match 

lhe two side,. as often as pOSSible, and it also alleviates the final burden. 

It could also be claimed that, in order to have developed that particular 

theory in the first place, the researcher must have had some kind of 

intuition about its connection with the final problem, and auempting to 

make ths relation explicit would not only help tbe reader, bUI also the 

author. 
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A further point of methodology is how to relate the main goal of A.l 

with the partial, tentative achievements that a particular piece of research in 

A.1. can hop~ for. The criterion that we have adopted is that of 

"extendability". U Lhe proposal, specification, or piece of code which 

inevitahly lies at the end of the paper can be envisaged a.J a useful step 

towards a stronger construction, able to deal beller with a wider range of 

problems, then it is probably worth having done it. As a prerequisite, this 

criterion requires the existence of a larger project, a viJion that goes beyond 

the particular 3Olution. We think that without ruch a general direction no 

important reNlts in A.L can be achieved. given the holistic nature of the 

cenlra) problem. Previous rerults can be adapted. improved, often jwt nicely 

packaged, without the direction of research tbat we claim essential, but all 

this has more to do with marketing than with science, or at least with A.l. 

as we intend it. It is clear, though, that even under such a perspective, 

the judgment of what will prove useful at a later stage can only be 

subjective and prone to error. For this reason, we consider this guideline to 

be on a different plane from lhe others; nevertheless, we have taken the 

decision not to complete our specifications when to do so, with the means 

available at this stage, would have suggested a way forward which we 

believed to be a dead end. This happens expecially in Chapter 6. 

1.3 An Overview of the Work 

We now outline how the present works filS into the lines of development 

that we have advocated above. 

Chapter 2 is devoted to a description of the problem! we are addressing, 

to a discussion of some philosophical points about knowledge and reasoning 

relevant to our undemanding of these problems, and to an outline of the 

general direction of research within which this work is to be considered 

Our problem is not new in A.I.: how (0 cope with inaccurate, incomplete 

and changing information. That is to say. according to our definition of 

A.I.'s main goal. how to simulate. at least partially. a successful human 
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behaviour under NCb circumnances. In Chapler 2 we argue informally that 

tbe solutioru proposed until now, namely rynem, based (or so it i3l claimed) 

on c1amcal, intuitioninic.. non-monotonic.. fl.l2.Zy 10giC3 et ceterL are 

unsatisfactory for several reasons" and we give an outline of what we 

would conrider an improvement on tbem. We then examine some point3 

whicb have been rai$ed during thi, discussion, or which underline some pan 

of the analysis. Among these are tbe nature and roJe of inconsistencies. the 

robjective versus tbe objective view of acquisition of knowledge, the relation 

between auumption, reasoning and evidence., and the buic ilSSUmption of 

homogeneity. 

Finally, we present a direction of research in which the reasoning 

mechanimt is expected to play a central role in many different ways, from 

consistency recovery (discussed in tbis work) to the natural language interface 

or tbe $erlSorial data analyser. While this more general project is little more 

than an intuition with a lot of bope, several parts of it (like the 

"reasoning by analogy" module) are already specified or in tbe process of 

being corutructed. 

In Chapler l we proceed to tbe definition and exploration of a 

mathematie.t1 theory which we oall homogeneity theory. We explain how 

it relates to some of the points made in the previow chapter, and we 

prove some interesting results in it that are wed later in Chapler 6. We 

then apply it to the analysis of the standard problem of individuals., 

gaining ",me understanding that we expect to be very useful in subsequent 

developments (mainly beyond the present work). 

In Chapter 4 We define the concept of a reasoning rystem in relation to 

thal of a logic, we then transform five important classes of logics into 

their respective reasoning systems and proceed to analy$e them. We argue 

that the transformation is necessary because in A.I. We need a reasoning 

entity rather than a reasoning tool. This part of the work is connected 

with the need of formally comparing the solutions that have been presented 

to our problem and showing their weaknesses, In order to do this, a 

formal framework is constructed in which it is pomble to carry oul 

analysis and proofs about the behaviour of the reasoning systems in lheir 

interaclion with the environment. 
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Chapter S is devoted to the analysis of the five claw::s of reasoning 

systems through homogeneity theory. In particular, we prove that the rUles 

of identily convert into rather complex assumptions of bomogeneity. and 

tbat tbese in tum can be placed in a partial order. A discussion of the 

implications of these results follows. We then propose some very natUral 

criteria to judge the performance of tbe reasoning systems in relation to 

their environments. namely tbeir ability to "survive" and "~act". llld we 

prove tbal these tens impose an order on the systems which is embedded 

in the previous one. The consequences of these proofs are then discussed. 

In Chapter 6 we first present an intermediate model. cailed unforgiving, 

which is useful to complete the comparison of the otber five. We then 

proceed to tbe construction of the final model, belonging to the class of 

adaptive reasoning systems. 

The part of the adaptive reasoning system, presented here is concerned witb 

what we call a con,~i,'jtency recovery mechanism. As mentioned before, 

places are left where we foresee modules developed in the future. using 

addilional techniques, fitting. This occurs when a possible solution at this 

stage does not point towards the future development tbat we envisage. 

Thus. notwithstanding its appearance as a functional language program. this 

model is not to be seen as a complete, implementable specification, but 

rather as a formally defined step in the direclion we intend to pursue. On 

the ather hand we have taken care not 10 specify any mechanism which 

would be. once implemented, computationally not feasible. 

In the definition and construction of this model, as well as in tbe 

complexity analysis for some parts of it. we have drawn heavily from our 

definitions and results of Chapter 3 about homogeneity theory. Since tbe 

adaptive reasoning system is a natural extension of tbe unforgiving one. we 

do not prove formally hs dominant position in relation to the five 

previously examined. This is an application of the technique to prove 

results over simple models that could be easily reworked for tbe extended 

models. but where the proofs would then be too lang and tedioU!. 

Conclu~on are drawn in Chapter 7. 
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1.4 Reading lhis Work 

In organising the presentation of this work we have adopted virtually 

throughout the following schema. First comes a general overview of the 

ideas behind Ihe material to be exposed in Lhe chapler. This is intended to 

convey a flavour. and to set the right frame of mind: for these reasons h 

is often leil very open and not tightly connected to the formal part that 

usually folloWL 

We then proceed to lin a seri~ of definition and proofs with very lictle 

English explanation~ a note at the beginning of the section advises where 

the explanations are to be found. We are aware of the difficulties that 

this approach can create, but we have nevertheless decided to use it for 

the following reason: while any expression, in a formal or natural language, 

can be interpreted in several different ways according to the background 

knOWledge used. a natural language tends to suggest that one of these 

"enriched" interpretations is in fact intended by the author. Once this 

impreWon i5 created. onr lends to force everything tbat follows inlo lhal 

frame. ilUlead of going back and modifying lhe interpretation. 

A formal language, on ,b. other hand. no, only specifies euctly ,b. 

minimal common interpretation required, but also, because of its being so 

alien, positively discourages any intuitive addition of meaning from anybody

,h.but mon immersed of mathemalicians. W. believe that the additional 

conlext dependent meaning is absolutely necessary. but that having 10 pass 

first through the formal definitions helps the mind LO keep some crilical 

detachment from its own interpretations. 

The croS!-references provided allow, in any case, for a different style of 

reading. Not only could the explanations be read before the formal 

definitiOn:! and proofs. but also, for example, the basic definitions of the 

theory of homogeneity could be left until Chapler 3, while the more 

complex results of Chapter ) are not used until Chapler 6. We have 

valued rigour and modularily more than smoothness and immediate 

applicability, but we recognise lhat these are mainly questions of taste. 
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We have explicitly referred in the texl 10 a particular author only when 

our interpretation could have given rise to controversy, or when il could 

otherwise have appeared as oun original conuiDution. Otberwise., even when 

some particular JOurce could have been identified, we bave preferred to 

omit the reference, while presenting the standard interpretation. We bave 

done JO mainly because most of the ideas bave been around some time. or 

exist in many different sbades, and we have neither the quaJification nor 

the interest for assigning intellectua.l patents. 
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Chapter 2
 

Problems, Philosophy
 

and Direction of Research
 

2.1 The Problems 

The problem we are addressing is how '0 cope with inaccurate, 

incomplete and changing information. There can be lillIe doubt that this 

is the kind of information we receive most of lh' time. and, hy ou, 

definition of Al. coping Nccesfully with it is consequently a challenge for 

any At program. 

While 'h, precise definition of a. slLaess!ul behaviour i, clearly open '0 
controversy, we think there ace ",m, basic features upon which most of u, 

would agree as forming an essential part of any succcessful response. 

The first of these features is clearly the ability to maintain an interaction 

with the world. despile the deceiving quality of the information the world 

is providing. This may seem a trivial requisite. but that is because the 

need to interact is so enlrenched in us thai we take it for granted. In a 

machine. however. it has 10 be reproduced in some way, and this creales 

some interesting consequences, as we show in Chapter 3. 

The second, nalural requirement is that the system should learn from 

previous mistakes or misrepresenlations: again, the idea of learning is rather 

fuzzy. but surely must include the concept that if one goes through the 

same mistake, or accepts the same misrepresentation, twice under similar 

circumstances, then that person has not learnt from the previous: experience. 

There are some exceptions LO Ihis rule, as always, but in most cases it is 

very sound and intuitive. 

10 



Abo, the cbange in behaviour must be consistent with some principle: (or 

example, we would not think much of a random reaction. The principle 

we follow is that the reaction is eJ.pected to minimise the chances oC the 

same problem occuring again in the future, while at the same lime least 

reducing the interaction with the environment.. There are clearly other 

possible ways of balancing these two guidelines. or e....en other pomble 

guidelines altogether. We suggest that in the humans. al the top (evel, these 

principles could be very resistant (0 change, if nol fiJ.ed altogether, but 

that a large body of reasonable changes and adaptations is possible within 

the framework of fiJ.ed guidelines. We outline a discussion of these basic 

principle, which we call motivation.i, in Section 3.10. The problems of how 

to balance them, and of what kind of .... ariations are possible in thaI fixed 

frame are eumined in Chapter 6. 

There is then a secon~ more sophisticated aspect of learning, that is 

learning about the aptness of one's own reactions. That is necessary because 

even a very reasonable reaction can turn ou' to be wrong, or simply 

badly tuned. We would then expect the system to be able to re-examine 

any previous decision. In order to do m, a tt:nsion between differem 

motivations must be created. Also, the system should monitor its own 

behaviour as well as that of its environment, and the same basic criterion 

for learning should he applied to its reactions. so that if a pattern of 

decisions does not achieve the result hoped for, the same kind of reaction 

wlll not be used identically a second time, in similar conditions. 

Another important feature is connected to the need for taking action. We 

would expect a system to recognise that the wrong information, believed 

sufficienlly strongly to act upon it, is much more seriow than information 

which was not trusted up to the action point in the first place.. Pu a 

consequence, the reaction should be that much more drastic in the former 

case. 

Finally, we all know that many problems. apparently due to bad 

information, ace in fact a consequence of some kind of misunderstanding. 

The question of natural language understanding is beyond this work, but we 

claim that some of these problems have a direct root within the logical 

structure of the reasoning system, typically the assumption of persistency 
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over time. whicb can cause changing information to be taken for inaccurate. 

Chapter Sand 6 are partly concerned with this issue. 

We point au: that, despite tbe complexity of the problems addressed and 

the reactions required. the analysis and the panial solutions proposed take 

place at a very basic level in the organization of a reasoning system: as a 

matter of fact. most of the work pivots upon the tran.jformation rule 

of identity. while even an elementary rule, like modw ponens, is avoided 

This is because we believe that it i., in the llimlJle act~ of accepting 

and pre~erlJing data that a large part of the3e problem~ arille, and 

thus a good solution should reflect Ihis. 

There are, on the other hand, several similar problems for which .n 

adequate rolution "n only involve additional capacities, be il reasoning 

power. background knowledge "' imerface sophisticatiOn. A typical "" u 

the contradiction between different sources (d. Sec.ion 6.1). Some pomble 

way' forward are outlined in Chapter 7. 

2.2 A Crilicism of Existing Solutions 

We now briefly discuss some solutions which have been proposed to parts 

of the problem. The argumenls presented here ." of 'n intuitive kind, 

'nd reflect the intuitions behind Ihe present work. A formal criticism i, 

embedded in Ihe analyses of Chapter S. 

The first poinl we want 10 raise i, thaI the logics that have been 

suggested the core of • reasoning machine. have been originally devised" 
tools, not descriptions of • working entity. The translation i, nol" 

difficult. of course, but il i, importanl 10 make it, in order to avoid the 

complex parts of a reasoning process being carried out only in the minds 

of aULhor and reader, when the merit is claimed for the mechanism 

(theoretical or implemented). An interesling consequence of this obvious 

requirement is thaI any meta-level process uied, must be specified imide the 

system. For the rest of this section we will adapt to the common 
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terminology, referring to logic as agent5. 

Th' Prolog community. on on' hand, claims that classical logic i, all w, 
need reason efficiently; our opinion lbal Prolog iLs:elf i, no' based on'0 j, 

classical logic. bu' on a form of non-monotonic logic. This is du' '0 th' 

presence of 'h, overriding and of 'he negation- by -failure fealures. A 

detailed discussion of these points can be found in Chapter 4. 

The non-monotonic logic community, on the other hand, has focused 

explicitly on the need to deal with contradictory information, but ignored 

all the problems about consistency and reliability that a fully commilled 

approach to incontistent information can create. 

The problem of how to manage contradictions which arise is clearly essential 

in order to deal with uncertain information: in fact. in almost all kinds of 

problems. uncertainlY mll!t be: accepted at tbe meta-level as well as at the 

object level. otherwise we would find ourselves pretending absolule certainlY 

about the extent to which we are uncertain (in which case we are really 

talking about preci~on of approximation. not uncertainty of information). 

Of course, while approximation i1 a perfectly safe concepl when properly 

used. meta-level uncertainty can cause incorrect informaLion and inferences. 

bence contradictions and the need to recover from lhem. It follows that 

the problem of recovering from and reacting to contradictions is central to 

uncertainlY logics as well, like fuzzy logics or Incidence calculu5. 

Here follows the intuitive base of our crilicism of all these approaches. in 

respeCl lO the problem of consistency recovery. 

2.3 The DifficuLties with Existing Options 

Our criticism of 'he options based on classical and inluiLioni~tic logics is lhat, 

in their pure forms, these logics do not "survive" contradictioru al all. in 

'he sense thaI they cannol admil them and preserve some part of 'he 
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theory under examination. It is our contention that. because of this reason, 

no working system is actually based on the pure forms of these logics. but 

that they all include features which are either completely extraneow to the 

spirit of the logic or, at best, embed meta-level operations that, from the 

outisde observer's point of view, flatten these systems onto (weak) 

non-monotonic ones. 

We identify tbe following shortcomings with systems b.,.d on 

non-monotonic logics and uncertainty logics. 

0) No learning from experie'ue - This is the central point of our 

criticism and, consequently, the attempt towards its solution is the main part 

of our wOlk. In a tlandard non-monotonic logic the only message 

conveyed by a contradiction is lhal a piece of information previously 

believed true is actually false (for the time being). We think that the most 

important thing that can be learned from the discovery of an inconsistency 

is something olher than this, namely that a source of information is not as 

trwtworthy as was assumed, or thal a subject is not in as well-ordered a 

Slate as it appeares, or that an (unstable) inference technique is teS.'! reliable 

lhan it teemed, or a combination of all three. This would also be the 

natural human reaction: we claim Ihat such a feature should be pan of 

the reasoning core itself, and thai this extension is central in order to 

provide a solution for the problems described in (ij), (iii) and (iv). 

OJ) The need for infinite degrt:e3 of certainty if an uncenainty 

logic can alter the truth value of a statement as many times as it is 

required, then. if the logic is lo haVe a model at all, such a model must 

be equivalent to one with infinitely many degrees of certainty. If not, the 

model should sooner or later anow the assignment of two opposite lruth 

values with an idenlical degree of certainty to the same statement at the 

same time. and this is in contradiction with the concept of logic itself, 

non-monotonic or otherwise. 

Nevertheless, such a model with infinite degrees of uncertainlY is clearly 

unnatural and impossible to lrans!ate into a meaningful human scale of 

degrees of belief (or anything like lhac). We note Ihat some versions of 

uncenain:y calculus are in fact equivalent to non-monotonic logics, because 
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they admit infinitely many "adjwlemenu" (cf. Section 4.10). 

(iii) No fixed "action Jloint" We call an "action point" lhal degree 

of certainty (or belief) high enough for decisions and positive aClions to be 

taken upon iL It is clear that. for mOst praclical purposes, such a degree 

of belief is as good as the top one. 

It is obviowly desirable to have the action point fixed at ",me poim, 

according to some ellternal parameters like urgency, importance of possible 

effects etc.. This is becawe it would be ludicrow to consider ·z· degree 

o[ certainlY enough to take some aClion now, and "2x" not good enough 

[or Lhe same thing a lillie later. under the same conditions. This i, whal 

;, bound to happen in the model with infinite ordered sentencial values 

mentioned in (ij) above. 

(iv) No tending towards stabilization - Since a non-monotonic logic bas 

to accept a change of trUlh values When the user 50 wishes, no stable 

picture of the world could ever emerge from the kind of poor information 

that we try to deal Wilh: this is at odds with the everyday experience of 

most of us, where we try very hard Lo achieve a relalively stabilazed 

picture of the world. 

In fact, it is so important for humans to obtain a steady. lasting image 

that many of us give up any attempt at improvement and hold fast to 

their views, no matter how usdessly. 

Also, the need for stabilily is evident in science, where complex, well 

founded and useful Lheories are not discarded simply because a counter 

example has surfaced; if, on the other hand, sufficient evidence has been 

accumulaled against the old Lheory, and a new, more powerful candidale 

has been elaborated. then the collapse of the old theory is nOl perceived as 

a simple readjustment, but as a "catastrophe" requiring a deep revision 

(cf. point (i)). 
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2.4 The Proposed SoLutions 

We now examine our proposed solutions 10 the above problems in general 

lerms. In Chapter 6 we will relate mch solutions to a mathematical model. 

In order to take any action about the sourCe of information and its 

subject two conditions must be satisfied: firstly, such a source and subject 

must be identifiable; secondly, the system must be able to adjust. or even 

refuse. the input of data from the user. 

The first condition is self -explanatory. The second is necessary because the 

final possible action must be downgrading the level of reliability Or even 

refusing the information from that particular source or about that particular 

subjects. Of course it is possible to react by extending the period during 

which a new formula is checked for COnlradictions with the existing 

database, before being accepted It is nevertheless dear that, on top of the 

limits imposed by decidability and feasibility, such a course of aClion simply 

limits the damage of conLradiclions entering the database and being used as 

a base for inference. but does nOl weaken the need to bar new 

incomistencies of the same kind. by acting on the origin. 

The idea lhat a machine should question, adjust and possibly refuse 

information input by the Uler may evoke science-fiction images for some: 

the pOint is that we cannOl require a program to be as useful as an 

expert yet behave like a slave. Most of the existing expert systems avoid 

Ihe problem by baving all the essential information coded in by the 

knowledge engineer. and leaving the user a few slOls in the production rules 

which he can fill. 

Once we aim for a really interactive system, and for real-size problems 

(unsolvable through huge lists of specific produclion rules) then the choice is 

no longer avoidable: any expert, human or machine-simulation. must defend 

its knowledge from unnecessary inconsistencies and draw conclusions about the 

reliability of particular sources and the general state of a SUbject. 

Such actions can be visualised as an argumenl between two groups of 
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operators, acting in Opposilion: one group trying to downgrade the reliability 

of the sources and to lower the e'lpectations about uniformily in an area 

of knowledge, in accordance with the frequency and the seriowness of lhe 

contradictions discovered. The other trying to achieve the oppos-he effect, 

arguing that no serious contradictions have been discovered and the flow of 

information reaching the action point is not satisfactory. 

This image will be particularly useful in the interpretation of the ildaplive 

reasoning system in Chapter 6. 

2.3 Some Related Questions oC Philosophy 

The ways in which we have defined our problems and specified some 

requirements for an acceptable solution involve some philophical assumptions, 

while Ihese assumptions or others of a s1mitar kind have then provided the 

intuitions upon which we have elaborated the formal material. We think 

that they should be made clear and open to discussion. 

II is useful to notice that, while in the parts of this work where we 

propose new points of view, as in Chapters 3 and 6, our philosophical 

perspective is evident and directly translated into the formalisms. Where we 

discuss and compare other, e'listent opiniom we often $land on a less 

committed philosophical ground, in order to provide a common denominalOr. 

We believe, nevertheless, that the results of these analyses and comparisons 

support the views which we present in this section. 

We hold a pragmatic view of science, and knowledge in general, and the 

yardstick which we use to judge theories or belieh is by their 

ejjectivenesJ in helping to control the environmenl. When we refer to 

control we mean either capability to predict correctly (up Lo some 

standard), or to prescribe constructions (physical or theoretical) which actually 

carry out the joh Ihey are supposed to do. 

While this view is clearly related to jalJiji('ationi~t and particularly 
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neo-empiriciJt philosophies of science, it diverges from those due to lhe 

fact that the problem of Truth. as such. is irrelevant under the pragmatic 

point of view. This extends also to the meta-level of scientific 

methodology, since, in our view. the requirements of exactness and adequacy 

cannot be shifted from a scientific theory 10 its methodological meta-theory. 

A methodology is then judged by the overall level of control over the 

environment which it allows, and expeciaily to its ability to improve this 

control. 

Several other important concepts are related to this. We briefly mention the 

most relevanl 10 the present work. 

From this perspective there i, no way of establishing whelher lhe direction 

taken i, lhe right one in lhe long term m whether it i, jUst a local 

maximum. Therefore the concept of correctne88 of an observation. a 

theory or • methodology m",' be replaced with that of adequacy. wbich 

means that the control we have obtained satisfies our present needs and i, 

in line with the general performance of the best comparable techniques. 

One of tbe problems with such a relativistic philosophy of knowledge is 

that there seems to be no theoretical starting point, in the sense that there 

is apparently no well-founded way to proceed for a hypothetical rational 

entily trying to reason by these rules. A standard answer is thal there is 

no objective rationality at all. and that the philosophy of knowledge simply 

describes an historic process that just happens to be as it is. While there is 

definitely some ground for this, strictly descriptive (in the biological and 

social sense) point of view. we think it is possible to relate it to the more 

classical requirement for justification, as opposed to description 

The argument is that we do need to exercise some control over our 

environment in order to survive. This requires that at least part of it be 

constanl enough in its behaviour to be predictable. Herein lies what we 

call the ba,iic epi.~temoln9£('al bpt. If there is not such an order. we do 

not lose anything in looking for il, since we could not uae our mental 

power in a better way. If, on the other hand, some order exists, lhen we 

stand a chance of finding it only if we assume its exislence in the first 

place. Looking for regularity i, Ihen ralional in a-priori sense, given'" 
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the need to survive. Note that this argumem, unlike the similar one 

proposed by Reichenbach and others, does not try to justify any particular 

a~umption of regularity (which could of course be wrong). but the need 

for having a mental organization which embeds the search. The more 

flexible this organization is, the m,ore the search can be varied according to 

circumstances, and the more chance there is of finding an acceptable 

candidate. 

The link with the evolutionary approach above is that the most plausible 

(and also the most likely) candidate for the first hypothesis of regularity is 

the minimal one. that is, the assumption which requires one division in the 

immediate environment such thal some useful property is more likely to be 

found on one side than on the other. For exmple, those things which are 

edible, among those things which can be reached. We discuss formalisation 

of this point of view in Chapter 3, where we examine the theory of 

homogeneity and the determination of individuals. 

It is interesting to note thal, while the initial assumption of homogeneity 

(regularity) should be as weak as possihle, the reasoning system supporting it 

should be already equipped with a much greater power, in order to take 

advantage of both successes and failures in the applicalion of that 

assumption. It could he argued that in the human race this power has 

developed over generations, not individuals, even if there is a large amount 

of evidence pointing in the opposite direction. However the evolution has 

taken place. humans of present time seem to be born with the reasoning 

power set towards looking for and understanding complex regularities, While 

at the same time the experime;lts small children conduct as they play point 

\0 ralher simple and local assumptions 10 starl with. While, as usual. we 

as A.I. researchers have no obligation to copy the human way of reaching 

a complex behaviour, this analysis provides a stimulating starting pOint that 

we have med heavily in the construction of homogeneity theory and of 

the adaptive reasoning sytems. 

We can now connect the analysis about assumptions of homogeneity with 

the criteria described above of effecti\"eness and adequacy, remembering that 

even apparently neutral observations are identjfied and interpreted against 

background expectations" The three terms of the relalion, assumptions. 
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recuoning and observations, appear then to be linked in a circular fashion. 

This is clearly a departure from the intuitive point of view. according to 

which the observations are pure data, reasoning is either correct, thus 

preserving truth. or is not, and the laws are simply extracted from the 

data through correct reasoning. A great deal of recent research ;n 

philosophy of science ha.s gone into proving how naive and useless this 

representation ;~ 10 extreme point of negating any objectivity'h' 
whatsoever in the process of gathering knowledge. 

Our idea of a circular relation is that each term is Judged according \0 

how it fits with the other two: for example, an assumption can be used 

to interpret some data., reasoning can then be applied to them. the new 

data so obtained can be matched with the assumption to make a prediction. 

but which might not fit with a second set of data. It could be that the 

assumption is inaccurate, the interpretation imprecise, or the reasoning 

incorrecL The importam thing is .that, simplifying a little, from the failure 

of one piece to go into place, we could learn about a more likely shape 

of at le3S1 one of the other two. 

This leads w to the concept of contradictions as potentially helpful 

occurrences, which is, again. linked to the falsificationist valuation of 

fabification above verification, but with a more positive stress on the large 

gain in control power that can be achieved when an mUfTlption is 

recognised a1 the origin of the problem. In the classical falsi.ficationist 

version, while the evolutionary gain in the passage from a theory \0 

anolher is acknowledged, the emphasis is on the negative achievement of 

being able to definitely classify the old theory as wrong. The general 

difference is that falrificationism is really positivism upside down. and it is 

just as much concerned with the discovery of truth, while the pragmatic 

approach thai we advocate is all concentrated towards succesful adaptatiom. 

A further consequence of this more optimistic way of looking at 

contradicliom is thal a contradiction is considered e"istenL from the moment 

in which it is discovered. This follows from the notion that while an 

unobserved contradiction may very well have created problems ;n lh' 

relation of lh' entity with its environment, h will have no' done '0 ;n 

the entilY's internal representation, upon which lh, entity ac ts, of that 
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rela.lion. This is not to say that "ohjective" contradictions do not exist 

(even if we would have difficully in imagining one), but nmply that they 

are, as ruch, epistemologically irrelevant. On the other hand. once a 

contradiction is discovered. then it may easily be dated from a moment in 

the past. 

The apparent paradox is due to the difference between these three concepts: 

external reality (whatever that means), which is completely beyond this 

analysis; entity-environment relation perceived through the entity's sensitiVity 

and interpretation, which is again different from that which we would 

perceive the relation LO be from outside; and the entity representation of 

what the environment is. This seemingly bizarre distinction. and others of 

an analogous kind. have proved to he very useful to w in the construction 

of the formal frame for analysing and comparing differem reasoning 

systems. in Chapters 4 and S. 

Finally, we have La act and interact with our environment. and the 

information upon which we do so is ohen of a poor quality, and anyway 

we are an integral part of the way in which this information is gathered 

and interpreted. It fallows that we cannOt wail for the valid reasoning 

lechnique to make inferences. Infact, even when the data are precise 

enough and no undecidable problems are involved, the blindness of valid 

inferences, lheir slep-hy-step nature and the complexity of the elhaustive 

search they require. make their use almost impossible except in the most 

restricted circumstances. 

We claim thal there are other' reasoning techniques. like reasoning by 

analogy, which are faster, more powerfUl and easier to handle. The price 

is that they are unstable, that is they can produce false conclu1ions from 

Hue premises. On the other hand, we have argued that a reasoning system 

must be equipped to deal with inconsistencies independently of the inferences 

It carries out. simply because of the way interaction with the environment 

is bound to progress.. Once we accept the need to deal with the problem 

(in a reasonable way), it is clear that we can take advamage of this and 

employ ur.stable inference techniques loa. 

The basic criteria that we envisage in dealing with unstable inferences are 
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thaI. firstly, Ihey must be recognised as such; secondly, theIr performance 

mWl be controlled and their value modified according with il; thirdly, as in 

the case of inconsislencles arising from obser .... ed data, the recovery mun 

imply some 'iarialion in the behaviour of the sySlem, so [haL something has 

been learned from the cOnLradiction. 

We then propose the following description of a reaojonable inference: Il is 

an inference which directly produces useful results (thus, It must al${) be 

fast) while, when it fails,. it indirectly provides additional useful information 

about related maller!, such as the interpretation of the data or some 

assumptions behind the inference. 

We do noL LlSe unstable reasomng techniques to this work because, as we 

have indicated already, a rather complex analysis and 3. partial solution 10 

our problems can be devised wiLhoUl using these inference techniques. We 

have briefly mentioned them here, anyway, because they are central to the 

advanced solutiolU lhat we envisage [or cerlain pans o[ the adapLive 

reasoning J)'stem. They also play a pivotal role ;n the direction o[ 

research, outlined in the neIt section. which forms the contert roc lhe 

present work. 

2.4 A General Direction of Research 

The ceOlral idea that characterises our direction of research is tha.t reasoning 

is centra! in many acli ...·ities which we try La simulate. Particularly 

important ate the unstable reasoning techniques, for the reasons of speed, 

applicability and power already mentioned. 

We have identified ~veral such techniques, which of course have points in 

common l,\,'i~~ other methods elaborated by re~earG~ers in the field. The 

most imponanl amongst these a~e: reasoning by analogy. rea:>oni:1g by 

r.o:-: ~ cor:'.rJ.c:::".:Il71, reasor.::1g by c:rcurr.Kr:p~ion, rt.lio'.Ing by SCientific 

induction, n~a~oning by effect to cause (someumes c:1iJed abduction), statiStical 

reamnir:g. 
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The reasoning by analogy technique has been formally analysed [GRL86J. 

We have reason lO believe that in fact all these techniques (and probably 

niH othen:) are variations on the same theme, and that this theme could be 

analysed using homogeneity theory. An interpretation of these apparently 

very different techniques lbrough one single tbeory would a.!low us to 

formulate a calculus of reasoning techniques on a very solid base. 

While we consider lhe "consistency recovery" mechanism essential in order to 

deal reasonably and succesfully with unstable reasoning, on the other band 

we believe that the reasoning techniques will be needed to enhance tbe 

power of the mechanism itself. This interaction is furtber disc.med in 

Chapter 6. 

The areas where we foresee interactions of great potential are: the natural 

language interface. the large knowledge-base management and the 

interpretation of sensorial data. In all these cases. there are very seriow 

problems due to an excess of information. a requirement for very high 

speed of processing, a likelihood of information being ambiguous, incomplete 

or even inconsistent, and often a need to take action based on whatever 

information has been understood, retrieved or processed at lhat stage. 

We also thi nk that part of the nructure used for the consistency recovery 

mechanism could provide a base, in a more sophisticated model, for Lhe 

organisation of the reasoning process in general. The ideas of motivations 

expressed as performance trends 10 be approximaled, of tension between 

opposite mati vations. of cases prepared for and against rome options, of 

trial runs could all have a role to play. expecially when they would be 

freed from some of the mechanical nature which of necessity afflicts lhem 

at the presem stage. 

Again, we expect homogeneity theory lO play a very useful role, helping 

to individuate homogeneous trends and fraclures which are, until now, 

beyond the power of the system. A typical case would b, the decision 

r.ot 10 consider past evidence (what Wl can the [o(lkl:Jtuk para.meter in 

Appendix A) because something has happened that suggests a fracture in 

that sequence of events. The role of the reasor.ing techniques would then 
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be to organize and connect the eviden~. Homogeneity theory would 

provide the fra.me in which to analyse it and lhe mechanism inherited from 

the present model would be used as a len bench. 

It has to be nre.sscd again that all lhis represents only a direction of 

research. provided as a background against which Lo can the present work. 
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Chapter 3
 

A Formal Approach to Homogeneity
 

3.1 Principles of Homogeneity 

The concepts of homogeneity and of fractures in homogeneity are 

inextricably intertwined. This is a very natural consequence of our 

interpretation of the way in which knowledge is gathered (eL Chapler 2). 

Nevertheless, for obVIOUS reasom, we must begin our analysis examinmg one 

of these [\\."0 fundamental pam: the limits that we meet from one side will 

provide exactly the starting point for exploring the other side, and vice 

versa. 

We begin Dur discussion with the concept Df homogeneity. First of all, in 

order tD discuss homogeneity we must isolate a par~ Df the world the 

behaviour DC which we want tD analyse, and that group Df properties fDr 

which \l,'f expect this beha viowr tD be somehow homogeneous. 

Once the sample we are interested in has been isolated. we must be able 

10 look inside it to examine ilS behaviour under the chosen properties.. Our 

interpretation of "looking inside" is to divide the sample into smaller groups 

which we hope will behave in the same way in relation lo a given 

predicate. Thus a first approximation to homogeneity is lhe concept of 

similarity of behaviour of the sample under some screening. 

In order to give a more precise meaning to homogeneity, we need to 

define more clearly what we mean by the behaviour of a property. We 

shall use the concept of density, which measures to what extent a property 

applies to a sample. 

Within this inlerpretation, it follows that a sam pie which is not divided 
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under some screening is trivially homogeneous for all properties under that 

screening, which is then uselen for cOnsiderations of homogeneity. 

This. in turn, strongly suggests that lhe smaller the divislons of our sample 

generated by the screen, the more informative is lhe screening about the 

density of Ihe sample under the property. We shall refer to the size of 

the divisions as the depth - the smaller the divisions. the greater the depth. 

AnOlher problem we must confrom is that there are very many properties 

under which the sample is trivially completely homogeneous: for example, 

any property which does not apply to any member of the world. Il is 

clear that the only useful way in which homogeneity can be understood 

and exploited is by finding a Doundary, in the world. where lhe 

homogeneity breaks. We call this boundary a fracture. 

Il is clear, then. that a sample is homogeneous under some property if iu 

density under the property is more or less the same for all divisions of 

the sample. Similarly, a fracture corresponds to a Doundary acron which 

there is a sudden change in density. 

The useful properties are thus the ones for which there is a sample, highly 

homogeneous under the property and also for which there is a sufficiently 

sudden break in density across the boundary between the sample and its 

complement. We call these properties discriminants, because they discriminate 

between the sample and the rest of the world. 

We now present the basis of a formal model for homogeneity. 

3.2 Definltlons for Homogeneity 

In this Section we introduce the formal framework withm which we can 

capture md discuss homogeneity. An informal treatment of the:se definitions 

can be found in Seclion 3.3. 
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Definition 121 

If U is a set, and 0 is a predicate wilh lype P(U) --+ Bool, then: 

(i) any A\;U nlch thal Q(A)=True is a O-det;
 

(ij) the Q-world in U is lhe set of all O-sets in (I;
 

(iii) Un(U,O) is defined as UO-world in U. 

When no confwion can arise, we will abbreviate "O-world in U" to 

"O-world" and "Un (U,O)" lo "Un (Q)". We will aho refer to lhe sel U 

as the "container". 

Definition 122 

If U is a set, and 0 is a predicate with type P(U) --+ Bool, then 0 is 

a M:reen for U if lhe O-world in U is neither emply nor equal to 

{uJ. and the empty ~et is not in tbe Q-world in U. 

Definition 3.2.3 

If A is a set and l' is a predicate with Iype A -. Bool, then the 

P-density of .-\, D.. (A), is defined by: 

D.(A) = I[XEA : P(x)JI/IAI. 

Definition 3.2.4 

If A is a set of real numbers then we define the rarliuJ of A, 

rad (,\), by: 

rad (A) == max (A) - min (A). 
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Definition 3.2' 

If U is a set. Q is a predic.ite with type P(U) - Bool and P is a 

predicate with type U - Bool. then the entropy of Q under P in U. 

ent (U.p.Q), and the homogeneity of Q uTlrlt'r P in U. hom (U,P,O), 

are defined .u follows: 

(0 ent(U,P,O) = rad ({ Dp(A): A IE O-world in Ul); 

(ii) hom (U,P.O) z 1 - mt(U,P,Q)' 

3.3 An Explanation of tbe Basic Definitions for Homogeneity 

We now compare each of the definitions made in Section 12 with the 

account of tbe principles of homogeneity given in Seclion 11. 

Definitioru 121 and 3.22 provide us with a formal basis for screening, 

using a predicate on the power-sel of the world.. The generalised union of 

the Q -world is the "sample" discussed in Section 11. 

It is interesting to contrast the intuitive and the formal approaches to the 

definition of a 5ample: in the former (Section 11) we start from the 

sample considered as a unit and sub~quently look inside it to analyse its 

homogeneity. In the latler approach we begin with the division (screening) 

and build the sample from it. 

The reason for this difference is that in our intuitiVe discussion we assumed 

some kind of "feeling" (or which pieces of the world could be sufficiently 

homogeneous (Q make good samples, and the screening was seen as a way 

of verifying it. On the other hand, in the formal approach we do not 

assume any previous knowledge about suitable samples, and the screening 

technique is the way by which we determine areas of hi;:::h homogeneity. 

In Definition 3.2.3 we formalise the Concept of demity as the proponion of 
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a set for which a property holds. 

Finally, in Definitions 12.4 and 12S. we introduce enlropy and homogeneity. 

These are complementary measures in the range [0,1]. Entropy is the 

difference between ma:rimum and minimum densities of the screening under 

the property. In this way, the greater the diversity of behaviour of the 

screening under the property, the .greater the entropy, and consequently the 

lower the homogeneity. 

3.4 Fractures in Homogeneity 

Having formalised our understanding of homogeneity, we are now in a 

position to introduce the definitions of fraclures and discriminant!. We also 

prove two basic results. 

An informal description of the following material can be found al the end 

of this Section. 

Definilion 14.1 

If U is a set, 0 is a predicate with type P(U) -+ Bool and P is a 

predicate with type U"'" Bool, then the j,.a.ctu,.e value oj 0 unde,. P 

in U, jdu.p,O), is defined by: 

/dU.P.O) = D,(Un(Oj) - D,(U-Un(O)). 

Definition 3.4.2 

If U is a set, 0 is a predicate with type P(U) -+ Boal and P is a 

predicate with type U -+ Bool, then a pirtu,.e, Uj.h.(P,O), is defined 

by: 
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Uf.h.(P,QJ Iff Ixl ~ If' W,P,QI I. ,ign(xl = ,ign ([,(U,P,U) I, and 

IJ 5 hom(U,P.Ql. 

Definition 3.4.3 

If U is a set. 0 is a predicate wllh type P (U) -+ Bool and P is a 

predicate with type U - Bool. then P is an f"h~ di~crimi'flant for 0 

in	 U If Uf.h.IP,Q). 

P is a po"itive rli.'lcriminant if x) 0 and is a negatilJe 

di.uriminant if x < O. 

Theorem 3.4.1 

If U is a set. Q is a predicate with type F(U) -+ Boal and P is a 

predicale with type U -+ Bool. then: 

Iii D,(A)',-D•• (A);
 

(HI f,(U,P,Q) • -f' (U,-P,QI;
 

(iii) hom (V,P,O) .:. hom (V.-P,D). 

Proof:
 

0) D.IA) l{x<A ,p(x))I/IAI, by Definition 123,
 

c	 IA-{x<A,-P(x))I/IAI
 

1 - I{x < A, -Plx))I/IAI
 

1-D.• (.·\},	 by Definition 12.3. 
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(;;) jdU,P,O) D. (Un (0» - D. (U - Un (0», by Definilion 3.4.1, 

(1- D .• (Un(O»)) - (1 - D .• (U - Un (0))), by (;), 

- {D•• (Un (0» - D.• (U - Un (0))) 

- j, (U,-P,O), by Definilion 3.4.1. 

(iii)	 hom (U.P,Q) 1 - road ({ Dp{A): A eO-world in. uJ), 

by Definilion 3..2.5. 

1- ratl({l-D.p(A): A eO-world in UJ), 

by (;). 

rad (A) ~ ma:z (A) - min (A), by Definition 3.24. 

(1 - min ({ 1 - z : x " A}» - (1 - max ({ 1 - x : Z Ii A) l. 
by propenies of min and max, 

,. ad ({ 1 - z : Z IE A]). 

Therefore: 

homW,P,O) = l-,.ad({D~p(A); A EQ-wmld in U]) 

hom (U,-P,O) , by DefiniLion llS. o 

PropOIilion 3.4.1 

If lJ is a set, Q is a predi,;;ate with lype P(U) - 8001 and P is a 

negative I.h. di1c:rimir.ant for 0 in U, then -P is a positive f_.h. 

discriminant for 0 in U. 
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Proof: 

Since P is a negative discriminant, x < O. 

By Definition 3.4.2, .'lign(.l):= dign(fr W,P,O)), so fr W,P,O) { O. 

By Proposition 3.4.1(ii), fr (U,P,O) = - fr W,-P,O), so fr (U,-P,Q) >O. 

Therefore ~ign (- x) = .'lign (fr W, -P,O II, and Ixl ~ Ij,(U,-P,Q)I, by 

above and Definition 3.4.2. 

By Definition 3.4.2, ,,~hom W, P,O). 

Therefore y ~ hom (U,-P,O), by Theorem 3.4.1 (iii). The result follows by 

Definition 14.2. 0 

In Definition 3.4.1 we introduce the fracture value of a screening under a 

properly, This is the difference in density between the sample and its 

complement in the world. We define a standard, compact nOLallon for the 

concepts of homogeneity, fracLures and discriminants in Definitions 3.4.2 

and 3.4.1 

The first result we prove, in Theorem 3.4.1, describes the behaviour of lhe 

functions D p fr and hom under negation of the property used as• a 

discriminant The interesting parts of this Proposition are OJ) and (iii). 

Here we see that fr is asymmetric under negation of the discriminant, while 

hom is symmetric. 

Using these results, we are able to prove, in Proposition 3.4.1, that the 

negation of a negative discriminant is a positive discriminant for the same 

screening. 
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3.5 Classes of Predicates: Properties and Screens 

We now generalise ,he conditions of the previous definitions to allow u.s to 

use classes of predicates. An explanalion of lhe purpose of the following 

definitions and results can be found in Section 16. 

Definition 1.5.1 

If U is a set, Q is a predicate with type P(U) ..... Bool and 1 i3 a sel 

of predicates each with type U ..... Bool, then :J' defineJ 0 in U 

within f"h~ if: 

VA < U. 33",3'. AJ,h.(,3",O). 

PrOposilion 15.1 

If UJ,h.(P,O) and D.(Un(O) = 1 th'n UJ.h,fP,R,O). 

Proof: 

V A" UntO). D,(A) = D",{A) ... (» by hypothesis. 

z 5 Jr(U,P,O) = D,(Un(O» - D,(U - Un(O)), by Definition 14.l, 

D",(Un(O) -I{z: z. (U- UnIO)), P(z)JI/IU-Un(O)I, 

by (-) and Definition 12.3, 

5 D,,,(Un (0) - I{ z: z. (U - Un(O)), P(z). R(z) JIII U - Un(O)I, 

~ D p ,"(Un.(O») - D p .,"((f- Un(Q)), by Definition 3.23. 
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y ~ hom(U,P,Q) '= 1 - rad ({ D,,(A):A E Q-world in UJ), 

by Definition 12.5, 

l-rad({Dp ".(A):A eO-world in UJ), by (Ill), 

hom(U,P"R,O), by Definition 125. 

Corollary 15.1 

If ~ defines 0 in U within I.h., and V P E '] Dp(lfn(O» = 1 then 

VA • U. AJ.h,(A1,O). 

Proof: 

If 1 defines 0 in U within IlCh. lhen VA s U. 31's1. AI.hw(/I,']',O), by 

Definition 15.L By Proposition 151, AI.h «A1') " P,O) for all P such lhat w

D,(Un(O)) = 1.
 

Therefore, by hypothesis, VA so: U. A/lCh.(A'J,O). o
 

Definition 3.5.2 

If U is a set, e is a set of predicales each wiLh type P(U) --+ Buol 

and ~ 1$ a sel of predicaLes each with type U --+ Buol, then 

UI.hw(~'~) iff VO e ~. 31' s;; 1. :.P' defines 0 in U wilhin I.h •. 

Proposition 15.2 

If UJ.h, (1i:ll and VJ ,h.(1,r:J), Lhen (/In V)J.h,(1,~), where 

(I',d) '" (x,y) or (c,d) = (",1). 
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Proof: 

By Definition 3..5.2, UI .h~ (:t,e) implies: 

"10 IE' ~. 31~ s:1'. l' defines 0 in U within I.h •. 

By Definition 3..5.1, :1" defines 0 in U wilhin I.h. implies: 

VA < U. 33'''<3''. .'I,".(A3''',O). 

Since (Un V) ~ U, it follows, by transitivity of sel inclusion, lhal 

V., • (Un V) . 33'''.3''. (C/n V)I,".(A:l"',O). 

Therefore :J" defines 0 in (Un V) within I.h., by Definition lS.I, and, by
 

Definition 15.2. il follows that (Un V)/.h~(1,e).
 

The same argumenl holds for (r,ci) = (,'1,t).
 

In the case when Xl j and 11 L t, we choose k,d} = (x,y). Similarly when 

lhe total order is inverted, we choose (c.d) = C'I,t). 

Proposition 3.5.3 

If UI.h/9", O) and A EO-world in U, then 'riP E :1'. horn. (A,P,O) l y. 

Proof: 

hom(A.,P,O} = 1- ran ({ Dp(B): B I; O-world in A}), by Definition 12S. 

=l-rad({D,.(B): B IE' {GSA.; O(G)=Trlu}}), 

by Definilion 121, 

l 1-rad({Dp (l1): B E {C~U; O(G)=Trup.}}), 

by Definition 3.2.4, 
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hom (U,P,QJ. by Definition 12~, 

v, by Definition 14.2 0 

PrOposilion 1SA 

II Uf..h~(P,O) and Ufsh,(P.Q·) lhen hom(U.P.O"O·)~ max({y,t}). 

Proof: 

Without lo~ of generality. assume y ~ t. 

hom(U.P,O"Q')-=l-rad({Dp(B): Be (Q"Q')-world in U}), 

by Definition 3.2.5, 

1- rad({D,(B), B • (C<U, OCC) 

,O'(C) = True J J), 
by Definition 3.2.1, 

~ 1-rad({D,CB), B. {C.V: O(Cl=TrueJJl, 

by Definition 3.2.4, 

~ hom (V,P,O) , by Definition 12.5, 

~ y. by Definition 3.4.2 o 

3.6 The Use of Classes of Predicates 

Tn Definition 3.5.1 a set of predicates is used to "define" a screen. This ~et 

of predicates includes properties whose conjunction provides a good 

discriminant bet\,\'een some pan of the Q-world and some part of the rest 

of the world. 
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We then prove Proposition 15.1 and Corollary 15.1 which together show that 

conjoining properties that apply to the whole of Un (0) with any other 

property does not alter the homogeneity and can only improve the (racture 

value of the screen under Lhe laller propeny. 

This result tells us that if we have a tist of properties which apply 

universally to a set, we can take their conjunction as the definition of 

the set, without losing any of the power of the individual conjunclJ,. This 

is panicuarly useful when constructing an? using "dictionary" definitions of 

various concepts, since dictionary definitions will be treated lU conjunctions 

of characteristic properties, chosen, nevertheless, for their individual power of 

dhcrimination. It is clearly esssential that this power is nOl compromIsed by 

forming this conjunction. 

Ne:lt we make Definition 15.2 which generalises Definition 15.1 LO a set of 

screens. This will form a building bloclc In our construction of "world 

divisions" in Section 18. 

In Propositions 15.2, 15.3 and 15.4 we consider the effects of various 

operations on homogeneity and fracture values. Proposilion 3.5.2 concentrales 

on the intersection of containers (cf. remark following Definilion 121). 

Proposition 3..5.3 establishes a lower bound on the homogeneity of individual 

Q-sets, which will be useful when we refine the treatment of an entire 

Q-world in order La concentrate on panicular subsets. It is clear that iL is 

very importanl to be sure that all the properlies of the Q·world are 

presePied in Ihis lransition. In Proposition 15.4 we show a condition on 

the homogeneity of the conjunction of two screens under a given property. 

3.7 Homogeneity and the Class of Size-Flat Screens 

We now proceed to define a class of screens which play a special role in 

our later use of homogeneity and fracture ....alues. A fundamental result is 

proved about this class of screens. 
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An informal rendering of the following material can be found in 

Sections 18 and 19. 

Definition 17.1 

If U is a set, and Q is a screen for U then the depth of 0 in U is 

defined as fallows: 

depth (U,O) = l-(m'n(lIAI-l;O(A). A.U})/IUn(O)I-l). 

Definition 17.2 

If U is 3. set. 1 Ski IUn (0)1, and Q is a screen for U then tbe 

k-Alice of 0 in U is defined as follows: 

k-,Ii,e(U,O) = l A; A" U, O( A). I A 1= k }. 

Definition 17.3 

If U is a sel and 0 is a screen fOr U then 0 is a "ize -flat screen in 

U if 0(.4.) implies O(B) for all B in the I A I-slice of 0 in U. 

Definition 3.7.4 

If U i~ a sel, 0 is a screen and P is a predicate with type U _ Bool, 

then the set of exceptions to P under Q is defined by: 

,x(U,P,Ql = lx; .P(x),x EUn(Q)}. 
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Theorem 11.1 

If U is a set, Q is a sile-f1al screen of deplh d and P is a predicale 

with type U -+ Baal, then: 

hom(U,P,Q)=maz([O, ,-nlk, ,-(IUn(O)I-n)/k, 2-IUn(O)l/k]), 

where n::: [ez(U,P,Q)J and k:::a+ (l-a)[Un(Q)[. 

(n is thus the number of el.ceplions to P under Q. and k is the size 

of the smallest set for which 0 holds). 

Proof: 

hom(U.P.Q) = 1- raa ({ Dp(A): A E Q-world in U}), by Definilion 125, 

:::l-(max({ D,.(A): AlE Q-world in U}) 

- min{{ Dp(A): A E Q-world in U})). 

by DefinlLion 124, 

"'l-max({D p (A): AEQ-world in U}) 

+min({ Dp(A): A E Q-world in U}L 

=(l-mllX({[{X: P(xLxEAJI/IA1:A IE Q-world in U})) 

+(l-max({[{x: ~P(x),xEA}I/IA\:AE Q-world in U})), 

by Theorem 14.1 (i) and Definition 3.23. 

Since Q is size-flat, then when A is a 0 - set, all sets of sire I A J are 

Q-sets. 

Therefore, the value of !{x: ~P(x),xEAJ[/[A[ is maximiR:d for a 

particular ... alue of IA[ when f~x(U,P,Q)~A, or, if [ex(U,P,O)I>IAI, 

when AS;:ex (U.P.O). 
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So: ma:z:({I{:z:: -P(x),xIEA.}l/v:A IE O-world in U and IAI "" v}) 

= 1"IU,P,O)//v if lex(Cf,P,O)( ~ v, 

= 1 if lex(U.P,Q)I>v. 

Thus: 

max({l{x: ~P(x),xIEA}l/v:A IE O-world in U and IAI '" v}) 

=/"W,P,O)I/v if lex(U,P.Q)l/v~ i, 

1 if lex(U.P,Q)l/v >1. 

This implies thal: 

ma:z:({I{x: -p(x),xIEA}l/v:A IE O-world in U and JAI '" v}) 

:= min({lex(U,P,O)l/v. i}), 

:= min({n/v, I}). 

simplifying the above expression. 

Therefore: 

hom(U,P.O):= (i-max({I{x: P(x),xIEA}I/IAI:A e Q-world in U}» 

+(l-max({min({nlv. l}):A IE O-world in U and IA! = v})). 

using the above expression. 

Since: 

ma:z:([min({e, i}):R(e)})=min({ml13'.({e:R(e)}), i}), 

it follows that: 
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h/Jm(U.P.Q)== (l-max({I{x: P(x),xEAJI/IAI:A EO-world in U})) 

+(1-min({max({nlv:A EO-world in U 

'nd	 IAI = vJ), '))), 

=:: (l-max({I{x: P(x),xeAJI/IAI:A. eO-world in U}) 

+(1-min({nlmin({IAI:A E Q-worJd in uJj, 1J)). 

Now: 

d == depth (U,O), by hypothesis, 

1- (min({IAI-1: Q(A), A<;U})/IUn(OII-1), by Definition 17.1, 

1 - (min({IAI: A.eO-world in U})-1)/(IUn(O)I-1). 

So min{{IAI:AEO-world in UJ)=d+(l-d)IUn(O)I, 

= k, by hypOlhesis. 

Therefore: 

hom.(U,P.O)=(1-mllx({I{x: P{xl.xeAJI/IAI:A Ii: O-world in U}) 

+(1-min({nlk,1l»), 

So: 

hom(U,P,O) = (1 - max( { I{ x: p(x), x E A} IliA I: A Ii: O-world in U J)) 

• (1- m;n( {I{ x: -PIx), x .Un(Q))l/k, 'J)), 

=	 ('-max({I{xo P(x),x.A)I/IAI:A e Q-world in uJ)) 

+ma];({o, 1- nlk}), by hypothesis. 

A similar argument can be used lO simplify the first part of the 

expression, as follows. 
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If' 

I{ x, P(x), .. Un(O))1 ~ k 

then: 

max({I{" P(x),x.A)I/IAI,A. O-world in U)) = I, 

and if: 

I{., P(x),xeUn(O))1 < k 

lhen: 

max( (I{" P(x), x • .~)I/IAI, A • o-world in U)l = (lUn(O)1 - n)/ k. 

Now, I{" P(x),x.Un(O))1 = IUn(O)I-n, 

so the following lWO equalions hold: 

I{., P(x),x.Un(O))1 ~ k implies (IUn(O)I-n)/k ~ I, 

l{x,p(,),x.Un(O))I<k implies (IUn(O)l-n)lk<1. 

Thus~ 

ma:z:({I{:r.: P(z). X IE A JI /JA I: A eO-world in U}) 

< min({l, (IUn(O)I-n)/k)), 

which tmplie! that: 

hom(U,P,O) = 1 - mint 11, (lUn(O)I- n)lk)) • max({o, 1- nl k )), 

=' max( {(). 1 - ([ Un(O)l - n )/ k }) + max ({ O. 1 ~ n/ k} ), 

= max({O, 1-nlk, l-(IUn(O)I-n)lk, '-[Un(O)I/k)). 0 
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Corollary 17.1 

If U is a sel, Q IS a sire-flat screen of depth d, P is a predicate with 

type U-+Bool, and 2k-llln(O)I>k- n >o, where n"'I~:z:(U,P,Q)1 

and k=dT (1-d)IUn(O)I, then: 

homlU,P,Q) = 2 -I UnCQ)1 / k. 

Proof: 

If 2k-IUn(0)1 > k-n > 0 then it is clear that: 

2 - I Un(O) Ilk> 1- nl k >o. 

Also, it follows that: 

k> IUn(Q)I-n> IUn(Q)I-k, 

so lhal: 

2-IUn(O)I/k >l-(IUn(OII-n)/k>a. 

By Theorem 3. 7.1, 

homW,P,O) = mad[a, l-n/k, l-(IUn(O)I-n)/k, 2-IUn(OII/O). 

and therefore hom(U,P,Q)=2-IUn(O)l/k. o 

3.8 A Discussion about Classes of Screens 

In Definition 17.1 We present an important measure which will allow us to 

consider the behaviour of screens: the meamre of depth of a screen, which 

is a quantification of how far into the Q-world it is known a particular 

degree of homogeneity extends. This is precisely the concept of depth 
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referred to in Section 11. 

Next we define a k-slice, which is a collection of all the O-R:lS of the 

same size (DeCn. 17.2). We then use this concept to introduce size-flat 

SCreens (De!n 17.3). The classification of screens is an important task in 

order to look for common properties of sets of screens. Size - flat screens 

are one such class. falling into the important category of "unintelligent" 

screens. 

Unintelligent screens are characterised by using conditions which can be 

checked using only propenie9 of the candidate Q-set itself, that is. without 

reference to relations with other elements of (he container outside the 

candidate Q-set. For example. the membership of the candidate O-set in 

the Q-world, for a size-flat screen. can be checked by simply counting ils 

elements.. In contrast. an intelligent screen is one which uses information 

outside the candidate 0 - set. 

A very important type of intelligent screen i, the "metric screen". That is, 

a screen using a metric imposed on the elemenls of some part of the 

container including the candidate Q - set. A typical application of such a 

metric would be to use neighbourhoods of elemems as a screen. A 

different type of intelligent screen is the "statistical screen", which uses some 

Corm of random sampling to deliver O-sets.. 

It might at first appear strange to be interested in unintelligent screens when 

the use of intelligent screens is so widespread and successful. The reason is 

that unintelligent screens, when applicable, offer a far greater power and 

security in compUting the degree of homogeneity of the O-world. On the 

other ha.nd, the reliability of intelligent screens, when computing the degree 

of homogeneity of a Q - world. varies greatly with the adequacy of the 

particula.r conditions on which the screen is based. 

Finally, Definition 3.7.4 identifies a set of exceplions to a given property 

under some screen. This set i~ wed immedialely in Theorem 3.7.1, which we 

discuss in Section 19. 
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3.9 Analysis of an Importanl Result about Size-Flat S«:reens 

Theorem 3.7.1 provides , sigmficant expresrion for the homogeneity of , 
size - flat screen under given property, in terms of the depth of the, 
screen, d. 'nd the size of the exception "'t, n. Theorem 17.1 i, important 

for several reasons, which we examine separately below. 

The definition of homW.P.O) (Defi1. 125) implies Lhat the naive approach 

to computing its value i, to eX3mine the value of the P-deniilY of each 

O-set, which in lurn, given '" Un(Q), requires u, to check every subset, 
of UntO) to depth d. The number of subsets thaI m",' be checked i' 
then exponential in the size of Un{O), which is clearly extremely expensive. 

Theorem 3.7.1 tells us, however, that the only information that is required 

to compute horn(U,P,O) is the size of lhe exception set in Un(O), which 

ean be computed in O(\Un{O)I) steps. 

Corollary 17.1 highlights an interesting result conlained within the expression 

obtained in Theorem 17.1, which is thaI under cenain conditions, the value 

of hom(U,P.Q) is given by a term which is independent of the number 

of exceptions to the property P. This is unexpected and to some extent 

counter-intuitive. When the depth of the screen is 0, it is trivially the case 

thaI hom(U,P,O) = 1, bUl it is interesting to observe that Ihis is the limit 

value of thal term in Ihe expression of Theorem 17.1 which is independent 

of the number of exceptions. 

The result of Corollary 3.7.1 can be interpreted as saying that, when either 

of the terms 1-rzlk or l-(lUn(Q)I-n)lk lies between 2k-jUn(Q)I and 0, 

then the value of hom(U,P,O) is precisely that of the term 2k-IUn(Q)I. 

We emphasise thaI the expression given in Theorem 17.1 is an equality, 'nd 

that the value of horn(U,P,O) i, bound to be exactly equal to one of 

only four precisely defined numerical values. Not only that, but 

hOTr.ogcneity i, obviously , commodity that must be considered to be highly 

desirable, yet despite laking the worst case analysis throughout the proof of 

the Theorem the result i, still in the form of a maximum of several 

values. 
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Finally, since size-flat screens are absolutely the least intelligent screens, the 

expression in Theorem ~7.1 is In fact a lower bound for all screens, 

intelligent or nolo This vindicates our study of size-flal screens and 

re-emphasises the power of the Theorem. 

3.10 Assumptions of Homogeneity 

So far, we have considered homogeneity and fractures as exactly computable 

values, and we have also proved that these computations are feasible 

(Theorem 17.1). It mUSl be noted now that these computations are possible 

only When the test of applicability of the property to each element 10 Ihe 

Un (Q) can actually be made. This in Lurn requires knov,.'ing all these 

elements, having access to (hem and possessing an accurale test. On lOp of 

all this, there is the problem of things changing over time. It is clear Ihat 

for mon worlds, in our everyday or scientific experience, homogeneity and 

fractures values will never be really known. We cannot even talk about 

approximation as a general rule, even if, in many cases, lhal is exactly 

what takel place. since often enough completely wrong estimates can be and 

are made. 

This situation is not an obslacle Lo the smooth application of our model, 

just as it is not an obstacle, in rear life, lO everyday or scienlific 

reasoning This is becau~ our knowledge of the homogeneity of the world 

is an even higher goal than the knowledge of relationships between specific 

objects in the world. Thus, each assumption of homogeneity can be 

considered as a hypothesis about the homogeneity of the world? as well as 

a provisional tool wilh which we can analyse the world. 

In Section 5 we will examine what assumpliom of homogeneity are made 

by different classes of reasoning systems, and how explicit they are. 
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3.11 The Problem of Individuals 

A fundamental primitive in any language is the concept of individuals.. 

That is. the atomic constants about which the language is designed and 

whose relationships with each other are assigned truth values. However. 

there is a problem in applying these representations. rince the entities which 

are most usefully and moS! naturally considered as individuals are frequently, 

in reality, a collec.ion of much smaller emities.. Identifying formally when 

the division of individuals into smaller entities should stop ha! long been 

considered a difficult probiem. 

We claim that. through the ideas introduced in the preceeding sections, these 

"primitives" can aClually be defined from more basic concepts, and when 

this definition is matched with our interpretalion of individuals in the 

\...orld. the prOblem of individuals which are really collections of smaller 

objects is dealt with in a very natural way. 

We assume that there is, given, a "world" of sensorial data (real or 

simulated), which is the set we consider as a container (cf. remark 

following DeCn. 12.1), and also motivl.1tion. We will. for Ihe purposes of 

this work, consider motivation as a source of requirements lhat lead 

naturally to the investigation of certain properties in a hierarchy of 

importance. 

Motivation is a very important subject for study, and we believe that it 

has a Sl:-ucture which can be formalised and analysed. However, we 

consider this to be outside the scope of this work. 

Since mOLivation will not be treated here and yet we claim thal the first 

properties we explore ace ;n some way suggested by the motivation, we 

\'\'ill give an example of the ""'ay we believe such a property might be 
provided by motivation ;n human infants. 

The rr.otivation i:1. r.u",;:n infants inckdci such motives as "explore the 

world", "find things to eat" and "reproduce pleasurable experiences". 

Together these motives produce the commonly obser....ed behaviour of children 
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whereby they pUl every newly discovered object inlo their mouths. Th, 

property thaI i, used to discriminate between objects i. "tastes good"' (in , 
""'-ide sense). This properlY oan De used to divide the world into two 

grouP$ - those that ace nice to put in th, mouth and those that are not. 

It i$ imporlinl to note that, while we consider individuals to be logical 

building blocks, we observe that they can be constructed only through the 

application of some properties.. That is, statemeniS about the relationship 

between properties and individuals are intimately connected 10 the exploration 

of the world itself. 

1l is from our initial impressions of the environment that we bUild the first 

individuals and equip ourselves for exploring the world. In the following 

sections we show how the construction of these individuals and the way we 

attribute properties to them are very differem processes from those that are 

Usually conceived. 

3.12 Individuals and Appearances 

The following formal definitions are discussed in Section 3.11 

Definition 1121 

If U \s a set and ~ is a set of predicates each with type U -+ Baal, 

then a world dilJi,~ion of U. with depth d, fracture bounded below by 

x and homogeneity bounded below by y is a set {(A"O)] '=1-

uLisfying: 

0) U•• ,· A, l;; U; 

(ii) "t/i~i.A,nAJ"'''; 
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Oii) each 0l satisfies: 

(a) Un (0,) , A,; 

(b) O( is a size-flat screen wilh depth d; 

(e) U!.h.(1.{O, l,.:). 

Definition 1122 

If U is a set and {(Ai' Oil} ,.,. is a world division with depth, d, and 

with fracture value and homogeneity bounded below by f and h 

respectively, then each 0, is an indilJidual. 

Note that the values d, f and h are local constants, which will bave been 

provided by functions driven by motivation. 

Definition 3.123 

An appearance, U,p.sJ.hM(R,O), for 0 an individual, is defined by: 

U,p.sJ.hM(R,O) iff lJJ.hM(?,O) 

and 5 is a O-set for whieh DR(S):: Dp(S). 

3.13 A New Underslanding of Individuals 

In Definition 3.12.' we introduce world divisions. A world division is a 

partition (Defn. 112-10i)) of some subsel of the conlainer (Defn. 112.1(1»), 

m:lde in such a ~\'a \. In.lt there is , Kreen 2.ss:)C;2.tc-d wjth each set in lhe 

partition. Each of these screens satisfies certain conditions: firstly, 

lDefn. 3.J2.l(jll)(a») they isolate precisely that in the partition with which'" 
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they are associated Secondly, (Defn. 11.2I(iii)(b)) each screen is lrize -flat and 

has a predetermined depth. Finally, (Defn. l12l(iii)(c)) each screen is defined 

(in the sense of Definition lSJ) by $Ome subset of a pre-specified set of 

properties. 

The significance of world divisions is in lheir application to the 

determination of individuals. By this we mean a categorisation of lhe 

container into a small number of roughly equal (in importance) parts. 

according to $Ome identified sel of interesting and useful properties.. 

It will be noted lhat many values in Definition 1121 are left variable: in 

particular. the number of divisions. Ie, the specified depth. d. and the 

specified bound on fracture values and homogeneity. x and y. Nor do we 

specify the relationship between the union of the defining sets of properties, 

~" and the initial set of properties.~. liowever. all these values are to 

some extent interdependent, even if frequently there will be good reasom to 

optimise one or more of them. For example, if the relative importance of 

each property in , is more or less equal, then a criterion could be to 

maximise the number of properties that occur in some ~l. This. of course, 

is subject to further constraints: firstly, the fracture value is of paramount 

impDrtance if this is not sufficienlly high, !hen there is confusion at the 

boundarie~ between divisions. Another constraint is represented by the value 

of Ie. which must usually be small. 

We now consider the process by which individuals are constructed. 

Properties .nd parameters satisfying the constrainls outlined above are 

provided by the motivation discussed in Section 3.11. Using the values 

provided by motivation and the firsl small world of experience, world 

diVisions '" constructed. The resulling size -flat screens are checked by 

examining each O-set. In these small worlds fracture values and 

homogeneity are exact IDwer bounds.. 

The size-flat screens thus created a~e the individuals (Defn. 112.2). 

It might at fim appear that the intuitively appropriate candidates for 

ir.dividuals are the elements of the container, or world. A closer 



examination of this possibility reveals its flaw: the world we start with is 

just a collection of sensorial ~la, wi~b no inherent nructure or order, so 

~here are no defined objecLJ abou~ which we can speak or reaJOn. (We 

underline again tbat by "sensorial data" we also intend stmula~ed sensorial 

data, so tnat,. for instance. te:llual input 10 a reasoning machine could 

equally be considered "sensorial data"). 

In fact, to be considered as an individual, it is essential that an object be 

identifiable. That is, we must be able to distinguish it uniquely from the 

rest of the world 

To clarify this, take the example of a basket of apples: it is tempting to 

believe that we can think of each apple as an individual, but the reality 

is that the individual is the collection of apples within the baskeL We can 

distinguish the collection of apples in the basket from all other collections 

of apples, because we have the basket. and we have that collection of 

apples inside it. We cannot distingulsh any single apple from any other. 

within the basket. when the only screen we can use is whetner they are in 

the basket. If We choose to distinguish the apples in the basket by their 

pmition then we have created another screen, induced by the property of 

pmilion. and thus a new individual - the newly distinguishable apples.. 

We have already indicated the problem of deciding where to draw the 

limit in recognising an individual consists of a collection of smaller 

indi ....,iduals. Actually. the decision is simply a question of motivation - once 

the individuals have been recognised for a given property then there is no 

need (or motive) for further subdivision to find smaller individuals. it is 

the moliva tion that indicates the properties tha~ are of interest and these in 

turn are used to define world divisions. which include the size-flat screens 

defined by the original properties and these are precisely the individuals we 

rccogdse. Notice that the motivation does not decide the indlyiduals. but 

tr.e properties that mmt be used to define them and these are decided 

without knowledge of which individuals they will creale. 

I: 15 important that an Individual can be dlstingui5hed from the rest of the 

....... or~d by a discriminant properlY (Defn. 112.3) if there is no good 

d:~criminant tr.en the object is not really an indi'o-idual, because there is 
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some other part of the world Crom which tbe object cannOl be 

distinguished A good discriminant one which induces screen with, ," 
high Cracture value Crom the rest of the world 

The elemen15 of Un(Q) not individuals, because they are not'" 
distinguishable. nor are the Q - sets distinguishahle, unless we make an explicit 

label to idemify each piece oC sensorial data. or each Q-set. which creates 

new properties (labels) 'nd thus induces new screens and thereCore new 

individuaJs. 

It Collows Crom this diSCUssion:. that the only enlilY which remains that ca.n 

be con:i1dered as an indi..-idual is the screen. which is the justification Cor 

the definition we have made. 

When we have divided the world into individuals, we want to be able to 

examine new properties of the individuals. Unfortunately. it is Crequemly 

impossible, impractical or too lime consuming lO lest the behaviour of every 

Q-set under a given property. Therefore. we usually make assumplions 

about the behaviour of the whole of a Q-world based on an examination 

of the behaviour of a single Q-set. loge/her with a knOWledge of the 

homogeneily oC the individual under its defining properties in the world 

division inducing iL. 

We put together all the information on which the assumption is based in 

an appearance (DeCn. 3.12.3). When we use an appearance we usually 

choose to hide the assumptions and treat the formula as if it were a 

picture (DeCn. 14.2). 

It is only when the as.sumptions prove false. and the appearance is in 

contradiction with an o~r..-ation of the world. lhat. if a continued growth 

of understanding is to be achieved, the assumptions mUst be examined once 

again and revised. This in turn requires thal the contradiction is recognised 

with!n a logical system strong enough to formaIi~~ tb assumptions which 

have been made. so thal they can be re-examined. (As we have already 

obseivcd. this revision can in itself be a gain in knowledg·::). In ChJ.plE~rs 5 

and 6 we Cormally define some necessary properties that a reasoning syslem 

mLlst satisfy in order to allow for recognition and examination of the 
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assumplions involved 

This concludes our treatment oi mdividuals. 

We have noW formalized pan of the general pbilosophy aboul a.s:surnptions 

and needs for regularity thal we have outlined in Section 25. Pan of the 

material of this chapter is used 10 Chapter " mainly tbe definitions of 

~creens. Other results, particularly Theorem 17.1, are profilably applied later 

in Chapler 6. We believe, anyway, that the value of the theory. as 

already poinled OUt in Section 26, goe~ far beyond its use in the presenl 

conLext. 
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Chapter 4 

A Formal Analysis of Five Classes 

of Reasoning Systems 

4.1 In lroduetion 

In Chapter 3 we developed a formal theory of homogeneity and used it to 

consider one of the most basic problems in understanding and reasoning: 

recognising and discriminating the differen! individuals of the world. 

[t is evident that in order to progreu from the firsL steps in discerning the 

pans of the world. it is necessary to create a suitable too/ with which to 

manipulate and extend knowledge. For centuries logics have been considered 

the most rigorow instruments for both describing rational reasoning and 

aCLUally elercising it. and therefore offer themselves as natura] candidate!. 

We are prepared to subscribe to this poim of view, provided that a 

certain extension \0 the definition of logic is allowed, in order 10 admit 

recent entries in the field. like non mOnotonic logics. or certain kinds of 

fuzzy logic. On the olher hand. it i, our contention that even this 

extended definition is not enough for the needs of A.I., and we propose ., 
an alternative. more restrictive concept. au!' definition of a rea,wning 

.~y<qtem. 

The standard model-theoretic definition of a logic is a triple containing a 

formal language. a set of transformation rules ar.d a set of possit>le 

mappingl f~om the .....ell-formed expressions of the language to a set of 

.... c.] <.les. This 1.:S1.;a,l!y cor.':s\s of a se; of indi.... ldu:J.i.i. .....110.iC names are lhe 

constants of the language. a set of relations between the individual~ which 

is expreS!ed in the connectives and predicates of the language. and a set of 
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ciasses (at lean two), which are usually undeULOod to represent "truth" and 

"falsity", bul which in fact can be interpreted in several different ways, 

from simple flags (e.g. in boolean algebras) LO compleI epistemological, 

temporal or deontic values.. 

While not every imerpretation can be applied to these classes, there is 

always more than one possible. We will refer to them as "semantic 

classes". The important thing is that there must be one special subclass on 

which the transformation rules apply. We call this subclass "T". 

The transformatior. rules themselves are defined so that the result of any 

transformation is guaranteed to remain in that same special subclass. T. This 

(:ondition is ofte:l called "validi(y". If the logic is presented in axiomatic 

form, the axioms can be compJe',ely expressed in a richer proof theory (the 

transformation rules), while the oppmite is not true. Therefore, from now 

on we will drop any reference to axioms. 

In order 1O be applied, a logic also requires a universe of discourse, or 

theory. Essentially, this is a set of well-formed sentences of the language 

which are mapped to T, and on which the transformaLion rules can then 

operate. In the more restrictive definition of a theory, only sentences which 

can be derived from the original ones through Iransformations, and their 

negations, belong to the theory. This view gives rise to :some paradoIical 

conclusions: for eumple, it follows that the continuum hypothesis does not 

belong to the axiomatic set theory! A more relaxed approaeh requires only 

that the constants and the predicates named in the sentence under scrutiny 

have all appeared already in some of the original sentences. 

If any sentence of the theory maps to more than one semantic value at 

any particular moment, the theory is said \0 be inwn,qiJlt~nt. which means 

that the transformation rules could then map every sentente to the special 

subclass, making any useful interpretation impossible. This point underlines 

our contention that reasoning is about discerning. and thal a formal 1001 

\vhich does not help to discern is \vone than useless. It is for this reason 

thal we re&ard logic as ap;:J!ied, not pL:r~ rr.:lll;c:7',J.Lic~, cespite iti abSlr:it: 

character and foundalional use, since an abstract algebra could be interesting 

on, say, aeshtetic grounds e....en if it dOes nOl model any piece of reality, 
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while a logic in that condition would clearly be meaningles:s. II al'"" 
clear that 'he assignment of sentences '0 the special subclass T is 'he central 

part of 'he mechanism. since 'he transformation rules operate only on 

sentences in r, and deliver more members of T. 

The important point is that. in the standard definition of a logic. the 

semences mapped to T cannot ever be moved \0 something else, preserving 

the same theory. As a consequence. if a sentence which was mapped to T 

is then mapped to something else, it ends up being mapped lO tWO classes. 

and the theory is considered inconsislent and hence collapsed. When only 

two sernanllc classes are used, as in classical logic. this clearly means lhat 

no map can be changed; other logics use more than two semantic cla.»--es 

(they are called many-valued logics), in which cases some changes may be 

possible. bUI nm away from T. 

This wually happens because the standard interpretation of T i, Truth. in 

an ontological sense, while the additional values tend to be 

epi3temological, such as "not known". "nol understood", "believed (but 

not necessarily (fue)" and 50 on. and when the posnibility of reasoning at 

an ontological level is admit led. dearly the epistemological values are 

subordinate to the onlological one. Our position in this respect is that it is 

possible and very practical to use ontological concepts on local theories, that 

is from inside the system, but thai the only possible interpretation on the 

global theory, that is as seen from outside the system during an interaction, 

is the epistemological one. 

The extension we believe is needed for the concept of logic formalises a 

tendency which has been manifest for some years. expecially, but not only, 

amongst logicians working in the field of A.L. It is proposed that the 

above privilege of the T class be eliminated. so that sentences can be 

moved away from it without the theory nece:lSarily collapsing. Our reason 

for propming this change in the definition of logic, instead of pushing this 

feature, together with the other ones we are going to propose, inlO our 

own wr.cept of reasoning system, is to r..:..rrr.onb~ the (expanded) use of 

Ihe term logic and to keep the number of different groupings in the field 

as low as possible. On the other hand. the (likely) reason for which the 
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change had oeen adopted in the first place. by the creators of these new 

logics, was the desire to emulale the human ability to make a change of 

mind about a particular aspecl of a theory without having to relinquish the 

whole construction. 

If the rationale for introducing changes in such a time-honoured a concept 

as that of logic is to better equip a system for simulating human reasoning 

activities, then the symm should be analysed and judged with regard to its 

behaviour a.~ it 1.~ ()b.H:'rlJabl.~ from oUL~irie. exactly as we would do in 

judging the reasoning performance of a human being. What usually happens 

instead is thal our logIcal lools are examined from the poim of view of 

their performance in our hands. and then the conclusion is drawn thal the 

instrument has provided the core of the action, and Ihm it IS expected that 

embedding it in a machine should more or less be enough \0 reproduce the 

overall behaviour. The very serious flaw in this approach is that the really 

important pan of the task has been carried out by the human completely 

outside the logical tool, using other mechanisms of which we are not 

usually aware. 

An example should clarify this point. A mathematician examines a theorem 

that he has just proved. Ignoring the fact that any real size mathematical 

theorem is far too complex to be described in terms of formal logic. let 

us assume that the instrument of cla.ssical logic is used to do the check. 

Suppose a contradiction is found, that is a sentence which maps both lO T 

and to a second value, at the same lime. If not too depressed. the 

mathematician will trace back the source of the contradiction to either a 

wrong passage or to an original assumption, which could then, say. be 

weakened, and subsequently the proof can be attempted again. The 

mathematician has acted in a very rational way, of course. If the question 

is raised of what logic has been employed during this course of action, the 

mathematician will surely reply "classical logic". That is unfortunalely 

wrong ~ The only information that could have been received from the 

logical tool is that the theory has collapsed. The processes of tracing back 

the source, and, even more, of salvaging most of the theory and weakening 

the (apparently) responsible assumption in the right way are completely 

beyond the logic as formally expressed. Nevertheless these processes are 

clearly the real core of the activity. 
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lL may help, in order '0 accept this apparent inability of highly ralional 

people to recognise and describe th, processes really going on in their 

minds, '0 mention thal 'h' sam' situation ha, happened in 'h, natural 

sCIences.. where for centuries scientists have believed themselves to be acting 

on Bacon's "collection" rules. and it has taken a great deal of effort from 

the philosophers of science to prove how wrong thai reconstruction was.. 

For these ~asons, we propose a new concept, namely thaL of fca30ning 

8y"tem. A reasoning system is defined as a logic of the extended kind 

described above. but with some additional properties. 

The first property is that the system is expected to work in isolation, 

which is to say that the transformation rules express all lhe operations lhal 

the system is able to perform. In this way, , reasoning system can very 

easily be seen as a skeletonised program. It i, interesting remember,'0 
lhough., lhal this is no' necessarily so, and thal th, descri p lion of a 

rearoning system could apply, under certain condition, \0 a human as well. 

A condition that follows from lhis definilion is thal any inpul regiSiered by 

the system mu~t be mapped to rome value: that is because, once the signal 

is receiVed, the syslem is doing something with it, even JUSt ignoring it, and 

this amounts to mapping it to some value, which will have its own order 

relation with other values in thal system domain. 

A second consequence is that any eventual meta-level must be specified 

inJide the syslem, if it is lo play any role in the actual performance of 

the system. While of course such a meta-level could be potentially 

arbilralj~y large, being expressed as a generalion rule, in any moment it can 

be only finite, and only that part of the hierarchy can then be used. We 

would like lO underline the mong links between this point of view and 

the constructivist arguments about the potential infinite, generation rules and 

programs as constructive proofs. 

It is clear that there is a stra:ghtforwarc transformation from a logic into 

a realOntng syslem. Since several logics ha ve been proposed to tackle lhe 

problems that we are addressing, we will compare them in order 10 
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formally specify which requirements are the needed and which are the 

undesirable properties. We firstly lranslate these logics, namely classical, 

intuitionislic. non monOlon~c, unc~rtatnty and interval, into reasoning systems. 

We think that such a translation is very dose LO the spirit in which these 

logics are said lO perform against our problems. Anyway, the translation 

will not touch the slandard formalism in which each logic is expres:ied 

(when lhere is such a thing). Inslead, it will show itself in the way in 

which the syslems are put into operation and lheir performances checked. 

In order [0 stay close [0 [he originals possible, and also far reasons"' "' 
of readibility, we expre~ ouc transformalion rules wilh an axiomalic 

notaLion, so that, foc example, .. a If- a " IS [0 be read as "from lhe 
" n.j 

information 'a.-T al Slate n we can derive ·n ...... ! at stale n+l'" 

When the transformallon rules become loa complex for this nOla lIon, as in 

Chapler 6, we revert lO the functional notalion. The traditional "bar" 

nOlation of Natural Deduction lexts is very effective pictorially, bUl far 100 

cumbersome for syslems of this complexity. 

In lhis chapter we proceed 10 develop a general structure which can be 

used [0 reflect [he way in which [he transformation rules of a reasoning 

system con be used \0 maintain, impro.... e oc create knowledge. Using this 

structure and a set of five dasses of reasoning systems, some derived from 

well-known logics, we show how the reasoning systems can be integrated 

into a common framework and considered from a common viewpoint. 

We highlighl some properties of each particular reasoning system and analyse 

the way in which the reasomng systems approach the fundamental tasks 

befare them. The most powerful tool we use in this analysis is once again 

the theory of homogeneily. 
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4.2 A Formal Model for the Progression of Understanding 

The observed homogeneity of individuals under certain properties can and 

does change over time. In order to model lhis.. understand it and reason 

about it a reasoning system is needed which is mpponed by a model for 

changing undemanding. By "changing undemanding" we intend a progression 

of knowledge through time. We develop a set of tools by which classes 

of reasoning systems can be compared and eva]ualed sl.:bjec\ to certain 

criteria. 

In this section we do not re5lTict the definitions to refer to any particular 

reasoning system, but we use the general descripllon of reasoning systems 

given in Section 4.1. 

We now present lhe formal definitions for exploralion sets and the 

supporting structure. An informal presentation of these definitions is given 

in Seclion 4.3. 

Definition 4.21 

A set, Sem, is a /Jemantic /Jet if ISeml! 2, and the distinguished 

element, T, is a member of Scm. 

Definition 4.2.2 

Let St'm be a semantic set, and lei L be a language, L'!i; L, and wf!' 
be the sel of well-formed formulae in L'. Then: 

0) a perceived /Jtate is any panial relation wi!' +-+ S,:m; 

(Ii) an apm ,1late, v-MatI.', is any partial map wf!' --+Jo St'm; 

(Iii) a ]Jf).'Jt"bl,' world is any 101.11 map 1!!ff' -. !Jt"m.. 
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Definition 4,23 

Let L be a language, L'S; L, IUjf' be the set of well~formed formulae 

in L', and Scm be a semantic ~l. Lel TR be a ret of 

tran,~Iormation rule'l of type: 

L u (wI!'- Sem) u (L x (wI!' .... 5t:'m)) ~ 

L u (wI!' ..... 5,'m) u (L x (wI!' ..... Sem)). 

Let PW be the set of possible worlds, for L' and S(~m, and 1 be the 

set U{(1v!J')n:nelN}. 

Then RS ((L,L'),TR,PW,I) is a Rl'a,~unl:TI!l Sy,~t,'rn. 

When a seq'.lence of well-formed formulae in I has been given to a 

reasoning system, lhe system must organise the set of formulae so lhat 

every formula is mapped to at least one value. 

Definition 4.24 

Lel 5 be a sel of perceived states for some reasoning system, then a 

IJera;ivl'd progn;,1;JtOn (pp) is the pair (5, <), where is a total 

order on S. 

Definition 4.2.5 

Let (S, <) be a perceived progrm10n and ifE S. Then (.'I, <,~) is an 

nriginated. peraivd progrt:;j<'lion (OPI!). 

We use the USU3.! definition of C.n i$omQrphisrn belween origina!fd percei ....ed 

progressions~ so thal I:5~T is the ur.ique isomorphism belween (5, <,J) 

c.nd (T, <, t) iff j i, a cr.e-lU-O:L~ corrc:ipondence, preser·.ir.g the order, <, 

and identifying ,1 and t. 
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Definition 4.26 

If :!" is a set of originated p~rceived progres~ons for some reasonmg 

system, R, and c is a tOlal order On :! R' then (!: II' c, (S, <, ~)) is an 

exploration ;tet (e,t), if it satisfies: 

(i) (5,<,s)£ !II;
 

(ij) 'r/ (T. <,t ) e ! " . (S, <,;t) '" (T, ( ,t ).
 

(S. <.;t) is called the ori!Jin oj ~1:plorQ.tion of the e:r;ploralion set. 

Definilion 4.2.7 

Ir (! II' c:, (5, <,.~)) is an e:r;p[oration ~t then, for each u eS. [u] is the 

equivalence class defined as follows: 

(i)	 [u]={teT:(T,<,t)e!II and 

u-t in the isomorphism belween (S,<,.~) and (T,<,t)}. 

If (T,<,t), (T',<,t') £ !:", and Ue T, then T'[u] denotes the perceived 

state in T', u', :iUch that u _ u' in the isomorphism between 

(T,<,tjand (T',<,t'). 

The !:R-strueture, [!,,], is defined by: 

(ii) [t"]~{[tJ:teS). 

There is an ordering on the !II-.lt,.urturl' induced by the ordering, <, 
on S, in the natural way. 

Il is clear lhat the !,,-structure is isomorphic to ~ome continuous 

sequence of th~ imegers (not necessarily infir,he), wilh their natural order 

and icentifying the orig:n of 5 lJ. i!h to. Thus, for ali t E S, t +1 is the 

l,;.:1:qLie S;.lccessor of t (if it has 0:'1:.) 
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Definition 4.28 

If (:!~,c.(S,<,.lJ) :$ 3.n ey.ploration set lhen (l~,c,S,mlltt:h) is a 

valid t':lJlloratiun 3d lllf..~) if: 

(i) match: ({ T: fT. <,t) "" !1I}l -t [~IIJ; 

Oil 'If (U, (.u). (T, <,t) E ! II. 

W, <,tl) c (T, <.t) implies match(U) c ml1tch(T); 

(iii) mat(~h(S) = L"J. 

.,
S IS called the oriyin of 

c " 

Definition 4.29 

Let RS:::: (L.L'),TR,PW,I) be a reasoning system. Then a perceived 

state. If, is cloud if it i$ not open and cannot be transformed, Wing 

the rules in TR exclmively, into an open Slate. 

4.3 An Informal Presentation of Exploration Sets 

In Section 4.2 we have presented the definitions lhal we require for our 

model of a progression of understanding. 

Definition 4.21 defines two basic characteristic of a semantic domain, namely 

that has at least two elements and that the special value, T, belong to iL 

The reason:> for this definitions have been given in Section 4.1. 

Ir: Dc~jnilion 4.2.2(i) we in~roduce the COT'Cepl of p~rce:ved s\at~s. They are 

cefincc simply as ar:)" p2.nia! reb~!on between the weJl formed formulae in 

the synt3.x and the :;emantics of a given reasoning 5)'stem. In 
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Definition 4.2.2(ii) an open Slale is defined as any partial mapping from 

the well formed formulae in the syntaI and the semantics of a given 

reasoning system. In other words, in ,n open Slate each wei! formed 

formula maps " most LO on, semantic value. Definition 4.2.2(iii) specifies , 
possible worlds as ,n open state where each well formed formula maps 

exactly to one semantic value. 

Definition 4.2.3 formalises the description of a reasoning system which we 

have given in Section 4.1. 

Definition 4.2.4 presents the mOst basic Structure we use to consider the 

development of knowledge and understanding. 

II is the perceived progression, and will be used as a representation of lhe 

subjective view of the way in which events and knowledge have grown, 

changed or persisted. Clearly, the progression is linear - all of us have a 

subjective view of time as a linear progression. For mon purposes we can 

consider this progression as infinite in both directions most people do not 

ha.....e a parlicular point in their subjective time which they consider to be 

its beginning, nor one which they see as its end. 

An originated perceived progression (Defn. 4.2.5) is a perceived progression 

with an identified origin. This is used in order 10 synchronise different 

perceived progressions. held one-al-a-time by the same subject, which all 

represent an understanding of the same world. The origins are all considered 

to be representative of the same perceived state as it is viewed with 

increasing and changing knowledge. The sequence of perceived progressions 

held by Ihe subject is called an exploration set (Defn. 4.2.6). 

The exploration set has an internal structure which is the canonical structure 

of the originated perceived progressions included in it. This is named in 

Definition 4.2.7. We then use the structure to define valid exploration sets, 

in whicn lhe structure of the exploration set itself is emb~dded in ea:;;h cf 

the perceived progressions it contains (Defn. 4.2.8). The reason for this is 

t::'at tr.e perc:::ved prog~essjc;,,;~ i.l:..Jst a:m cOtita:n sOl.\e ki;'ld uf rt:p~(;:;"n,Jlion 

(seen from tne outside) of tr.e fact that the view of ,he ...\'orld has itself 

changed. 
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Finally. in Definition 4.2.9 we Introduce the concept of a closed nale, the 

Importance of which will become apparent laler, in Section 5. 

Some of the structure lhat is presenled in Section 4.2 is not used until we 

have made a study of the basic properties of the reasoning systems that 

we compare. However, for compl~teness it has been presented in one piece. 

4.4 The Role of Reasoning Systems in Knowledge Acquisition 

Now we turn our atlemion to the use of rea~oning system~ as a 1001 for 

the preservation and development of knowledge. 

In order \0 achieve the first of these goals, a reasoning system must address 

several tasks. Here we consider each of lhese tasks in turn and indicate 

which rules of the rea~oning systems embed the particular solution (or 

failure to offer a solution) to each goal. 

The first and most importam of these tasks is to infer. from knowledge of 

the past and present behaviour of the world, the way in which Ihe fUlure 

behaviour will progress. All reasoning ~yslems are provided with rules of 

deduction in ",me form, but the basis on which these transformations rest 

are the rulr!3 of identity. and dynamic monatonil'ity, which lell us 

whether the premises used for the applicatinn of a rule remain constant 

during that application. 

Therefore, although the rules of identity and dynamic monotonicilY are not 

themselves loots for extracting new knowledge about the future from 

knowledge of the past, the possibility for a reasoning system to predict the 

future is based on the strength of these rules. 

The next task which confront~ reasuning systems is to resolve contradictions 

t:-:,,:. gi:e 0:.:\ of i;.:!~::..:~:te p:ed;::::, ,,'JOl..:t tbe future. or discovery of 

contradictory informalion. A failure to face this task must be paid for by 

a collapse of the reasoning system when such contradictions arise, because 
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once contradictions are freely accepted then there is no way to continue to 

reason successfully. As we will see, there are many differem approaches to 

the resolulion of inconsistencies, [rom the moSl trivial to the highly 

sophisticated. All the methods are expressed through the ,.ull:,~ oj 

con.4i"tfnl'y, dynamic monotonicity and non-monotan.icity. 

The third lask which the reasoning systems face is expressing their view of 

the past, based on their knowledge of the present. There are two main 

directions that are taken - one is to consider the world platonisl.ically, as a 

fixed and unchanging entity and consider gaining knowledge as a progressive 

expioration of this world. The other approach is to view knOWledge as 

"the world" and see it as a constructive development from the past and 

into the future. The particular ...·iew .hat ;5 taken is expressed through the 

rulc" oj double negation and of the .:xclurled middlr:. 

4.5 Uncertainty Structures and Observations 

In this Section we make and explain a definilion that will be u",d 10 

build ",me of Ibe reasoning systems we discuss in Section 4.6- _The 

intuiti ...·e meaning of these definitions is given " Ihe end of this section. 

Definition 4.S.I 

An uncertain.ty structure (U,4) is the pair (C, <), .....here C is a set, 

the elements of \\:hich are called uncertainty value.i, and < is a total 

order on C, such that: 

3CEC.VdEC. c~d. 

C iJ called bot. If C is fini.e, then (C, <) is a finit.~ unc.:rtainty 

.1trurtur.: and the ele:r:.ent, r, satisfying 'V dEC. d 5. 1', is caUed tOl). 
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Definition 4.5.2 

Let R be a :easoning system and (SA' <, 8) be an originated puceived 

progressJon. Then O':A< ....... T. in o-state ne SA' is a non-dcrivabl~ 

statement if it could nm have been produced, by application of any of 

the transformation rules of R, from the O-Slate, n-1. 

Definition 4.5.3 

L" (SA' <•.~l be 'n originated perceIved progreSSIon fm • reasonmg 

system, R. Then the "t of non~derivable statementS fm SR' ND(SR)' is 

defined follows:" 
ND(SA) = {Cr. <: ()', is a non-derivable statement}. 

Definition 4.5.1 presents a simple structure, called an uncenainty structure. It 

is, essentially, a lotally ordered set of elements called cenainty values. There 

is only one conmaint, which b that there be a kast value, called bot. If 

the structure is finite, then there is, of necessity, a maltimum value. Of 

course, there can be a maximum value in an infinite struclure as well. [n 

either case, Ihe maximum value is called tOfl. 

The structure will be used to provide a scale of values, whlcn can be 

interpreted as the degrees of conviction with which a cenain llatemem is 

believed 10 be true (or falSe). The uncertainty structure plays its most 

important role in the treatment of uncertainty RSs (cf. Section 4.7.4), where 

we will restrict ourselves 10 finlle Structures. Later, in the treatment of 

adaptive R5s the structure will also play a significant part. 

In Definition 4.5.2 we introduce the concept of an non-derivable statement. 

This is defined as any statement appearing in a percei-.ed progression which 

cou!d not have been derl .... ed from the knowledge embodied in the previous 

stJ\es, using the rules of the rc",soning system. The set of all these 

s,,,lemer:.~s is defined in Defmition 4.5.3. 
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These tWo deiinitions will De important when we consider the behavIOur of 

,he classes of reasoning systems which we introduce in Section 4.7. The 

important point contained in the definition of an non-denvable statement, tS 

thaL the st,mment cannot have been derived internally, and must therefore 

have entered from "outside". In the applicalion of the reasoning systems to 

genu me problems it is clear that there is a need to consider its ability to 

Interact with its environment. This will be dealt ~'ith in much greater 

detail in Chapter S. However, it is not difficulL to see (haL the grealer 

the variety of inputs that a reasoning system can cope with, tbe greater ilS 

flexibility in the interaction wilh its environment. 

4.6 Steps towards a Classification of Reasoning Systems 

We now examine certain notation and its meaning, as it will be employed 

in our introduction of the rules for the reasoning systems we study, 

Il should be apparent that the use of any entailment in order to reach 

same consequence from a given premise represents a change in the perceiYed 

"estate of knowledl that i. the 

percei ved sLaLe of knowledge from one Slate to the next, progressing 

through a subjective Lime. This i> easily seen to be the case '.I:hen Ol"!e 

considers the way in which enLailmem is inLerpreted: "since these premises 

are true, then we infer thal these consequences folluw" clearly. the 

\\ords "then" and "follow" impi)' a progression througn subjective Lime. 

We point out that this is not the case for the symbol .. ~", which 

represenls the impossibility of leaving ,he state on the left and reaching the 

one on the right without addition:;,\ ir..formalion, Ru!es invoiving this symbol 

are re~lI)' redundant, since the non-existence of their duals is aCluajly 

enough: we have gl'ven rules including il o~Jy to contrast with theIr duals 

whe:'l these 'CO a::lually employed by other reasoning systems. 

We nole that the subjective lime is not "real lime", nor the .... ariab!e 

~:ocognlsed as time by physi::ists. but is measured oniy by the perceived act 
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of changing understanding. 

To represent this formally, we will use the mucture we defined in 

Section 4.2, taking a valid exploration set, (~R'[:' S,match), for the given 

reasoning system, R. and considering the progression in time lD be movemenl 

from perceived state to perceived nate in a perceived progression in ! II' 

Thus., we can index a statemem, a. in the rea~oning system, with a 

perceived ~taIe: ~o that "(J,~" refers lD the apparent value of a in the 

perceived stal~ n. 

The transformation rule equivalent to entailment will be denoted by th, 

u$ual symDols for cla~ical RSs and imuilionistic RSs (........ and " ..... " 
respectively). For the other classes of reasoning systems that we l"ludy, an 

index will be used to distinguish the differenl entailments. 

For convenience, we will use the standard notation "I 0' I" as an 

abbreviation for "either c:r or ~c:r" This notation is u~ed particularly for 

expressing guards that musl be ~atisfied for the operation of a rule. 

The school of Intuitionism long ago recognised the value of a differenl 

interpretation of negation to that used by classical logicians. That is, 

negation is taken 10 mean "the absence of a proof". ThiJ can be 

interpreted in two rubltly different ways: either as a ~imple absence of 

positive proof, as Dummetl does [OU77], or as an absence of proofs both 

ways, which is equivalent to an "r don't know either way" slatement. This 

approach is taken, among others, by Kripke [BM77J. We will follow the 

lalter interpretation. The reason for Ihis choice will be explained in 

Section 4.7.2. 

II is then clear that a statement, a, made in an intuitionistic RS must be 

interpreted ., saying "I have a proof of c.". Of course, there i, still a 

need for th' negation used in cla~sical R8, so that on, can make th, 

statement; "I have a proof that n is rot true". T~~s ~se of 1\\0 di:fercn[ 

negations require~ the u'" of two different symbols w, use - Lo 

denote the classical n:o-gaLon and " .. 
to der'..ot~ ,he IdeK of proofs. w, 

follow in thi~ th, distinction made by Fitling lFI69], foil owing Kleene 

[KL52J, in his intuitionistic falsification lableaux: this nmalion is not 
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standard and many authors use only one symbol, leaving it to the reader 

to understand the meaning. 

The three main properties of the concept denoted by":''' are. firstly, that 

there can be at most one atlached to any statement, secondly. this must be 

the leftmost negation in any sequence of negations, and finally. that there 

can be no use, in substitution. of statements prefixed by this negation. The 

reason for these constraints is thaI this form of negation is really a 

meta-statement pushed into the object-level and must refer to the whole of 

an otherwise purely object-level statement. Notice, for example, that the 

statement ":':'0", which with our chosen interpretation, should be read "1 

den't know wether I don't know wether 0 is true or false", corresponos to 

an absurdity; that is. it is always false. 

We will laler show that the rules of classical RSs can be reformulated 

using starred-negation. without any significant change in the meaning of the 

rules. 

Several reasoning systems have be'n suggested 'nd explored which feature 

some kind of degrees of belief, uncertainty DC other similar concept. W, 

will model them using ,n uncertainty structure (Dofn. 4.5.1). Thus ;,"OA c .. 

read "0 is known with certainty c in perceived state n ". 

Classes of reasoning systems which use finite intervals of perceived time will 

also be introduced. 

4.7 Rules for Five Classes of Reasoning Systems 

In this Section w, introduce th, reasoning systems that w, will compare 

a::d contrast ;n the foliowing re~tions. Explanation of any particular 

features of each of th' re<isoning systems will also b, given. 

On!y the rules in which we are interested are listed. and these in a .... ery 
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general form. The rules which interen Ui are, of course, those which 

connect to the tasks listed in Section 4.4. Each iet of rules defines a class 

of ;easonmg systems satisfying the very general cntena posed by the rules. 

The classes are gi ....e!! the name of theIr besl known member. When other 

well-known reasoning systems are also members of a class, this will he 

indicated. 

The particular rules which are considered are lhe rules of idenLity. 

consistency. non-monotonicity and dynamic monolonicity, double negaLion and 

the excluded middle. 

Here we concern ourselves only with propositional reasoning systems. It is 

clear that all these classes can be extended to first-order, and that each 

sl.:ch extensIon would present characters and problems of its own. It is also 

true, on the other hand. lhaL b;Lsic propositional rules are never altered by 

a transformation to first-order~ in any case. whalever power the eXlension 

can add. il will be useless if lhe reasoning system has not been able Lo 

face the more basic tasks of surviving, avoiding or solving inconsistencies 

and preserving knowledge. 

We present the following classes of reasoning syslems: 

classical RSs, intuitionislic RSs. non-monolOnic RSs, uncertaint y RS, and 

interval R'<;s. Lat~r we will introduce two further classes of reasoning 

systems, called un[orgi ...·ing RS... and adaptive RSs. 

As we have already stated (Section 4.6), all the formulae will be subscripted 

wilh a perceived sLate (Defn. 4.2.1) taken from a particular originated 

perceived progression (Defn. 4.2.3), (OlJIJ.1d. (. origin). 
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4.7.1 Classical Reasoning Systems 

In the class we call classIcal R.'is the following rules hold: 

(a) 0,1-0:"1 rule of identity 

(bl 0,,-0. I- rule of consistency 

(cl - -a_I-- 0n.1 rule of double negation 

(d) I-r.r:_v -ct., rule of lhe excluded middle 

As we mentioned above. these rules could have been rewntten using the 

starred-negation notation, without any effect, and the same is true for all 

the other classes of reasoning sySlems: that is, adding redundanl nolatlOn 

does not alter the meaning of a formalisation. 

We now prove Ihis by giving an allernative set of rules for classical n'is 

using the starrred-negation nalation of Intuitionism, and transforming it back 

to the original one, 

PropoSlt\01l 4.7.1.1 

The foIlowing set of rules implies the one £iven above for Classical 

RSs: 

(a') an l-a~.1 ; rule of identity 

(b') an' -a, v:. ctn I- ; rule of consistency 

(~'l __ r~" '/ ':'-0:, I-- r'._i ; ruk of co',;b\e negation 

(d'l I-O.v_Cl.v.:on•. rule of the excluded middle 
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Proof: 

Rule (a') is the same as (a). rule (c') implies rule (c 1, 

Rule (b'), a~, .a"v.:.a.I--, is equivalent, by SUDslitulion, 10
 

~ a., ~. a" v .:. - Q~ 1--.
 

By rule (c'). --aft v':'-Clft ~ Cl •• l .
 

Hence -(}"~, --a.v.:.~aft I-- implies ~Clft' Cl~oll-, which is rule (b),
 

Rule (d'), I-- a ~v ·a, '0' ':'C!'n' can be transformed by substitution inlo:
 

I---a.v--anv.:.~a~. 

Applying rules (e'), the above becomes: 

I- ~ a. v Q'.. "vhich is equivalem to 

I-- ~Q'n v Q'., thai is, rule (d). o 

Notice that':' -aft I-- a ftol ' which is a consequence of rule (c'), is equivalenl 

to (:It), ':'a~ I-- ~Cl~'l' using substitution and rule (c') again. 

We note that Proposition 4.7.1.1 proves an implication innead of a 

bi -impliea lion: this is simply because 'he language u.sed in the second set of 

rules is richer than the first. Thus it is impossible obtain expressions in'0 
the second language b.... lransforming expressions in the first, because of 

absence of characters. 

The second set of rules is not, however, more powerful lhan the first, 

exactly as giving more than one name to an object does not create more 

objects. 

The same kind of proof can be conslfucled for ali the other reasoning 

systems, but we belle ... e lhat this proposition has proved the general point 
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be;."ond need for further results. 

It :5 also clear thaI, 5ince the canOnical semJ.nlics ~or classical RSs has only 

two values, adding the notation for uncertainlY would not make any 

difference. The variable would simply be interpreted always as "tOll". The 

intuilive reason here is slightly different from in the previous case: what 

happens is that a new name in a language can only be assigned an old. 

available meaning, whatever ils original one. 

Notice that the rule, (c'), in the second set of rules, could appear to 

support the idea of "negation by failure". This impression could be 

conveyed by an Interpretation of lhe starred-negation, according to the 

intuitionistic tradition, as "It is not proven that", and using Lhe form (*). 

This interpretation can be succesfully made only because, as we prove in 

the proposition, the rules of classical RSs are such that they lorn: the 

meaning of starred -negalion to coincide with lhe usual negation. whatever 

the interpretation. Once again, the rules are what really malters, not the 

nOlation. 

The concept of "absence of proof" is thus really meaningful only when 

used in an inluitionistic framework, exactly because negation by failure is 

explicitly excluded. 

Attempls at mixing concepts derived from a philosophy of evolution, like 

Intuilionism, with a platonistic. unchanging world, ., j, that enfarced by 

classical RS, ,an only yield confuSlon, withoul offering any possibilily of 

n'w inference' al all. 

We note that some modal or temporal RSs fall into the clau of classical 

RSs, notwithslanding their additional connectives.. In fact, as far as this 

classification is concerned, the only important behaviour is that related to 

the rules listed, and this is unaffected by the presence of syntactical marks 

for extra mela-properties. 
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4.7.2 Intuitionistic Reasoning Systems 

In the class we call intuitionistic RSs the following rules apply: 

(a) a~ t- O~.I ; rule of identity 

(b) 0 •• - oft v ~aft t- rule of consistency 

Ic) ~ - an IP-< rule of double negation 

(d) !- a nV ~ 0:" v ..:. 0:, rule of the excluded middle 

This of rules i, not the standard one given fm intuitioni51ic RSs: in." 
panicular. rule (0) i, usually expressed " ~-a" .. " (or. rather. by the 

absence of .. Also. no 
"

rule of the excluded middle i,- -an lI-a"'1 "). 

normally provided: in fact, its absence is considered a signature of 

Intuitionistic philosophy. 

We now proceed to justify our claim that the above set of rules do 

correspond to the intuitionislic philosophy. 

All imuitioni:nic logicians recognise the rule C"l, "'~~a. ,.. a •• 1 ". as essential 

for the expression of the imuitionistic philosophy. 

Although marked negations have been used in intuilionistic tableaux [FI69] 

and in semanti~s fot ir.tuitioniSlic RSs [BMT7], they have nOI appeared in 

any formalisation. We claim thal, under all the three standard inlerprelations 

of inluitionistic negation, rule (*) does not hold The three interpretations 

of "~a"" are: 

0) Unlil time 11 I have no proof that a is true; 

Oi) At time 11. I know that I will never find a proof that 0: is true; 
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l1ii) At time n I don't know wether a is true or fOlise. 

The first :wo mlerpretauons are presented, among olhers., by Dumrnell 

[DUnJ, whJle the thlrd can be inferred from KIipke's work on semantics. 

lL must be noted that we do accept. the intultionistic stand against the rule 

of the excluded mIddle as a central feamre of intuitlonistic philosophy. Our 

claim here ;, that rule (d) renders that principle ;n a much more precise 

form. That ;, because, once ;t ha, been accepted that a second negation 

f)'mbol ;, needed according to the argument above, we ace forced to 

re~ognise (at least) three values for InluillOmstic RSs. 

The name for rule fd) has been chosen for reasons of symmetry with the 

formalisation for cJamcal RS1, (often oiled the rule of excluded thIrd) even 

if, in rule (d), the value exc:uded is actually (at least) the founh. 

We are then in a pOs1tion to maintain that intuitionistic RSs are 

many-valued reasoning systems. whatever the notation chosen to disguise the 

facl. In this we link our interpretation to the work of Lukasiewicz 

[LU70J. who first recognised the necessary connection between a construc(ive 

..... iew of knowledge and many-valued reasoning systems. 

It is interesting to note that rule (d) prevents interpretation 0) of 

starred-negation. which would require not only an additional disjunct in rule 

(d), bu' also an additional rule; such as G. ~ :'~O.", in order to 

distinguish between :. - no and :'0•. 

Also observe that we have no rule of identity for starred-negation, that is 

we do not allow it to propagate from state to stOlle. This can be 

ifituitively understood remembering that starred-negation would be ir.terpreled 

as {Iii}, being thus inconsistem with the other t\.vo values. The presence of 

the rule of excluded middle nevertheless guarantees that, in each stale, a 

..... alue is given to e..... ery formula whose terms and predicates are understood. 

Ir, fact, of the jnlerpre~2t:om 1!3\ed, or.l..- inter;'lrct.lt!on ("l) i;; com:>te:1l 

..... ith lte rules, since th~ flt'.i~ twa are nOl sati.ificd by the rule of the 

exciuded rr.iddle. However, the rules as they are given do not force 
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interpretation (iii). When the truth values are T, f and 0 ("don't know"), 

then the value of .:.a can be either 0 or f when Cl:. IS T or f, and still 
o 

remain consistent. This is because our ~omtraints on starred-!1egation do not 

allow us to talk about the value of ':'0:. when the value of a. is known 

to be T or F (only the rule of the excluded middle allows the introduction 

of starred-negation). 

Now, consider the weakening of the constraints on the ways in which 

starred-negation "n be used, so that we "n have 'he value _.:. a o' DC 

similar, by removing 'he restriction that starred -negation must always be the 

outermost of any string of negations. 

This alone does ilOl force the Jnlerpretalion that we have given, but wiLh 

the additional r'..lle, 

O:.V-o:.t--':'Ctft,l' 

we do force the interpretation, so that .:. 0:. is f if the value of a o is T 

or f. 

It is interesting to note that if we also relax the restriction on the number 

of starred-negations which occur in a formula, and use the rule, 

a.v-O'.D-':'':'n: •• I , 

instead of the one above, then the value of ':'0:. is forced to be 0 when 

(10 is T or F. This is ccmis:ent \\ :tn ail interpretation of starred-negation as 

a refus.al to talk about a statement. We have already made the point, in 

Section 4.7, that with the interpret:Ltion (iii), the value of ':'':'0:, is always 

f, using a semantic proof. On the other hand, with the alternative 

interpretation as refusal to talk about a statement, :..:. 0: 
0 

takes the meaning 

"} am obliged to say whether 0: is true or false, at time n". 

Those rr.0c::l.1 or 1(""['1or:?l [(.',"s \\;--.1;:;: reject the double negation rule of 

c12.ss:cal n.s·s, lh:ll 13, have a third vall:.e in their domain, arc based on 

intuiuonistic fl.'.>"s. 
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4.7.3 Son-Monotonic Reasoning Sy.... tems 

We use a fimte 'lncenaimy struelure (Defn.4.5.1) ({bvi,iopJ,<) wilh 

bot < top. 

In the clas~ we call non -:no no tonic RSs the following rules apply: 

'0'(,) 0:, f;;- 0:0.1 (c '= ma:t({ ,1: 10: I.~])); rule of non-monolonidly 

(b) n-:. -0:.- f;;- rule of consistency 

,,~, "",
(0) f:- fr. V -o:~ rule of the ell:Cluded middle 

There is no: standard formalisation for non-monolonic [?''l's: as a matter of 

fact, there is not agreement o ...·er what a non-monotonic RS is precisely. 

and many of the candidates have no larmalisalians anyway. It is likely 

that our formalisation would neverlheless be considered unorthodox by some 

expens in the field, because of the use of an uncerlainty structure. We 

claim that: 

(i) our sel of rUles reflects the common understanding behind the ideas 

inspiring non-monolonic RSs; 

(ij) without such a structure non-monolor::ic [?Ss flatlen over database 

management systems or worse; 

(iii) notwithstanding Lh, u" of Ihe uncertainlY structure, om syslem for 

non-monolonic RSs i' noL equivalent to the set of rules fo< uncerla intY 

RSs (iv), because of , fundamental difference between l h, rules of 

non-monOlonicily and dyn;,.mic mor;otonicily. 

V;('; Wi:: prCie:-:t lh~ argument lO S'.;;:>?0rl C2.ch of l~~5e point,> i.1 !'..:r:--, but 

Lr~~ we prove a result about the non-daivabIc statemen~'j for the 

r.o~ -rr,(Ir',olOr::C RSs. 
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We introduce the notation "t,04" to denote "does not map to". 

Proposition 4.7.3.1 

Lot (SM' <,09) be an originated perceived progre~ion. containing only open 

states (cf. Defn. 4.22), for a non-monotonic RS. N. Then a.cIEND(S,,) 

iff 0:.<1-+ T in state n IE S" with c = tOil. 

Proof; 

(0<» 

Suppose 0" E .VD(SM)' Then, by Definition 4.5.3, a. 1-+ T in perceived state 

n and could not be derived with the rules of N. 

'0' '0'rule (c) grants that o v ~ ° •"-I 

Suppose _a 
n

_ 
l 

b 
'........ T and 0:" ~T. Then rule (a) implies O.bot ..... T., so 

that C:F but. 

'0' '0.Suppose _On_lb''''I-+T and 0:._ t,04 T. Then rule (b) implies on ...... T and1 
bot

rule (a) implies _a
n 

...... T. Therefore, by rule (b), C:F bot.
 

Suppose °. ,bO' T and . .c....... T. Then rule (a) implies ...... T and.
...... -0: -'. 
by rule (b), I; t- but. 

boo ...... T ..,
Finally, suppose on and -0'._1 t,04 T. Then rule (a) implies 

n •. b'''1-+ T, so C:F bot. 

Therefore. c = top. 

('")
 

ConvEnely. suppose 0"....... T in state n E S.. with I: '" tOIl,
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Then. ~Jnce there are no rules whIch introduce statements marked tOI', It 

cannot be that Q, could be derived internally. 

Therefore 0,' e .VDtS
M 

). o 

Point (i) 

The pnncipal ideas on which non-monotonic RS~ are based are as follows; 

1. they must be able to survive contradictions, accepting the new 

information as the good one; 

2. they must prefer information input by ~he user to that deduced from 

inside (otr.erv.:ise they would progress from one fllse c.ed~c·.ion to the next, 

building their own imaginary world); 

3. they must recognise a contradiction when one is input or derived; 

4. they must, of course, preserve information (which has not been 

overridden) from one stale to the next. 

In order to satisfy point (2) Ihere must be some way of distinguishing 

between information input from outside and information derived from inside: 

the role of the reasoning system is then to m2.nipulate these distinguished 

pieces of information according to point (2), 

These points are all satisfied by the rules we have given: the first and 

second points by the use of rule (a), marking input with top cenainty (by 

the resJlt of Proposition 4.7.3.1) and internal deductions >J.llh bot cenainty. 

The lhird point is precisely that made by rule (b). Notice that the only 

ways in which conlt2.dictions can arise are by deduction from inconsis,ent 

premises, leading to contradictory statements marked bot, or when the user 

inserls a statement and its negalion at the .~am(' time. Most implementations 

expect only one statement LO be entered at a time. '0 that only the 

former reason ;, likely LO be of cancer". Finally, the fourth point ;, 

s2.tisfi~d b)· rule (ai, >J.hid1 a~io\,n ir,fof.'T12:ion to be preserved provided ;t 

IS lCl::.rktd as internal (/.;ot). 

We would like to note that, desp:te the apparently cuntraditory nature of 
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the points listed above (the fIm with the third. [or instance). the set of 

rules we have proposed is internally consistent. 

Point (iD 

Having shown that our set of rules is ~u[fictent for expressing the above 

points, we nOv,,' show that it is also necessary. 

Firstly. if the uncertainty indices are removed, the ~et o[ rules collapses into 

classical RSs. 

ASsUming the uncertainty indices are removed. some of the Olher rules must 

be changed as \..,'ell. in order to "maint.1in the non mOnOtonic nature of the 

reasoning system. 

A natural candidate \I."ould be to use the progression of states itself as a 

way 10 order the formulae and thus having an order of survival in case 

of contradictions. Rule (a) would then be replaced by. say, rules (a'), 

"on I.- ern>I", and (a"), "on' ~er".ll.- ~ern>z", by which the new formula 

always replace the old in case of inconsistencies. The problem wilh this 

attempt is that, using rule (a'), the old formula can always be propagated 

into the next state, until it reaches the slate when the new one is inserted, 

thus causing unsolvable contradiction by rule (b). 

It i' clear that rules la'), (a") and Ibl cannot all be maintained. Therefore 

one possibility could be to eliminate the rule of identity, (,'). This 

approach would violate point (4) above, since memory would be lost. 

The next plau~ible attempt on this line could be to weaken the rule of 

identity, for example by imposing the Condition that identity propagation is 

suspended when new information is input, and then retreived later. This 

device, apart from beir,g a rather low-level mechanism, does ,ot work. 

The reason is that, sir.ce there are l"'.O tag.s to dislir.guish i!"'.put fro.'7l 

suspended memory, the retrieved memory must be considered as new input, 

a::s \Vo:J!:: thus override the previous iriformJtiori, .... iO!a.lirlb point (2). 

A last attempt could be renouncing the rule of consistency itself: the system 
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would now be a simple database, accepling everylhing and preserving all 

the inconsistencies. 

The same argumem holds if the unCertainlY structure is kept, but other 

rules are renounced as above. 

POlm (iii) 

The importanl thing lo notice here is that, in rule (a), Ihe certaimy value 

of the formula rurviving Ihe comradiction decreases.. while in the dual rule, 

(a), in ur:certalnty RS's the certainty of the surviving formula does nOl 

change. 

If an rele of double negal\on IS given In the imUlliomsIlC form. 'nen a 

"don't know" value is introduced. 

Alternatively, this rule can appear in a classical form (like (1IC) above), as 

".::~an<r..O'nbO' " 

It is imeresting Lo note lhal in this conLext negallnn~by-fajlure is nellher 

flattened onlo classical R.S's nor leads Lo immediaLe conLradlction. This is 

because one of the possible source of inconsistencies, Ihe one caused by 

clash wilh exlernal inpul, is already de all with by axion (a). This does 

not make negation-by-failure safe. anyway. since by the use of this rule a 

purely internal comradiClion could always develop. and that wuld be falal. 

A so[;...::on to lhis last problem IS by using a more complex uncertainlY 

structure, and marking the formulae inferred by negalion-by-faiiure with 2.n 

index lower slill than lhal used fcir olher internal deductions. 

We wi!! not pursue this route 2.ny further here, though. since this concepl 

is compietely extraneous 10 the ide2.s of non-monotonici!y. and belong to 

the adapti .... e class of reasoning systems which we wdl deveiop later. 

v:~ r.r-·.e l!1.?.l, 2.dding l~e n'.:gal:o["-b~·-fG.ilure r'.::e, 0'-", s~'l c.f r:..:le; fo:

r.o;:-;T'Onoloni~ n:";s prol,.ldes a precise des::ription of the bcnal,.iour, as far 

a:; c!a,:;es of nss are concerned, of the mechanism behind the PROLOG 
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programming language. 

There is a second possible formalisation for non-monotonic RS5, based 

on the following infinite uncertainty structure (Oefn. 4.5.1), 

({ bot, top})( {rz E 0P/IMt : n ~ origin}, <") (cf. comment preceding treatment 

of classical RSs). 

The order" <." is defined as follows: 

(bot,rz) <" (tol),rz) and. (to!J,n)"'"(bot,n+l). 

The set of rules which is then used is as follows: 

(a') o:~ 1;;(1" ... <, (c=ma.r;([d:lo:l~d))); rule of dynamic monotonicity 

(b') 0:,,-, - (I" - r.- rule of consistency 

(c') r.- V [(I"c ... _o:.c: ceC }. rule of the excluded middle 

We will refer to the first set of rules as "finite NM RSs", and lO this 

second set as "infinite NM RSs". It can be seen that using Ihis new 

uncertainty structure and set of rules, almost the same behaviour is achieved 

as with the finite NM RSs.. In order to make the behaviours identical, the 

second set of rules must be altered to force the infinite NM RS'J to view 

the states from the "past" as equivalent, so that (b') is suplemented with: 

< •
(b") (c,rl("(bot,n)).0:. ' - G. r. 

Assuming that there is a way of dlslingl'ishir:g information input from 

outside from that derived internally (as v,,'e proved was the case in the 

finite NM RSs. Propr:. d,7.3.1) , we c!~ir:-: t::at po;~~ (2) i3 s1';.,fied by the 

ir:finite NM RSs, by marking information input at perceived stale n with 

cerlainty (tOll, n). This works because this way rule (a') allows the last 
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in~ut to overrride previous contradictory information, however obtained 

4.7.4 Uncertainty Reasoning Systems 

We use a finite unCertainlY structure (Defn. 4.3.1) (C, <). 

The rules of the class we call uncertainty RSs are as follows: 

(a) Q'~c ~Q:"lc, lL""mllJ:({,l:lol."J)); rule of dynamic monolOniclly 

(bl 0.:, ~Q:~' '", (bot < cl; rule of consistency 

(c') ,"V{Cfftcv_Cfftc:ceC-{botJ}vQ:ft~o,. rule of the excluded middle 

II is interesting to note the similarity between these rules and the Infinite 

NM reasoning systems rules abo..... e. The only differences arise because the 

uncertainty structure that is used is finite in this case, and the bot elements 

are considered as equivalent in this set of rules. In fact. the lauer 

difference can be modified in the infinite NM RSs rule" to achieve a ctass 

of non-monotonic RSs using a "don't know" value. 

An important consequence of the use of a finite uncertainty structure, 

together with rule (a), is that the domain of uncenaimy R!'is has the 

propeny of dynamic monotonicity. The meaning of this is that in order \0 

change a belief that a statement is true to a belief that it is false, there 

must be an increase in Lhe certainty. Since cenainty cannot increase 

indefinilely in a finite structure, there must come a point at which there 

can be no more changes of mind. This is the fundamental difference with 

the non-monotonic RSs. 

If a~ infinite ur.certamty structure with a tOli value is used then a 

reasor,!"g system based on a cla;;.ical RS, framework can be built, in which 

certair;;ies (or probabilities) are specified for each statement and assumed to 
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be good forever. These reasoning systems have all the properues of classical 

RSs as far as this analysis is concerned Several kinds of classic probabilily 

RSs fail inlO this group. Other',Vise, the reasoning sySlems with infinite 

uncertainty structures are non -monotonic RS~ such as man of tbe reasoning 

systems based on fuuy set theory. Even if the uncenaimy structure is 

finite, it is still e~ential to have the dynamic monotonicity rule, or else the 

reasoning system flattenS onto one of the preceding reasoning systems. 

4.7.5 Interval Logics 

For the purposes of lhese rules we wiil require an extra index which we 

call a lJer;ji<~tcnt'Y t'()Imt':r, It :5 dra .....n from the set :N u { ...,} , 

ihe rules of the class we call Interval RSs are as follows: 

(al • (}" IT .'10 .,1 ' (w 'F P >0);
 

rules of identity
 

~ 
"<>,"'(b) "n. n .., 

(c) 0 •• -0.":'0.17- rule of cons15tency 

(d) ITO." ~o:. ":'0:., rule of excluded middle 

In rule (b), f: 5yn x 0PIMd --. L~ x {w} deiines an interval of persislency for 

the statement. n, at perceived stale, n, with / satisfying the single restriction 

that if /(0:, n) =0 w, for some 0 and some n, then 

'" m E ()1!1,.~"t. (n < rn) =) I( (t, m) = ", 

In the class cf inter\' J.J R5s that \,,'C ha ve propmed, a pallern is expected 

in the b~haviour of the world, \vhich is embodied in the function, f. The 
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u" of thIs function ;, 10 determine a!"l interval, fOf a given slatement 

k:1own in , particular perceived stale, for which it is expected that the 

tr!Jth of \h~ statement. will persist. The :.lse of this fOfm of expec~ed 

behaviour very easy to see in human reasoning, fOf example. when" 
humans invest money. it is usually with the premise that they will live 

long enough lO reap the benefits of their irlvestment, On the other hand, 

they do not expect to live Corever. It is also clear thal humans expect 

different inlervals of perS1.Stency, depending on the statement in question. In 

the previous example, the investors usually expect their life spa n \0 extend 

to several years., bUI they probably expect the institution in which they 

invest to persist much longer. 

Although Inter .... al RSs have in common with non-~l'1OnOlOnic R-<,:s the fact 

that it !s possible to revie':'.' the behaViour of a statement, they are actuJily 

very different. non-monotonic RSs do not try to undersl3.nd, or com:Tllt 

themselves to a prediction of, the behaviour of the world they perceive 

They simply accept change withoul quesLion, reshaping their world to [\t 

the new mformalion and not seeing any pallern in the changes. 

Unlike non-monotonic RSs, inter.... al RSs are prepared to pay the price of 

incorrect prediction about the future, by entering an inconsislent state, and 

thus collapsing, when the truth of a statement changes before it is expected 

lo. 

It is important to realise that the persistency counters are not un:ertainty 

indices, but only a way to measure lhe expected life of a statement. The 

function f which determines the interval of persistency of the Sl ... ter.lenl j~ 

clearly a meta-level function, and thus opaque to the rules at the 

object-level. The presence of counters in rules (a) and (oj is ther: a signal 

aiding the outside observer to understand what is going on; for the same 

reamn, these counters are Oot introduced In rules (c) and (d), in .... hlch the 

irnpor:arlt information conveyed is about each particular perceived state, and 

l!;~ co:.; ..... ler is t::e:i irre!e\'2.n~. 

T:::; i.::': 0: ..,(1"--;[".'::: f'::ic~'[,r.i .\\::: "s:;l,.;~e a CE:-,I;al r01..: :" lr,t ;,u.,;.pLI'.e 

RSs. 
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Note thal the interpretalJon of starred-negation IS, onc:: again. constrained by 

the rules that we adopt about ~Ub5;j[u(jon. In fact, jf substitULion of 

itarred-:1egallon for another iormula is allowed. then the rules of iaentity 

hold for slarred-negated formulae as well. which means thal we are allowed 

to make predictions about the persi~lency of our ignorance. 

If. on the olher hand, such , substilUtion is nOI allowed, then 

starred-negated formulae an be introduced only by Ihe rule oj the 

excluded middle, which means thal ignorance cannot be reasoned abaut. but 

only admitted when knowledge is ab~enl. 

Tbs conc!udes OLlr prelimInary di5c:mio:1 oi the classes of rca~onjng systems 

thal we WI::;h La examine. 
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Chapter 5 

A Comparison of Five Classes 

of Reasoning Systems 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapler we analyse the five classes of reasoning systems and 

cOr."lpare ~hem, firstly through the lens of homogeneity theory and lhen 

using Ihe lests of successful interaction. 

We define a set of screens and properties and prove that each ruJe of 

idenlity of a reasoning s:-'sterr. is equivalent to an assumption of 

r.omogeneily of a panicular property on the relevant screen. The screens 

are then proved to naturally determine a partial order. 

We then set the context for studying Ihe interactive power of the s)'stems. 

We construc!, for each system, the possible interaction that reveals 

its \veaknesses, either in the field of reaction or in that of survival. 

A se~or.c[ oreer b2.sed or. l~ese performances J~ conslruc:~d. ThiS order is 

embedded in the fim one. 

A!l these results have relevance from many penpeclives, throwing light on 

tf;e nat",:-e of the rules of icenlilY. on the role of assumplions of 

r.omoge::~ity. and pulicu!2.rly, because of the embedding of the orders, en 

::-:e co,"~,ec~:om bet wee" ba:;:c rules like iC~~::!I:-" a~d S()~p!cx i:-,tt!"3.ctl\': 

per:or!":':~.:".ces. These pO:~!5 are 2.11 c:scussed at l:"e e;-:c oi t~:c: cbpler. 
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5.2 Various Screens for Viewing Perceived Progressions 

The definitions presented in lhis seelion are used in the fim stage of our 

comparitive analysis of the reasoning syslems we have considered. Their 

informal explanation is presented in Section S.l 

Definition S.21 

Let (S.,<, d) be an originated perceived prog.ression for a reasoning 

syslem, R. Then 0c: fI(SR) -- Bool is defined as follows: 

0c(X) ""'" (X !:; SR " X I- ~). 

Definition 5.2.2 

Let (8.,<, ,~) be an originated perceived progreS3ion for a reasoning 

system, R, and t is a perceived state in 5.. Then 01""; fI(S.) ..... Bool 

is defined as follows: 

0ln:cn ""'" (X!:; { 11: U IE SR and t < u} " X ~ ~). 

Definition S.2.3 

Let (SR' <, ,,) be an originated perceived progression for a reasoning 

system, R, and t be a perceived slale in SR. Then O~': PlS 
R 

) ..... Bool 

is defined as follows: 

o~'Ln ""'" (X l; {t,t+l}" X ~ 0). 

Definition 5.2.4 

let (.'i'R'<' ,~) be an originated perceived progression for a reasoning 
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system. R. t be a percei .....ed Slate in SR with t (It. rl [0.1] andE 

K ~ S~ satiiiying: 

'rJ n E S~. 'rJ tl.t! E K. (lL < n < tJ ) .... n E K. 

Then OJ···d.(; P(SR)-Bool is defined as follows: 

01"·<I·o;:(X) ~ (Xo:K" IXI ~ d+(l-d)IKI 

"('rJu.rl"'X.'rJWEK.(IL(u;(ll .... ll''''Y))). 

This conc1:JCes the seL of sc:eens we require. We '10W aefine two 

propenies which we will need for our analysis in Section S.4. 

Definilion 5.2.5 

Let 8 be a percei ..... ed progression for some reasoning system. R. Then 

the predicale ['",«s) is defined to be true iff Q5
d 

...... T for some d such 

thal c ~J. 

Definition 5.2.6 

Let , be a perceived progression for some reasoning system, R. Then 

lhe predicate n:r.,) i, defil'.ed to be true iff Ct ...... T for some d such<1 
5 

lhat C (d. 

De~i"it:on S.2.7 

I: It"t=.0ri'.).rr1fLtr·h) is a \:~:d e'(~lor?!:o~ s~~, (,<i,< .... ) E ~~ a:ld 

['; :; ---> B'J0l, Iten :f is L~e sel o~ Jir,<l .~tl.lt,~.~ Jor [' £n S iff: 
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Vn E S. 0) P (n) holds; 

and (ii) V t e S. (n is a successor of t) - (P (t) does nOl hold); 

or VteS. (t <n) ~ (Pac(t) does hold). 

implies n E:7. 

Proposition 5.2.1 

Let (~A'C:' Orig.m(1t(:h) be a valid exploration set. (S.<.a)E~Il' 

P: S - Buot. and :7 be Ihe set of first states for P in S. lhen if 

:1=0. pet) is false for every teS. 

Proof: 

Suppose t E Sand r (t) holds. 

Then let T= {u:ueS. u<t}. 

If r(u) holds for all It ET then, by Definition 5.2.7, t E:7, contradicting 

the hypolhesis. 

Therefore, 3 tt E T such that r ( 11) does not hold. 

So, the stale v = rna.L( ( U : U E T. r ( u) does not hold}) is well-defined. 

Then, jf P(II+1) holds, v+1 E;f by Definition 5.2.7, contradicting the 

hypolhesis.
 

So P(v+1) does not hold, and if v + 1 E T then lhis contradicts the
 

definition of v. But, if I) E T and "+ 1 ~ T. then, by construction of T. 

v + 1 = t, so lhat, by supposilion. r(v + 1) holds, which is a contradiction. 

Therefore there is no t lOS for ",..hich r(T) holds. o 
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5.3 Informal Aspects of Some Screens on Perceived Progressions 

In section 5.2, four different screens operating on perceived progressions are 

defined: 0c. Din."' 0,," and 01 ~ •. a II These will be wed in section S.3 lO 

analyse the assumptions that are made in the fundamental rules of the 

cl~s of reasoning systems considered in Seclion 4.7. 

The first and simplesl of the screens., Dc (Defn. 5.2.0, takes as its 0c - sets 

all those non-em ply subsels of the perceived nates in lhe progression to 

which it is applied. This screen is the least discerning of all lhe four. and 

idemifles the emire sel of slates as the unique individual (cf. Section 113). 

The second of the screens. Din." (Defn. S.2.2), is actually a c:ass of screen... 

WIth n as the parameter of the class. It simpiy considers all non~empty 

subsets of the perceived states following (and including) the stale n in the 

progressIon. It therefore produces a different individual for each state, 

which is all the perceived "future" of that state. 

Definition ~.2.3 introduces the class of screens. 0",", again \..:ilh parameter n. 

This screen considers the state nand iu successor in the perceived 

progression (and the subsets containing each alone). Once again ~here are as 

many individuals as slates, and each individual is a pair of cDnsecutive 

states. This screen is more discerning than the first, but eXlremely myopic. 

Finally, in Definition S.2.4, \ve intrDduce the mDn sophisticated clas:; of 

s::reens, 01",a.K' wHh three parameters: a state. a depth and a set Df 

consecutiH perceived slates. This screen IODh at sequences Df cDnsecutlve 

s~a;es In the subset K of the progressiDn, examining the set only tD a 

depth d and assuming t is the first state in the sequence in K. The 

ir.dividuaIs in lhis case are all the various intervals of consecutive stales in 

the progression. 

Having: considered the four S;:reens lhat we use, we present tWO properties, 

De~:~:'!or.s 5.15 a;,.d 5.2.6, wb.'ch lake .1 s'.atement .1nd a ce~:;,["ty v::t!;,,;~ 

as parameters and are designed to consider the behaviour of the particular 

statemer.', with the given certainty, in a given slate. The first. I',,'. is used 
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to cbeck if Q ........ T witb a certainty value grealer tban or equal to c, while 

tbe ~econd, R~ c • l~ used to check whetber Q 1--+ T in a nate with a 

certainty value greater tban c. 

In Definition S.2.7, we introduce the important concept of fint states for 

some property in a given progression. This is a sel of states of O1le of 

two types: those for which tbe property holds and did not hold In the 

immediately preceding slale, and tbose for wbich the property holds and 

beld in all the preceding states. The reason for the consideration of the 

second type of states, wbich might appear a rather peculiar set to consider 

as "firsl stares". IS lhat if ;ill tbe stales of a perceived progression. until 

some slate, ba ve the given property then, if tbe progreeslon does not have 

a st3.rting State, there will be an infinitely long sequence oi Slates witb the 

property and having no fim .nale! We consider any nale in such a 

sequl":nce ;is of equal importance as any more naLural "firs! state". 

The Section concludes witb a single result (Propn. S.2.1) proving that a 

progression with no first state for a given property contains no Stale with 

lhat property al al1. This result is used in the following section......here we 

continue our comparalive study of the reasoning systems preS!:nted in 

SecLion 4.7. 

5.4 A Formal Treatment of Identity through Homogeneity 

In tbis Section we proceed lO match eacb of the reasoning systems 

introduced in Section 4.7 witb a screen from the selection in Section S.2, in 

order to show tbe way in whicb the rules of each reasoning synem force 

a partiCUlar view of their perceived progressions. The study concentrates on 

lhe as~umptions of homogeneity lh:::! lie behind the partiCUlar rule of 

identity (or its equivalent) acopled by each class of reasoning systems. 

Tte fi!1':;'! rCS'J!t of lh~; sec';,,'1 r~C)\:l pa:-t of the p.rl~al order between 

t}:e a'i5umplion~ thal are proved equivalent 10 each of tbe rules of identily. 

Tbe resl of tbe panial order is also given. altbough lbe proof) are omiued, 
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iince lhey are ldemicaJ in pallern. 

A discussion of the meanIng of lhese results can be found in Section 5..5. 

Proposition M.I 

let (! t.e. Orig,match) be a valid exploration sel for a classical RS. 

C. Ct IE wlf in the reasoning system. (Sc> <, .~) E! c' and :f be the set of 

firrt Slates for p~' in Sc' Then, given lhe validity of the rules (b). (c) 

and (d). listed in 4.7.1, lhe .mumplion of the validity of rule (a) is 

equivalenl to the assumption hum (Sc,P-,,<.Ot) ==1. 

P:-oof: 

(<>) 

Suppose n,,:f and tESc ' Then Jet u:.min({n.t}) and v'" rnax({n,t}). 

Rule (d) (excluded middle) implies Q v ~ O:u' Suppose ~ Ct ' u u 

Then, repeated use of the rule of identilY, (a). implies: 

- Ct" I- ~Q".l I-~ 0:".21- ... I- - Q~. 

Now, n = t.I or n = v. Thus, -o:~ I-f T (With to}! certaimy, since the certainty 

in classic",~ RSs can only be t()J). 

By Definition .5.2.7, P..«n) is true, so lhal Q.I-fT (again. c can only be 

top). 

By rule (b) (consistency). -Ct.'O:~ 1-, so that state 3 is closed. contradicting 

\he hy pOlhesis. 

The:-efo:e. Q I-f T (ar.d -Cl 
y 

is false).
u 

Again, b)' \he repealed me of the rule of iGI''mtily: 
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0 ... 1-0.... 1 l-0u .... 1- .. 1-0,.. 

Now. t = u: or t = v. so lhal 0,. Then, P.:J 1<•• (t) is true. 

Therefore, lhe P",c~density of any subsel of perceived states in Se is l. 

Thus, hom(Se' Po"'0c) = 1. 

If :f -=" then. by Proposition ~.2.1. the p"," -density of any subset of 

percei ....ed states in Sc is 0, so lhal hum(S;;. P",<,Oc) -= 1. 

(¢') 

l~t lESe' and 0:, ....... /.
 

By hypothesis, hom(Se,p",\Oe) '=1, so that: 

1- rad({ P,:-demity of X: De(X)}) = 1 (Dd,. 3.2.5). 

So: rad({ P",<-density of X: X~Se '" X '/. ",,}) == 0 (Def,. 5.2.1). 

Therefore, max({ P,,:-density of X: Xs Se '" X '/. ",,}) = 

miner P,,:-densily of X: X~5c"'X,e 3}) 

(Defe. 12.4). 

Thus. there is some value, k. such that, for every X such that Qc(X) i.s 

true, the Po' - density of X is k. 

Now. if P",«t) is true, and [\({t}), so that there is a 0e-set with 

P,,<-densily 1. So the P",'-de'lsilY of all 0c-sets is 1.
 

Hence. the J\,c-d<:nsily of {t+1} is 1 and P",«l+l) is true.
 

This implies n. I- (I •• ,. which i$ the rule of identity. 0
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P:oposition 5.4.2 

Let I! ,.,,:::, Oril), m.att,n) be a valid explotJ.tion set ior a Inluitionistic 

reasoning 5)'slem , Int, 0 e wIF in the reasoning sySlem, (,'il",,<,,'j)e~ln, 

and :.f be the set of first stales for P ",< in Then, given th'Sin.' 
validity of the rules (bl, (c) and (d). listed in 4.7.2, the assumption of 

~he validity of rule (a) is equivalent to th' assumption 

"t n e :.f. hom (Sin,' P CI <, OJ.'·) -= 1. 

Proof: 

(",) 

Let ne:f and t e S,." mcn that n ~ t.
 

Rule (d) (excluded middle) implies 0."-0'."":'0'., Suppose -0'•.
 

8)' hypothesis. Pa«n) is true, so that ct....... T (with top certainty, since this
 

is the only value available in Inlullionislic R5s),
 

Then, repealed use of the rule of identity. (a), implies:
 

ct.~a•• l ~an.2"""··""'ct,. 

By Rule (b) (consistency), -a•• O'.D-. so that l:tale t is closed, contradicting 

the hypothesis. 

Suppose ~Q, ...... T, 

Again. by the repeated use of the rule of identity, we have a ....... T, and 

by rule (b) (consil:tency), .:.a.,O',~, which is a contradiction. 

Thfrefore, a....... T, and hf'm{'';I",Po',O'n,n) =1, which gives:
 

'<In E';f.hnrn(S"\,p~<,O:- ) =1. 
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(¢ol 

Let t E SIR" and n ......... T.
 

Suppose that there is no n E:f for which n S t.
 

Then leI T= (U:ueS ln .> u< d, and ~uppose pc<c(u) for every !JeT.
 

Then, by Definition 5.2.7, T s; j., contradicting the assumption thaI there is
 

no n E:J for which n S t
 

So, the stale v = maJ:( { U : U E T. POI' (u) does not hold}) is wen-defined.
 

Then. if P"c(V+l) holds, \I+1e:7 by Definition 5.2.7, and so l1+1tT.
 

Then, by Def:nition 5.2.7, v + 1 E:T, Jnd if VET and !) + 1 9. T, then, by 

construl;;llon of T, v + 1 = t. 

So t E:t, which is a contradiction of the assumption. 

T;,erefore there is some n E:t such that n St. 

By hypothesil. hom (Sin,' POe,GIR.n) = 1, so that: 

1- rarl{{ P"c-densilY of X: 0ln,n(X)}) = 1 IDef~ 12.5). 

So; rarl ( { Pc: - density of X; (X S; {U: U E 5 10< and t < u} 1\ X Jl 0) }) =0 

(Defn. 5.22). 

Therefore, 

max({ Pac-density of X: {X!:; {IL: ue SI", and t < u} " X ~ 0)}) = 

min ({ p CI C ~ cc:-:,itf cf .Y: (.\ ;; {to:: (,: € SIn, ar,d t < u} " X f 0) } J 

(Defn. 3.2.4). 
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Thus, there is some value, k, such that, for every \" such that Qln:(X) is 
. ,

true, the P~'-denSity of X IS iC. 

Now, P ,,"{t) is true, and O'n,"({ t }), so thal lhere is a 0ln,n- sel with
 

P3'-denstlY 1. So the Pa.'-densilY of all O,",~-sels is 1.
 

Q,n:(t+l) holds, so {t+l} is a O,ft< -set.
 

Hence, the P a.' - density of {t + I} is 1 and P"< ( t q) is true. This implies:
 

0:, t- 0:,." 

which is the rule of identilY for intuitionistic RSs. o 

We remind the reader that "10:1" is used to abbreviate "either 0: or -0:". 

Proposition SAJ 

Let (~",t:, Orig,mtltch) be a valid ell:ploration set for a non-monotonic 

RS, N, o£ wi} in the reasoning system, (5..,<,8)£ ~ .. ' and: 

In~J{S".o:)=={n£S.. :o"£ND(S.. ) }. 

Then, given the validity of the rules (b) and (c) listed in 4.7.3, thO' 

an;;",p\;on of the ....alidity of rule (a) is equivalenl to the a~sumplion; 

'It n E 5 ... 

«n £ Infl(S... a) v n, n + 1 V. Inp (5... Jal)) _ hom (5.. , P ~D"",Q..') '" 1). 

Proof: 

('") 

,.Lel n be a Stale in "",. 
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Suppose n e lnp( S,., 0). 

Then 0:,'''' ...... T, s,nce only internally derived stalements are marked Iwt. 
bo

But, by Rule (a). if a",o'_r then aH11>0. -T musl hold. so P OI '(rl+l) 

holds. 

Now, POIb"'(n) holds and P,,~o'(7'1+l) holds, .,. by Definition 5.2.3, 

hom (S,., p 
b 
"', 0,. .. ) = 1. 

a 

Alternatively, suppose n,n+llt l7'1p(S.. , lal). 

Then none of 0 
.-. '" 

°"'1 

.., 
-0 .nd 

.., 
-0,., maps <0 T, since only 

internally derived staleme:-:ls ." marked bllt IPropn. 4.7.11). 

O 
So, by rule (a), if 0" bo' _ I lhen O'",b ....... T, and com-ersel,"", If a u., does
 

not map La T then - 0" bot - T (excluded middle), so lhal _ a"" bot ...... rand 
bO 

O".l ' does nOl map to T. In eiLher case, hlJm(S".['"bo"o,,")=1.
 

Thus lhe assumption is pro"-ed.
 

(CO)
 

LeI n ",'i" 5Uch lhal. Pabe'(n) holds.
 

Suppose 0:"'0' ...... T.
 

Then, since only statements that are r.ol derived internally are ma!xed tOll 

IPropn.4.7.3.1), nEln/I(.'j'",nl. So, by assumpLion, ['"bo'(7'1+l), and since 

this is lrue regardless of the particular S", it must be lhal 0::"'1:- a•.\bO. 

be' '0. bo,Thal is. 0:" bO', Q" '0'1::- 0"'1 be' and - Ct" ,an r. 0'"., 

Suppose conversely l!-,:l.l 0, does no: map to T. 

Then, 
... 
~T,n, sinc.e P "bot( 7/) h{llc5. If '" -0, ~T. lhen th' rule of 

double negation allows th' use of 'h, second part of th, rule derived 
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'0. boo boo 
above, to obtain: ~ cr. ' crn .. ~ cr•• 1 

'" So, assume ~ O:n does nOl map to T. Then there is some SH for whIch 

n+1.Inp(S",lcrl), and, by the assumption, horn(S",P"bO',OH") = 1, so 

that P"bo'(n+1) mus, hold. 

Therefore, the rule that lea& to this behaviour mUSl be cr. b 
D

' .. a:•• b01 when
1 

neither 0.. \G. nor _ 0.. '0. maps to T. 

Pulling together these pans the final rule is: 

bO
crn<t;,.cr•• ' when CZffldx(d:lcrl."},

1 

which is the rule la). o 

Proposilion ~.4.4 

Let (!u,c.O,..ig,rnatch) be a valid exploration set for an uncertainty 

RS, U, using certaimy structure (C, (), a e W Jr in the reasoning system, 

(Su.<,.'l)EZ and '5 be the set of first states for P,,< in Suo Then,u 
gi....en the ....alidity of thl! rules (b) and (c) listed in 4.7.4, the assumption 

of the validity of rull! (a) is equivall!nt lo the assumption: 

(i) 'tInE'5.hom(Su.P,,<vR~,,·.Of.,·)=::1; 

(ii) 3(T ,<,t). «Tu,<,t) is an 0Pf for U, containing only a-slalesJ /I.u

(cr.<-T, c=ma.r.(d:lcrl,d])" ('rfJeC.hom.(T .p",d,OI.,·j=1).u

Proof: 

(=oj 

r~, n E:;' -". ....c t ~ n.
 

ny Def:nition 5.2.7, if l =:: n then P,,<(t).
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Suppose >12 an.d p~c(t) does not hold. Then. without loss of generality~ 

suppose is the firsl slate (in the order <) after n such thal T' '"< (t ) does 

not :'old. 

Now. T'",'(t-1) holds. so a:'_ld_ T for some d ~ c - assume thil is the 

largest value of d for which a:,_,d _ T. 

Then rule (a) implies n,d_ T• unless Ii 'I ma.z({t':la:I:}). BUl. by 

supposition, T'",'(i) does nOI hold. so assume rI.,. mllx({t':Ia:I.-}). 

Thus. ~here must be some value t' ~ d. for whIch ~a:'_l· _ T - assume thIs 

value IS the maximum of ail such values. Then rule (a) implies ~a.· ...... T. 

and thu~ R _" < ( t) holes. 

So. hom(Su.P",'vR_",<,G\o,"j=l. which proves (i). 

Let (Tu.<.t o) be defined as follows (laking all integers as the set of 

indices for states in Tu and ordering the slales by the order of their 

indices inherited from th' inLegers): 

V inLegers, i, lei it = (0: < _ T). 

Then lhe only statement that maps to T in any state in T u is 0:'. This is 

an opp containing only o-s~ales and cannOL become closed using lhe rules 

of U and VdeC.hom(Tu,T'",d,Or..')==1. 

(",) 

let t",Su' and o,'''''''T, with c=max({d.:lo:l,d]). 

Suppose that thert is no n ",:f for which 12 s: t. 

Thei1 I~t T=={Il:l!ESI~" u<t]. and suppose [',,'(11) for every u",T. 

Then. b:-' Defin;,~ie~ ~,2,7, T,;; J, cOrlt!;:.diclinE: L~e 355Uf'!",p::an that there is 

no n ",:r [or which 12 $; t. 
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So. the state 11"ma.r({u:u ~T, r~clu) does not hold}) is .......ell-defined.
 

Then. if P ,,'(11'1" 1) holds, ll'l" 1 "" ~ by Definition S,2.7, 'nd >0 11"1 .. T. 

Then. by Definition l.2-7, (1"1 IE :f, and if u. T and (1'1"1 .. T. then, by 

construction of T. (1'1"1 = t. 

So t If,:f ....... hidl is a contradiction of the assumption.
 

Therefore there is some n E:f such that n ~ t. 

By usumption (i), hom(·')·u'Pocv R.o<,O'n:J =1, so that: 

C
1-rad«(poC,.IR. -densilY of X:01n:(Xl})=1 (Defn. 12.5).o 

So, 

rad({PQ<vR.o<-demity of X: (.¥li {u:ue,'J·
l 
•• and t<u} 1\ X~")})=O 

(Def n. S.2.2). 

Therefore, 

mllx({Pa'",R.o<-den5ity of X:(X~{U;uESln,and t<u} 1\ X~B}})= 

min({Po'",R.",C-densilY of X: (Xs {u: UE Sin, and t< U} A X ~ oj}) 

(Defn. 124). 

Thus, there is some value, k. such that, for every X such that 0ln,ft(XJ is 

true, the PoC'" R. ",' • d.ensity of X is k. 

Now, Pac(t) is true, and 0l.,"({t}), so that there is a 0l",ft- set with 

pQ'..J R.a'-c,:;r;s:ty 1. So the r",'v R.o<-der.sity of all (.Jlo:-set5 is 1. 

O,n,ft U .. 1) holds, so {t'l"1} is a 0ln:-sel. 
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Hence, the Pa.c",R.a.'-denilty oC {t+l} is 1 and P..«t+l)",R.a.«t+l) is 

true. 

By as:lumption Oil:
 

3 (Tu.<,t). (Tu• <, t) is an 0PP Cor l! containing: only a-states) 1\
 

(o:-r, c=<max{d:!ol.cl}) ,.. (YdEC.hom(Tu.Pa.~.Oln·)=l).
 

The rules which apply in Su mu.n also apply in T ' so it must be that:
u 

o. b 0"1-' (c=mnx({rl:]al
n 

d 
}». 

If lES ' and o..< ....... r, with f"l max({d:lol."}). and suppose n,- ....... r with
u 
,: = max({ rl:lo:l.

d 
}). Then the assumption! still apply with 0,- replacing 

0, and the same rule is derived as above. 

Finally, iC IE Su' and n.< ....... r. with c"lmax({d:lol,"}), and ~a.~ ....... r with 

,; '" mnx({rl:lo:l. 
d 
}), Then the assumptiom still apply with ~n,- replacing 

0,' ~nd the same rule is derjved as above. with ~o: replacing n., 

Therefore. the rule thal is derived from the assumptiom (i) and (ii) is 

Oft' b- on.". (r: =m<.lx({d:lnl."})). which is precisely rule (a). o 

Definition .5.4.1 

Let n be a perceived state Cor' an inlerval Rs (d. Section 4.7..5), and 

o E 11lff in the reasoning sYSIcm. Then the predicale IJa.(n) is defined 

to be true iff 0 ....... r in stale n with a persistency counter w. 

Proposilion .5.4.5 

lel (~"C, Orig,matr'h) be a valid exploration set for an inlcrval ns, 
f, () E 111ff in the r~asoning syslem, (SI.(,"')E~J and :f be the sel of 
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first states for P"<,,fl,. in Sj' Then, given the validity of the rules (c) 

,nd (dl listed in 4.7.5. Lhe uromption of Lhe validity of rules (,) 'nd 

(bl is equivalent to Ihe assumption: 

c I~.I .• I)
"rInE3-.hom(Sj,P",OI "'I, 

where: 

if f(a,n) EN lhen 311ES .K={tlES l : n S t S u} and IKI = f(a,n)+~ 
1 

'nd 

if f(e-,n)"'w then K"'[tES1:n5tJ. 

Proof: 

('OJ 

Let nE'$. Then, by Definilion '.2.7, either P",C(n-l)"n,,(n-l) does not 

hold, or 'rftES1.t $:n -P":(t),,na(t)· 

Suppose I(n,n) eN. Then, by rules (b) and (c), if all the Siales in SI 

are open, O:~'l ~ T and has persistency I(a, n). Then, for the subsequenl 

flo:, n) Slates a- T, 50 that there is a conlinuous sequence of f(a, n) + 2 

Stales for which a - T, starling from Slale n. 

Suppose f( n, n) "" w. Then. by constraint on f. 

"rImESj.(n<m) -f(a.m)=w. 

Therefore, by rule (b). 'rf mE S•. (n <m) .... a~ ..... T. 

Il follows that hom(SI,p",<.OII".l .• J) = 1. 
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(¢) 

Let t e 51' and n, I-f T. 

Suppose that there is no n e 3" for which n ~ t. 

Then let T= {u:ueS p u< t}. and suppose P""(u) .... n"'(u) for every 

U E T. Then, by Definition 5.2.7, T s= '1. contradicting the a.s.rornption that 

Ihere is no n E 3' for which n ~ t. 

So, the state l/'='max({u:ul<T, P"'(u},,,n,)u) does not hold}) is 

well-defined. 

Then. ;[ l'"c(V+l) holds, 1I+1e'1 by Definition 52.7, and tit! .. T.'" 
Then. by Definition 127, v+l E '1. and ;[ v. T and tI +1 .. T, then, by 

construction of T,v+!=t. 

So t E 'J which is a contradiction of the assumption. 

Therefore there is some n E '1 such thai n ~ t. 

By hypothesis, hom(SI.P",',Q,,~·,·rJ)=l. 

where: 

if !{a.n)elN then 3UES,.K={tES1:n~t~ ul and IK1=!(a,n)+2 

and 

if !(a,n)=w then K={tESI:n~t}. 

So, 

l-ra,f({Po'-de:nsity of X: t::..\,n,I,KI(X)})=l (Defn. 12.5). 

So: rad({P"C-density of X:OII •. I.K'(X)})::o. 
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Therefore, 

maJ':({ P,,<-demity of X: OI'~·I .• l(X)]) = 

min{{ P~<-densilY of X: ° '."'.'(.1)])
1

(Defn. ~2.4). 

Thus. there is some value, k, ruch lhal, for every X such that O.,··,·MI(X) 

is true, the P~<-densilY of X is k. 

Now, P~'(t) is true, and Olt~·'··'({t]), so Lhal there is a Ol·~·l··'-set wilh 

P",c-densilY 1. So the P,,<-densily of all OI'~·I.MI_sets is 1. 

If OI'~·I'·'(t+!) holds, then {t+!] is a Ol'~·'··'_set and hence, the 

P",c-densilyof {t+l] is ! and P,,«t +1) is true. 

This implies that 'tI u ~ K - { n ]. a y _ 
l 

" Oy holds. Thus, there is a conLinuoU!i 

sequence of !(a,n)+1 !lates for which au_I"ou holds. 

Clearly, a persistency counter can be used to keep track of where a given 

state is in ruch a sequence. Thus, an index can be introduced: 

·a In-''la ' (~.,.p>o); 
y u 

l.l "".~, 
a .. 1h- 0" 

These a,e the rules of idenlily, (a) and (b), for interval RSs. o 

We now show how the assumptions listed in the propositiom above can be 

placed in a partial order in the following way: 

If we can show that, for any reasoning system, and any consislent 

perceived progression in lhat reasor.ing system, one of the assumptions of 

h0moger,ei;y in Ihe abo\e p,opositior.'i ir.:.pEes a second, tten the fim is 

before the second in the order. 
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Conversely, if there is some reasoning system for which there is a coniistent 

perceived progression in which one assumption holds, but second• 
assumption fails, then the second does nOI come before the first in the 

partial order. 

There are some fourteen proofs required to prove the entire order, of 

which the majority (eight, in fact) are all very similar - the proofs that a 

particular assumption does nOl imply a second. The pattern for lhez is to 

take the particular reasoning system for which the rule of identity is 

equivalent to the assumption of homogeneity, and then consider SOme 

consistent progression which uses a parllcular feature of the reasoning system 

not compatible with the second assumption. This [hen leads to a proof that 

the second assumption cannot imply the first. Since these proofs are all 

very straightforward and nOl particularly instructive. we omit them. 

It is also clear that the assumption of homogeneity in the first proposition 

(which when wrillen in its most general form, for a reasoning system with 

a certainty structure, (C,<J, becomes: 'r/cEC,hom(.c;R'Pa\O,) =. 1) implies 

the assump\ions used in all the other propositions. 

For ease of reference, we use the name of the reasoning system for which 

an assumption has been proved equivalent to lhe rule of identity, as an 

abbreviation for each assumption used. 

The full partial order ;s then as follol.1.'s: 

classical R5s - intuitionistic R5s - uncertainty R5s and interval R5s 

.nd 

classical RSs - non-monotonic RSs, 

All other pairs of reasoning systems in the group are incomparable. 

We present here the proofs that intuilioni'itic RSs ~ uncertainty' nss and 

interval RSs. 
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For all reasoning 1Y1tem.s, It and for all originaled perceived progressioru: 

containing only a-states, (S~. <,8), and for any statement. 0: E wf!' in 

the rea:wning system, which maps to T in some slate of."J~ with some 

certainty, c, the following holds: 

if R u!z:s	 the uncertainty structure (C. <), :fc is the set of first states for 
c	 C 

P 
g 

in SA	 and :fo.l is the set of first states {or P 
g 

" no in SR then: 

(VceC."Ine3
C

• VdEC.hom(5A,Pgol,OI~,n)=1) =lo 

(I) 0) "ICE C ."In E:f
c 

• hom(S", PoCvR.g<, QI~:) = 1; 

Oi) 3 (Til' (,t). (T~, (,lJ a coru:istent opp for R) " 

(a,c.c=max«(d:lal,d}))" (VdeC.hom(5 I1 ,p
d
,Olnc"):1);

g 

(II)	 VeEC.VnE3o.lc.hom(."J"'Pad,O,I •.u'j=1, 

where K is a continuou1 sequence of f(o.,n)+2 slates in 5". 

starting from n. 

Proof: 

Since P~< (n) =lo Po«n) V R.,: (n) trivially, part (I)O) follows.. 

Since P"c (n) holds for some n E 5~. by hypothe1is. then, by assumption, 
d

VdEC hom(SR,pa ,QIH"J:l, so that .... hen c=maz({d:IQI"d}) the liP!) 

(S", <,rl) satisfies (I)(ii). 

Finally, since :flJ< s::r, and Un(OI,··,·KI) s: Un(OI",")' it IS clear that (It) 

follows from the assumption. 

Now, ihe assumption i' the general form of the assumption used in 

Proposilion l.4.2, and (J)(i) and Oi) ace the aHumptions used in 

Pmpm:.!on 5 d.4, wh:le (JJ) i, the assumplion used ir, Propmilion 5.4.5 

Therefore, inluitionislic R5s =lo uncertainty RSs and inlerval RSs. o 



.5 ..5 Analysis of the Result..~ about Identlty through Homogeneity 

In (he previous section we have proved the equivalence of the rules of 

idemity, for the five classes of reasoning systems., to some expre~ons in 

homogeneity theory. We now explain why this is a worthwhile analysis 

and what we have learned from iL 

Firstly, we have concentrated on the rules of identity because of the very 

panicular role played by these rules. A, we mentioned before in 

Section 4.4. ,he rules of identity ace the foundations upon wbich every 

deduction must be made. This i' <0 fo, ,wo distinct reasons: the fim i, 

that the rules of Identity propagate the existing knowledge through time, 

representing thus the logical memory of the system; the second, wbich is 

more subtle, is that any attempt at coping with a changing reality must 

begin with a modification of these rules. Their connection to any kind of 

deduction is then clear: we need premises inherited from the past in order 

to Slart deductions., and we must also make sure lhat any formula u~d in 

the inference will not change its semantic .... alue while the deduction is 

carried through. 

It i' interesting and telling. however, that idemity is always taken fo, 

granted, seldom discussed, and sometimes even left out as trivial from the 

formalisation of some systems. We think that there ace lwo main reasons 

explaining this oddity, one hislorical- psychological and the Other much more 

lechnical. 

The historical- psychological explanation springs from the observation of the 

status gained by claHical logics (expecially in the Frege-Russell form). While 

an enormous amount of work bas been deVOled to details of any sort 

(often without visible motivation), the foundations of the system have been 

challenged only through completely antagonistic conceptions., many of whith 

lack the rigour of their opponent. This situation naturally creates polemics 

instead of analysis, and the clash of philosophies obscures and denies the 

need, in order to put the ci;cussion on a proper footing. for a common 

formal base. Partly as a reaction against the damaging quarrels of the first 

part of this century and partly due to an unfortunate process of 
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mylhificatlon of classica I logic (reminiscem of the analogous and disastrous 

authority achieved by Aristotelian syllogistics ;n the Middle Ages), the need 

fo' an open-minded analysis of essemial features like the principle of 

Identity has been ignored. 

On top of all this rests the well known psyc:hological device by whieh the 

most cor,plex (and basic) memal operations about the external reality are 

made to appear. to each of us. as extremely simple and shallow. The 

basic assJmptron of homogeneity, which we discussed in Chapter 2. is. 

perhaps, :he most startling example of this mechanism. 

The technical reason is that. in order to analyse such a fundamental pan 

of any reasoning system, a tool is required which is more general and basic 

still. Thir tool should also be powerful enough to examine several reasoning 

systems .t once. if the elliercise is to have any meaning. It is dear that 

no competitor can be referee. so that a theory altogether different from the 

reasoning systems under consideration is needed. Given these requirements of 

generality, strength and fundamemality, very few canditates are left for the 

position. One pOSSible candidate could be the Topoi theory [G083J, if it 

were n01 for its Own underlying philosophy, which positions the theory 

itself in Dpposition to some of the logics to be examined. 

We clai~ that homogeneity theory presents all the necessary charac:terislics of 

rigour and generalilY, while the plane of it5 philosophy automatically places 

it above any direct confrontation with the philosophies embedded in each 

reasoning system. This oan happen because homogeneity theory does not 

provide .I logical calculus of some kind, 0' a .l"Ubslitute fo< "t theory: ;t 

expresses formally a pOint of view about how a vision of the world could 

be creal ed, a problem which clearly precedes any pa,.ticu[tl,. definition of 

such a ~iston. This level of problem has been considered, until now, as an 

essential part of the realm of pure philosophy, and treated through the 

argument<.tive techniques charaCleristic of the field, with the unavoidable 

degree of confusion associated with that. As far as we know, homogeneity 

theory is the first formal model to occupy that ground. 

There are three practical ways in which we ha.....e employed horr.ogeneity 

theory in the analysis of the problem of identity. Firstly, to define the 



screens and predicates we have discw:sed above; secondly, to prove thal, for 

each class of reasoning systems. a particular combination of predicates and 

screen is equivalent LO the rule(s) of identity, when wnjoined to Lhe 

remaining rules (Propositions 5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.4.3, 5.4.4 and 5.4.5). Thirdly, we 

have shown how these combinaLions of preoicates and screens form a partial 

order (Proposition 5.4.6). 

A new understanding, in many directions. can be drawn from these rerulls. 

The fim lesson is. obViously, about the principle of identity itself. Far 

from being the simple, self -evident observation it is widely believed to be. 

it has proved to embody a complex and multiform structure of assumptions. 

lL can now be said with absolute confidence Lhat Ihe principle of Identity 

represents the basic vlsion about the behaviour of the world (or of our 

kno....'ledge of the world) through lime. 

Several poims can be made in this regard: firstly. the principle of identity 

is not the same for all reasoning systems. even when the rules look 

identical (as for classical reasoning system and intuitionisLic reasoning syslems, 

or non -monotonic reasoning system and uncertainty reasoning systems). 

Secondly, the view of the world which it represents can be rather naive or 

very sophisticated. The classical reasoning systems. on one hand, force a 

pre-eminence of the "exLernal world" over our knowledge of it, and claim 

that the only p05Sible recepticle of knowledge is a divine one. This can be 

clearly seen by Ihe analysis of the screen and predicate used in 

Proposition 5.4.1. which condemns to eternal collapse any knowledge which is 

not complete and perfecI 10 start wilh. 

All the other systems, each in their own way, consider the process of 

acquiring knowledge as part of the reality which they try to capture. The 

imuitionistic RSs do it by reqUiring absolute persistence from the momem of 

discovery: Lhis is somehow a tOLal reversal of the classical point of view, 

notwithstanding the app,trent c!o5eness of the formalisms; here in fact it is 

the knowledge which subordinates the external reality, which was free to 

2'i5Ui7:e any v3.!u~ befr,r:: bd::g kr.'.lwn, bL:t is fro,.,:n in that p05iLior, from 

the moment of discon-ry or.. It could be suggested that the harsh 

antagonism, of len recorded, bet\\-ecn classical and intuilirmisLic logicians, is due 
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La this clasb of beliefs mare than to the invoked differences over 

uncomputable functions.. 

The nan-monotonic reasoning systems present, under the homogeneity analysis, 

yet anotber point of view; there, ,here is no belief whatsoever about the 

far future, tbe only requirement being about ho": a transition is achieved 

from one state to the neXL This stand could be imagined as that of 

someone who has a (classically inspired) view of how the world <~hVILl,l 

be, but IS prepared to relinquish it if so told. In addition, nothing can be 

learnt from such a change, since tbis disillus10ned classical logician ['ould not 

gIve any meaning to a world that does not behave as it should. 

Th, uncertainty reasoning systems represent a cumulative approach <0 

knowledge, since th' strength of our belief weighs more than truth'h' "' 
falsity of 'h, belief itself. Of course, this i, true only up to a poim, 

gi ....en the finite uncertainlY strUcture which characterises uncertainty RSs- Th' 

need for a finite sequence of increasing indices i, due to the rr-:ali.1til~ 

view of belief embodied in this reasoning system: belie .... ing heee means 

"being prepared to act upon", and this dearly requires a final "point of 

action". This also corresponds to the hYman model, where il is not pos~ible 

to increale beliefs indefinitely. 

It is interesting to contrast this atlitude with the "beliefs" represented in the 

reasoning systems based an infinite non-monotonic logics, like some forms of 

Fuzzy RS, Where e .... erything \s no more than an opinion, which can be 

reversed without consequence. 

An important point is that the concept of identity in the uncertaimy RSs 

is a compromise between the classical and intuitionistic extremes: here, in 

fact, a world i, recognised, in which, sooner m later, it will b, necessary 

<0 act, b\Jl in th' meantime an increase in knowledge i, considered 

imporlanl enough <0 oUlweigh th, discovery of falsities in the previously 

held knowledge. This CO:1Cepl of the balance between e.... enl~ af'd 

aSSUT!"pllons., level and meta-le ....el i, close to the ideas expressed in 

S'Oc';o .... 31fJ, and forms {~,e lcchn!ca! backbone of the c[J.ss 01- .3.d,~p\ivc r:';,. 

The role of a~~umptions, analysis and predICtion in identity is eve:; clearer 



in the c\aSli 0 f interval RSs. This is the first class where a complete swap 

in the :;emantic value of a Slatemenl is acceptable (under certain 

circumstances) and yet the world, or our knowledge of it, is not assumed 

to be the meaningless random sequence postulated by non-monotonic RSs.. 

This idea, that between the immobile eternal order and the complete chaos 

there is always space for finding complex. limited, uncertain but extremely 

useful patterns of regularity, \s one of the main principles behind the 

adaptive R.';s. 

A much deeper understanding of the scope and role of the principle of 

Identity is nOl. anyway, the only return from our analysii.. Just as 

interesting is the result by which a partial order is proved among the five 

classes of reasoning systems. It was known that deleting the rule of double 

negation transforms classical RSs into imuillonistic RSs (even if the process 

is not that simple, cf. Section 4.7.2), producing thus an order between 

them: having a general model against which 10 match several clouses of 

reasoning systems, and doing so by the analysis of the mosl fundamental 

property of them all. Identity, is however a new standard., which shifts the 

form of competition among reasoning systems from the di.~puted argument to 

the formal proof. 

One further gain is about the theory of homogeneity itself: our analysis of 

the Identity principle can be seen as a test of the strength of this theory. 

It is worth noting that, while the propositions themselves declare and prove 

the equivalence between the rules of identity and the respective assumptions 

of homogeneity, the rules are completely opaque, and none of the above 

analysis could have been suggested, let alone carried through, by the simple 

observation of the formal struclures. 

The point is that the theory of homogeneity makes absolutely explicit what 

lhe formalisation is made to disguise, that is, that no theory rests on itself, 

everything rests on some kinds of assumptions, and being aware of them 

can only lead to a better control of our own theories., and to an 

improved adaptability of those theories to the tasks they are created to 

face. 
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5.6 Interaction between RSs and their Environments 

In order to serve a useful purpose, a reasoning system must have the 

machinery lo inleract with its environmenL In this section we imroduce the 

definitions of those structures we use to examine this interaction, modelling 

the environment and naming certain explicit behaviours that are of interest. 

These definitions extend and expand the rudimentary examination of exlernal 

sources of information which were used in Chapter 4, and led us ~o define 

non-derivable statements (Defn. 4.5.2). 

An informal treatmen~ of these definitions can be found \n Section 5.7. 

Definition '.6.1 

L" R be , reasoning system, with syntactic domain, Syn. Then 

(Ob8, (,0) ;, 'n oburvation line, iff 068 is a subset of wIf, in R, 

totally Drdered by ( 'nd 'rf 0' € 068. 0 ( 0', Th, elements of Ob,~ '" 
called oburvattons. 

Definilion H ..2 

If ES:" (I!", C, S, match) is a valid exploration set for the reasoning 

system R. and (T, <, t) € I!", then T{match(T) is called tte llirCl:ivol 

present in T, p(T). 

Definition H,3 

If ES = (I!", C , .5 , match) is a valid exploration set for the reasoning 

system R, then the (lfl! line far £5, l(£8), is the origInated perceived 

progres.sion: ({p(T): (T, <,t)€!'"l.<,II(S». 



Definition 5.6.4 

0) If ES = (Z.,c,S,matrhl is a valid exploraLion set for the 

reasoning system R, and 0 = (00''', < , 0) l~ an observation line then 

(ES,O) is a potential interaction. There i~ a natural order-preserving 

association of elements from o!. with elemenLs from DbJ. 

(ii)	 If O'IE Ob.~ is associated wiLh (T, <. t) then 0' is observed between 

(T, ( , t) and iu successor, (T', ( , t'), in o! •. 

(iii)	 If 0' = (0:c), and a:d ...... T in perceived state II( T'), then 0' is said La 

be accepted as ad; it is fully aCCeIJted, if c = d. 

(i..,)	 The acn·,Jtllnc" ..,d for (ES,O), A(ES,Ol. is defined as (ollows: 

A(ES.O) = {a"d:O:n~ is observed and accepted as r/ between n-l 

and n, for n ~ 1 and n states in 1(£5), 

and state n is not closed}. 

Definition 5.6.5 

A potential interaction, (ES,O), is an interadion iff 

ND(T) < A(ES,Ol, whm liES) ~ IT, <, fl. 

It is an active interaction when ND{T) 'I' e. 

We will follow our previous ruling, and maintain thal a reasoning system 

must accepl any observations it does not specifically and explicitly modify 

or reject by its own formal specification. 

Definition 5.6.6 

If ES = (Z •• c , S, match) is a valid exploration set for the reasoning 

system R.. then £S cOllatlllo if the life line for ES contains a closed 

state. 
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Definition 5.6.7 

Le~ R be .1 reasoning system. Then R rwt:C,1 after the ~quence oi 

observations. Jet], if there j~ a second sequence of observations. seq'. 

ruch	 thaI: 

li)	 if (ES. Jeq) is an inleraclion for R. then ES does ~t collap2 ~ 

(ii)	 if (ES.Jeq.(}· ..·.~o ...·), (ES'.seq.a· ..·.-o·u.seq·), (ES ..>:H~q.-O· ..·)
 

and (ES ..·,U7.~(}· ..·.Jeg') are interactions for R. then:
 

A(ES'.J!'1 0·"·._0·..• o1t:q·)-A.(ES,ut].o·..·.-o·..·) 

I- .-\rES·""it·?-O·..•. .H~'I·) - ,-\(£'<;",.-II:q. -0:'-.). 

Definition 5.6.8 

Let R, and R be reasoning sysLems. Then R < R iff for every sequence
2	 1 2 

of	 observations, :leg: 

(i)	 if (ES1,:lcq) and (ESR.Jeq) are interactions for R 1 and Rt 

respectively, then if ES does nOl collapse, ESt does not collapse;
I 

(1)	 if R
1 

reacts afler Jeq then Rfi. reJ.cls after :leq. 

5.7	 An Informal View of the Interaction Process 

In Definition 5.6.1 we presenL the obser .... ation line, which will be used to 

mace! the sequence of inform2tion entering the reasoning system from its 

en\-l~o:.rr,~n!. Of course, the process of translation of the raw ma~e,iz.l that 

is recei ....ed f:o:."! tr.e c:-, .... i~o::r..e:1t inlO cOr71;Jreher..sible and usefui statements is 

CG:7:::'~,( cr:.c, b:..!t \~~ igro~e L!"<ls p,ob~e ...n :0, t~e r~~'''':;[, Fo, t::~ 

pc:~;»,e~ cf t:;is first ar.2.!}":>\S we ass-...:.-:-.~ Ih2.t the trz.r.slz.rion b~ alreJ.dy 

bee ..... 2ch:: .... fC. 
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As the reasoning system creates and recreates its perceived world - the view 

thal is held by th, syslem of th, en,,'ironment ;0 which ;t operales - ;t 

percei ves ils own progress lhrough th, world. This progress ;s from 

perceived present to perceived present ([)dn. l .•.2), and w, call th, series 

of these percei ved presents th, life line ([)dn. l .•.J). 

A pOlenual interactlon (Defn. .5.6.4) is obtained by pairing a valid 

ell.ploration set with an observation line. The interaction can be seen as the 

process whereby Ihe system creates ils first view of the world, an 

observation is made and as a resull, a new view of the world is created 

(which mIght be idenlical LO Ihe old view, if the observation is rejected). 

If Ihe system accepts the ob5oervation, it appears in the perceived present 

immediately following the staLe in which the observation was fim made, 

all hough possibly wilh a modified certainLY (lhe use of this will be 

apparent when we discuss Adaptive RSs). 

In Definition 5.6..5 we distinguish th' lrue interactions from th' absurd, so 

that a true in teractlon only finds non-derivable stalements ;n iL' life line ;f 

it has observed them. An actlve interaction ;s on, ;n which at least on, 

non -derivable observalion is accepted. 

Collapse (Defn. 5.6.6) is a straightforward name for a particularly notable 

form of behaviour. It will be useful when we consider lhe behaviour of 

reasoning symms confran led wlih the lest set by Definilion .5.6.7, which is 

designed 10 consider whether a reasoning system can react 10 what is. at 

least inLuitively. an apparent inconsistency in its environmenl. It will be 

seen later that most of the reasnning systems we have so far considered 

over-react in the face of this problem, while non-monotonic RSs do nOl 

react at all. When we construct the unforgiving RS and the adaptive RS, 

we will see the possibilily of a more useful reaction. 
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5.8 Performances of tbe Reasoning Systems under Interaction 

An informal explanation of the following result is presemed in Section 8.9. 

Proposition 5.8.1 

LeL 1£5,0) be an interaction for the reasoning system~ C. wilh 

lieS) = (5" (, .,j, lhen £05 does not collapse iff ND(Sc)" 0. (That is, 

there can be no non-derivable slatement in the observation line). 

Proof; 

It has already been shown, in Theorem 5.4.1, thal the validity of the 

identity rule for classical RSs within the app (Sc' <"~) i, equivalent to the 

assumplion hom(Sc.P".',Oc)=l, for eacb statement (1 in C. 

rf oft E ND( Sc) then Oft_I cannot hold, since otherwise Q could be derived 

by the rule of identity. But then hom(Sc' P".\Oc) ~ 1, and ES collapses. 

Therefort, if ES does not collapse, lhen N D( Sc) = s. 

Conversely, if ND(ScJ:. g, then every statement that appears in l(£S) is 

derivable from the rules, so I (ES) must be consislent for C. 0 

Note lhat any valid exploration sel for a rearoning system. which slartl in 

a consislent state and does not alter its perceived progression. must remain 

consistent. Thus if lhere are no non-derivable statements on the life line of 

the exploration set. lhen the reasoning system mmt remain consistent. 

Proposilion 5.8.2 

Each of the five classes of reasoning syslem~ described in Section 4.7, 

except classical RSs, hal a valid exploration set, ES, such that there is 

an active interaction, (ES,O), for which £5 does r.ot collapse. 
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By Proposition 5.8.1. there can be no active interaclion for a classical RS 

wnk.n does not collapS£. 

Consider the following interaction: 

For each integer. i, let (T
I

, <, t,.o) be defined as follows: 

T = [ t •. : for all imegers j} so Lhal < is inheriled from the order on lhe 
I J 

fecond index of t l .". 

For i = 0 and for i) 1-, let t •." = {abO' ...... T} for uncertainty RSs and 

t',J = { ':'0""" T) for inluiLionisLic RSs. 

For 1 ~ i ~ i, let t"J = [a '0* ...... T}, for inluilionistic RSs. and the same for 

uncertainty RSs~ except t , .l = [a,o*"""T,a
bO 

' ...... T}. 

Let ES=({(T., <.tl.o):i an integer},c,(To,<.to.o),match) be valid 

exploraLion set, wllh c inherited from the order on the index of T,. 

Lel 0 = ({ (It '0* : i an integer}, < ,0). 

It is clear thal (£5,0) is the active interaction in "'hich Q is not known 

before the origin and is observed and accepted between the origin and it, 

successor. The life line of ES is trivially consisten~ for bolh of the 

reasoning systems. 

The sO!.me example will ser.....e for non -monotonic RSs. with the small 

modificalion that for i = 0 and for i ) j, t.," = {-a
'0' .-... T}, and, for 

1~iSj, t"j={ubo' ...... T}, except fo' i := i = 1, where 

t"J = [o,o* ...... T. _nbo'_T} 

Finally, the example can be used for mtcf'''.:r nSi, assuming !(a,t
l

) = l..'. 0 
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Proposition .5.8.3 

Of the five classes of reasoning systems described ill SectIon 4.7, all 

except non-monOlonic RSs react afLer tbe empty sequence of observations. 

Proof: 

In all the reasoning systems described, Olber tban non-monotonic RSs, the 

acceptance of cr.''''. leads to the jnference that cr. .... t-+ T in the immedialely 

following state. ThUs, the acceptance of -0·..• in the next state will cause 

a contradiction to arise in thal s.late, and th' exploralion "ot wiil collapse. 

This, in turn, implies Ihat th' reasoning systems, other than th, 

non-monolonic RS, do not accept anything afler th' contradiction i' 

observed. 

However, if ~cr.''''. is fully accepted belween the origin and the next state, 

then if no further observalions are made the exploration sel will not 

collapse (assuming. for classical RSs, that ~cr.''''' is fully accepted without 

collapse tbus, by Proposition .5.8.1, is derivable). It is therefore impossible 

for the~~ reasoning systems to find an active interaction which repeats the 

same bt:haviour as this, while first fully accepting Q '0' Non-monotonic 

RSs. on the other hand, do not react after the empty sequence. 

For, suppose (E5,OL)' is an active interaction, for a non-monotonic RS, R, 

such that I(E5) is consi5lenl in Rand 01 = (Ob,~, <, (-cr.'''')), where _0''''· is 

observed and accepted between the origin of ES and its successor. 

Then, if E5 = (~ .. ' c, 5, match), define ES' = (~IO', C, S', match ') as follows: 

'rI (T. <.t)e ~R' (T, <,t-l) e~ .. ' 

and (S',< ,s')eZ .. ' where: 

'1.1 e S. (J <p(S) ~ .'I e S', inherillr.g 1r.8 same order and wilh 8') ,~) 

I\(J)p(S)~(.;_{O'bot........ r})~{_Cfbct>--JoT}eS'. ir,h8riting tbe 5ame 

order and \.... ith .'I' ( ,~) 
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and 1J'''''p(S)u {a·b· ...... r}.
 

match' (T) '" rnatl~h(T) and mai(;h'( S') = [.,l'].
 

Then (£S' ,0.,) is an aCLive interaction for R. where: 

o~ "" (OblJ U { (a: te,.) }. <, (0' lb.)), 

'0'.nd a is observed and fully accepted between the origin of E5' and iu 

successor and - 0 ..,. is observed and fully accepted between the seco nd and 

thtrd 0pl!S in E5', and, by construction, the acceplance sm far 

£8 and ES' following the Irll observations must always be the same. o 

Proposition 5.8.4 

If 0 is an observation line and £S is a valid el.ploration set for an 

imuitionistic RS which does noL collapse, then there is a valid 

exploration set, E5.. , ES or E5 , for each of non-monotonic,u 1

uncertainty and interval RSs, respectively, which does noL collapse, and 

for which the accepLance set, A(ESR,O), for each reasoning system, R 
contains the acceplance set, A (ES,O). 

Proof: 

If a'o. is in the acceptance set, A (ES, 0), then it is nm possible for _0'0. 

La be deriHd from any of the other elements of the acceptance set, in 

case the life line of ES is inconsistent. Thus, _a·o
• cannot arise in the life 

lint'. 

Therefore, an uncertainty reasoning system can be construcLed for which .eo 

maps lo T until a'0. is accepted, tbis being the same observation as waJ 

accepted from the observation set by the inlUi:ionistic RS, ~nd no 

contradiction can arise, since - Ct.' 
o

• cannot be introduced as an observation in 

ArES,O). 

The same is true of interval RS. 
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For non-monotonic RSs.. that there i' a valid eJ:ploration set in wmch all 

the state,\ are consistenl and 0: 
1

<1. i, fully accepted at the Jame state as in 

E5 is trivial. o 

Proposition S.8.S 

There is an observation line, O. and valid eJ:p]oration seL~ ES andu 

E5., for uncertainty and interval RSs.. respectively. which do not 

collapse, and such that A(E5 'O) = A(E5,.O), but for which there is no u

valid exploration set, ES. for an intuitionistic RS which does nOl 

collapse, and for which A (E5.0) = A(E5 u 'O) '" A(ESI.O). 

Proof: 

Let 

o = ({ (a\ • (fl)~ ,(pc )3' ... ,(l\IC...1+ .. ' (- 0:d)rl<l." + 3'(P< )1(<1.<, + 4' ... ], < ,(0:C)I ), 

where the order < is inherited from the indeJ:, and d > c. 

Consider the eJ:ploration set, E5 ' for an uncenainty RS, with anu 

uncenaimy structure containing c and d. which stans with an origin in 

which all the states contain only "don't know" values and the rUles.. and 

which fully accepts all the observations in the above observation line. The 

exploration set does not collapse, since the greater cenainty of -0: in 

observation f(o:.t) + J overrides the certainty of a. 

Consider the exploration set, ES for an interval RS. with origin Orig. in 
1 

....·hich all the states contain only "don't know" values and the rules. and 

t = p(S), where Orig+l = (.'1, <"q), and which fully accepts all the 

observations In the above observation line. The exploration set does not 

collapse, since the persistency of 0: stOps before observation f(o:,t) + 3 is 

made. 

Now, t!1e acceplance sct, for each of the interactions (£8 'O) andu 

(ES"O) He bOlh <>.cti"e, Wilh A~ESu'()) = A(E5
J 
,O) = 0. 
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Suppose ~hat ES is a valid e'lploration sel for an imuitionistic RS, which 

does not collapse and for which (ES.O) is an active interaction, wilh 

acceptance se~ A(ES,O). Then, suppose A(ES,O) "" A(ESu'O) "" A(ESI.O). 

It has already been shown thal A(ES lJ' 0) "" A(ESI,O) "" o. so A (ES,O) :: O. 

But lhen J(ES) conlaim Slates for which 0: is true, (from the second state 

in 1(ES)). Then, by Ihe idemity rule of intuilionistic RSs, 0: is lrue for 

all stales subsequent 10 the first stale for which 0""" T. But. In lhe 

{f(o:, t) + 4) ~h stale, -0: mwt be fully accepled., since il is an observalion 

and A (E5,O) = O. This is a contradiction in inLUitionislic RSs, and E5 

collapses. contradicling the ass-umption. 

This concludes the proof of this result. o 

Proposition 5.8.6 

There is an observation line, 0, and a valid exploration sel. ES ' foru 
an uncenainlY RS, which does not collapse, such Iha~ Ihere is no valid 

exploration set. ES , for an interval RS, which does not collapse and
1

for which A(ESu,O):A(ES.,O). 

Proof: 

Lel 0"" ({ (0:<) •• ("Qd)I,( .. o:·)~,( .. o:·\.(_o:·J ,. •... J, <.(Q<)\). where the order 

( is inherited from the inde'l, and d) t. 

Le~ ES be a valid e'lploration set for an uncertainlY RS, with anu 
uncertainty struclure conlaining .; and d, which stans with an origin in 

which all the stales contain only "don'l know" values and the rules, and 

which fully acceplS all the observatiom in the above observation line. The 

exploration set does not collapse, since the greater cerlainly of "0 in 

observation f(0:.t)+3 overrides the certain~y of n. Therefore A(E5 'O) = O.u

Suppose that ES
I 

is a valid exploration set for an interval RH. which does 

not collapse and for which (ES1,O) is an active interaction, ".ilh acceplance 

set A(ESI,O). Then, suppose A(ESI,O) "" A(ESu'O). It has already been 
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shown that A(ES u' 0) '= O. so AlESI,O) '= O. 

But then a is true in the second nate of [(ES ), t, with persistency
I 

counter wJ. Thus, a is true in in tbe Ih.ird stale of l(ES,), with persislency 

counter /(0. t), by the rules of identily for imerval RSs.. Then, if 

A(ESI,O) =0, -o-T in the third state of [(E5
1
). which, by the rule of 

Consistency for interval R5s, is inconsistenl, conlradicling the assumption that 

E5
1 

doel not collapse. o 

Proposition 3.8.7 

There is an observation line. 0, 'and a valid exploration sel, ES , for an 
I

interval R5, which does not collapse, such that the~e IS no valid 

exploration set, E5 ' for an uncertainty RS, which does not collapse andu
 

for which A(ESI,O) '= A(ESu'O).
 

Proof: 

Let 

o = ({ (a'), ' {fl)R ,(pC )3' .. •Ul )"a"1 • 2' (- a C)"a,., • 3'(P' )Ila.• ). 4" .. J. < ,(0c), ), 

where the order < is inherited from Ihe index. 

Let ES be a valid exploration sel for an interval RS, with origin Orig,
I 

in which all the states comain only "don't know" values and the rules, 

and t 'OptS), where Orig+l:: (5, <.J), and which fully accepts all lhe 

observations in the above observation line. The exploration set does not 

collapse. since the persistency of 0 stops before observation /(0, t) +:3 is 

made. Therefore A(ESI,O) = o. 

Suppose oS, i, a valid exploration for an uncenaimy RH, with an"" 
uncertainty structure containing r, which starts with an origin in which all 

'he states contain only "don't know" values and 'he rules. and which 

accepts all the observations in Ihe aboye ob,e,vation line. 

Then, by the rule of identity for uncertainty RSs, r/ is true in the second 



slate of I (ESu ) and in all subsequent slates until overridden by a statement 

I(I I with higher certaimy. But there i~ no such statement intemally 

derivable and there is no such statemem in the observation line. However. 

~(lc is in the observation line, and since (1< is not overridden. the two 

statements mun appear in the same perceived present in 1(ES )' al theu 

:rtate when ~ ~ C is accepted. This is a contradiction by the rule of 

Consistency of uncertainly RS~ which implies that ESu colJapse~ 

contradicting the assumption. 0 

Proposition 5.8.8 

Under the order of inclusion of possible acceptance set~ there is a 

partial order imposed on classical. intuilioninic, uncertainty and interval 

RSs. so that: 

classical RSs < intuitionistic RSs < uncertainty RSs and interval RSs. 

(the final pair being incomparable). 

Proof: 

By Proposition 5.8.1, the classical RSs can only perfonn inactive interactioru,. 

which all the other reasoning systems can do trivially. while 

Proposition 5.8.2 shows that all the olher reasoning systems can aClually 

perform active interactions. 

ThUS' 

classical RSs < intuitioni~tic RSs, uncertainty RSs and interval RSs. 

Proposition 5.B.4 proves that: 

uncertainlY RSs and interval RSs are not less than inluitionislic RSI. 

By Proposition 5.8.5, combined with the abOve result, 
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intuitionistic RSs ( uncertaimy RSs and imerval RSs. 

Finally. the resuils of Propositions 5.8.6 and 5.8.7 show tbal the uncertainty 

RSs and interval RSs are incomparable in this order. 0 

All the reasoning systems explored, except the non-monotonic RS, react in 

precisely the same way when they do react. Thus, it is easy to see that 

the result of Proposition 5.8.8 implies. trivially, that: 

classical RSs < inLuitionistic RSs < uncertainLy RSs and interval RSs. 

while the last two are incomparable. 

Since non-monotonic RSs do not react at all afler the null sequence, for 

which none of the reasoning systems collapse (Prop, 5.8.3), it is clear that 

they do not rucceed any of the other reasoning systems in the ordering. 

However, the non-monotonic RSs also do not precede any of the other 

systems, nnce they do not collapse after any sequence while the others each 

have a sequence that cawes them to collapse. 

Thus non-monotonic RSs are incomparable with the others in this ordering. 

5.9 Analysis of lbe Comparison of RS's by Inleractive Power 

In the preVious sections we presem the formal definitions and propositions 

which form a second comparison of thl;: claS3es of reasoning systems, this 

time from the point of view of the interaction with a second agent. 

As we mentioned before, we do not see reasoning systems as abstraci 

algebras, whose values reside in the beauty and richness of their structures: 

reasor':lrog systems are primarily instruments by which we try to understand 

our view of the world and improve our control of it. Tneir mathema~icJ.l 

properties are then to be matched agal::st these yardsticks, rather then 



The A.I. researcher. who Lries- La construct and use formal instruments 

which can simulate complex real life behaviours, has to add to the list of 

requirements whicb a reasoning system is e:lpected to satisfy. the ability to 

deal with much more confused, corrupted and incons-islent information than 

any logician of the pan generation would have ever had to face. 

The term ""real life problem" is in iLSelf wbject to confusion and 

misunderstanding. so it is necessary to build a formal frame in which the 

performance of differenl reasoning s-ys-tems can be checked and measured or. 

at least. orderd according to some precise procedure. This is the role 

played by the definitions of Section '.6. The Propositions 5.8.1 to '.8.8 then 

use this formal frame to procede in lhe evaluation of bebaviours of the 

different reasoning s-ystems. 

Because of the range of problems that an AL reasoning system has to 

face. and also for reasons of theoretical generality. we have not considered 

any particular kind of application. but have concenlrated on lhe way in 

which the simple existence of an interaction can affect the two more 

essential features of any reasoning system: its survival ability and its 

capability and range of reaction. 

We have already pointed out how important il is- to detect the conditions 

under which a reasoning systems collapses: it is interesting to nole lhat. 

unlil recently. this problem was of almost exclusive concern to philosophers 

of mathematics, since the only practical users of a logic were the working 

mathematicians. perfectly able 10 organise the "collapsing and reconstructing" 

process in their mind. without any explicit formalisation. The need of a 

complete simulation in a machine has changed all that. shedding light on 

the fact that the survival problem is absolutely inherent LO the formal 

system itself. and that it has been possible to avoid the recognition of Lhis 

feature only by a surreptitious introduction of human behaviour into the 

system. An analogous process has already taken place in Hnguislics, where 

components of the speaking process, considered automatic and trivial, have 

revealed ar. unexpected complexity once a proper simulation has been 

attempted. 
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This is an additional bonw from the parallel and dual processes of 

applying formal methods lO A.1. research, and testing AJ. models agamst 

formal simulations of real life conditions. which should noL be 

underestimated. 

AnOlher advantage of an abstract model for (elementary) interaction is that 

the nalure of that inleraclion can be left complelely undefined: it could be 

human lo human, machine to user, machine to machine or entity to 

sensorial data. The same constraints about applicabilhy, survival and reaClion 

of the reasoning 5Ystem would apply in each case. 

Our analysis is then based on the apparently obvious principle of laking 

the logical rules seriously, and requiring that any mechanism for surviving 

an inconsistency be expressed consistently in the formalisalion, not hinted at 

outside the system. Some of the results of this method may be disturbing, 

like lhal of Proposition 5.8.1, proving that the class of classical RSs can 

survive only if no active interaction takes place. On the other hand, it is 

only by applying principles and rules of each reasoning system to itself, 

and carrying the process to the extreme consequences, that we can learn the 

limits and strengths of each approach, and advance toward a better founded 

and more realistic model. 

It must be said, however, that we do not intend our proofs about the 

limits of the existing classes of reasoning systems as a statement about the 

wisdom of the creation of their rel;ated logics. not only for the obvious 

reason of their role as necessary steps in the history of the field, but also 

because most of them had never been intended for use outside lheir original 

scope, inside which they maintain the same effectiveness. For example, 

classical logic was devised as an instrumenl to justify mathematical proofs, 

and in that sense it remains valid by our standards as well, since a proof 

(from known rules and already proved theorems) does lake place in an 

immutable (though finite) world where every necessary piece of knowledge 

is already present and no active interaction is requesled. 

In the ~me way, the inluilionislic logic was conslructed for formalising the 

process of increase of knowledge in mathematics (strictly, in the mind of 

each mathematician). Again, granting allowance for false theorems believed 



true (it does happen even to the best mathematicians). and ignoring tbe 

problem of actual mathematical creativity. the logic satisfies its original 

requirements. 

Giving to tbe reasoning systems eumined their due credil. we can 

nevertheless claim tbat our analysis represents a useful clarification in three 

distinct directions: in the realm of pure logic. it shows what kind of 

hidden assumptions are present behind the apparently neulral face of some 

rules. and reveals limits of application and restrictions of philosophical 

meaning which can only contribute to a better understanding of tbe field; 

in the area of existing A.l. activity. it is hoped that our analysis will 

contribute towards slowing down the unfortunate existing trend of umciating 

languages. programs and even implementations tou.t cou.rt with logics whicb 

where not designed for the purpose and are absolutely inadequate for iL 

Finally, having examined other systems under these constraints prepa.res the 

ground for the construction of our proposed class of reasoning systems, 

Adaptive RSs. which borrows heavily from the beSt scoring features of tbe 

other reasoning systems. trying at tbe same lime to avoid inheriting into the 

same shortcomings. 

As we have already stated, we believe that the formally expressed power 

of a reasoning system must be the yardstick against which lhe reasoning 

system is measured. Th' same principle has been extended In tbe 

construction of the frame needed in order to carry out the analysis (ef. 

Def n. 5.6.2, 5.6.3 and 5.6.6). Th, idea i, that the same rules that a 

reasoning system applies to the world in order to make sense of it (in its 

perceived progression) are then applied to the reasoning system itself, in its 

passage from one view to the next. This concept is, at the same time, 

very nalUral, easily formalisable and controllable, and extremely effective: 

which thing, it must be said, speaks strongly in favour of the internal 

coherence of the systems. 

The propositions can now be considered each in turn. 

Proposition S.8.1 slates th2t the communication with a system based on a 

classical RS can only be one-way! in the seme that lhe system is prepared 

to be told only what it already knows. The apparent absurdity of lhis 
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conclusion, and the rigbt historical perspective needed in order to understand 

it, have been discussed above. 

It is interesting to note that all the results would bold even if the 

reasoning systems were provided with a possibility of refusing or modifying 

information. This possibility is not, however, conceived in any of the five 

classes considered. and rightly so. since this feature is a rather dangerous 

one, which can LUrn a reasoning system system into an oDsessive solipsist. if 

applied without due precautions. 

The cenlral pOint is that information should be refused (or modified) only 

if the source is unreliable (or less reliable than another one), while the 

construction of a picture of the world. explaining and comrolling most of 

the information. must be pursued. On top of all this, a refusal or 

modificallon of informalion must also produce a meta-change inside the 

reasoning system, so that a lesson is learnt out of what should be 

considered aJ an anomalous event. It is clear that none of the five classes 

of reasoning systems are in ~he least eqUipped to satisfy such a complex 

requirement, hence the impossibility of a lasl-moment insertion of the refusal 

fealure. The class of adaptive RSs. on the other hand, has the formally 

expressed power to deal with this requirements., as it is shown in the next 

sections. 

Proposition 5.8.2 simply shows that the other four classes of reasoning 

systems can survjve an active interaction. As for several of these pmofs., 

this is done by exhibiting one example of such interaction. 

In Proposition 5.8.3 it is proved that non-monotonic RSs do not react, in 

the sense specified in Definition 5.6.7. This means that non-monotonic RSs 

can go lhrough the same problem again and again and never learn anything 

from it. This concept is tightly linked to that of ability to 

prF.,jict. Predictions about the future are an essential feature of every 

cognitive system connected to the idea of science (other cognitive systems of 

a contemplative kind have been comtrucled, panicular)y in the East). On 

the othu hand, a system which does not lake nOlic~ of its own errors in 

forecasting the future can hardly be said to produce any prtdic:ion; at 

most, it holds apparently reason2ble opinions, which it i'i paradoxically 
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prepared to relinquisb on request but not to use in order to improve its 

own "beliefs". 

The same proposition thaws tbat all tbe Olber four c1U'leS do re.acl, but in 

a very drastic manner. This could lead to the conclU3i.on that a 

non-monotonic RS exhibits bere a more reasonable behaviour. since at least 

it manages to rurvive. II is our contenlion. though, that this is not the 

case. because the two behavioun are incommensurable: survivaJ il needed in 

order to continue to function. but on lbe olher band the centraJ function 

to be saved is exactly being able to produce good predictions or, at lean., 

learn from one's own mistakes. 

The result proved in Proposition 5.8.4 highlights the order between 

intuitionistic RSs and the classes of uncenainty and interval RSs. It shows 

that the interactions. which can be performed without collapse by 

intuitionisitic RSs, can be carried out with equal success by uncenainty and 

interval RSs. This result is complemented by PropOsition S.8.S, in which it 

is sbown that the converse does not hold for either of tbe uncertainty or 

interval RSs in comparison with intuitioninic RSs. Togetber, these results 

show that uncertainty and interval RSs stricLly succeed intuitionistic RSs in 

an order naturally induced by interactive power. as shown in 

Proposition ~.8.8. 

That same order i, further developed in the following tWO re:mlls 

(Propns. 5.8.6 and S.8.7). which reveal the fact that uncertainLy and interval 

RSs both have relative advantages and disadvantages, so incomparable.'" 
The differences between the approaches of the two reasoning systems and 

their merits and demeril5 can be seen in the following example. 

Suppose a machine equipped with an uncertainty RS is used as an 

investment advisor. and it is informed that, on a particular day. it is 

believed with a certain degree of cenainlY that the dollar is on an upward 

trend. If this cerLainty is not top then. when the investor asks whether 

dollan would be a wise inveslment. the machine will be cautious and 

suggest delay. If later the inveslor informs the machine that it is now 

cerlain that dollars are entering a crisis. then Ihe machine will have been 

vindicated. and it can adjust its certainty al:>out the trends of the dollar 
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accordingly. 

Imagine the same situation had confronted an interval RS machine. To this 

machine, certainty is meaningless. so it would advise the invertor that dollars 

are a good bet that day. U the dollar slumps. not only will tbe investor 

lose the investment, but the machine will be unable to adjust to the new 

information. and will enter a collapse. 

Now imagine a rather different scene: if th' investor informs th, machine 

with an uncertaimy RS that it i, certain lhat th, dollar i, on an upward 

trend. then th, machine will happily advise investment in dollars. Suppose. 

a month later. when the machine is still advising investment in dollars. the 

investor informs the machine that in fact dollars are suffering a decline 

then the machine fails and collapses.. 

However, the interval RS machine fares rather better in this case, for, 

knowing that the persistency of trends in currency markel!l last only over a 

period of a few days. it stOps advising the investor to buy dollars long 

before the investor learn, of the dramatic fall in the dollars~ wonh. The 

machine willingly accepts the new information. and assigns a period of a 

few days persistency, during which it will treat dollars with a healthy 

disinlerest 

It can be seen that the first machine has the advantage of the methodical 

researcher, which accumulates evidence and acts slowly, while the second 

machine recognises. or gambles on the existence of, (possibly "hort) patterns 

of regular behaviour, which, as e....erybody's daily experience confirms. often 

occur. 

Proposition .5.8.8 proves that there is a partial order among four of the 

five cl.mes, which is induced from the inclusion relation over acceptance 

sets.. non-monoLOnic RSs have not been considered in this result because of 

their divergent behaviour in relation to reactiOns.. As we pointed out 

before, the extreme reactiOn of collapsing and the absence of reactions at 

all are incomparable behaviours, since the opposite of both is clearly 

necessary. 
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Il is imerening to nole thal tbe partial order so obtained is embedded in 

the one enforced by our analysis or assumptions or identity 

(Proposition 5.4.6). The embedding is that much more startling since the 

instruments used are very dirrerent. and so are tbe point' of view 

embodied in them: on one hand. formal rules and homogeneity theory. 

expressing the vieW of the world embedded in each reasoning system;. on 

the other hand interaction, acceptances and reactions rendering tbe way in 

which those vieW! can adapl lO external contacts.. 

Witb this remark we conclude our comparative examination of five cl~:Il 

of reasoning systems: th' model elaborated for this purpose can now be 

further developed in order to define class of reasoning systems,'h' 
adaptive RS, which w, want 10 introduce. 
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Chapter 6 

A Model of Consistency Recovery 

for Adaptive Reasoning 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we introduce a model for a basic part of what we call 

adaptille reasoning. We refer to thi1 part as a t:on,ii~teTlcy recoIII'!'"!! 

mechani:rnt. 10 fact. this is a shorthand (or a rather complex behaviour, 

which involves the ideas of an "acceptable frequency of contradictions", and 

a "sufficient proportion of incoming informalion t>elieved", The concepts of 

reasoning system, positive use of inconsistencies, capacity of reaction and 

survival, sources managemem, persistency, homogeneity, and individuals, all of 

which have been mel before, are also used. 

We have already stressed how capacity of reaction and sur .... ival must be 

two essential features of the way in which a reasonable model deals with 

inconsistencie~. 

In Section 6.3 we introduce the unf(Jrgivin!J model. This model is already 

stronger than ~he ones presented before, with the exception of interval RS, 

which could be, however, easily embedded in it. PropositiOn> 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 

prove the dominanl position of !he unforgiving RS in the order obtained 

above. The main function of Ihis model i~ as an intermediary step toward 

the construction of Ihe simplified model for adaptive RS, which we present 

in Seclions 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 (With a functional ~pecification in Appendix A). 

In Section 6.2 we prepare the ground for the definitions of the unforgiving 

and adaplive models. 



6.2 Initial Suucture 

The following definitions are used to support the unforgiving and adaptive 

models presented in this chapter. An explanation of their use and meaning 

is given at the end of Ihis section. 

Definition 6.2.1 

A contrnt is an n-tuple {n >Ii in which the fim lWo coordina.les are 

an OPP and a set of formulae (possibly empty), for the same reasoning 

system, respectively. 

Definition 6.22 

Lel 1 be a set of conlents of the same type, totally ordered by c. 

with a minimum element under c, o,.ig, and let match be the 

order-preserving embedding function as follows: 

(i) match: {ll",(opp):3lIE1.ll",(l) =: oppJ- {Ld:llell"I(ll"I(O,.ig)}}; 

(ii) match(S)= [I'l), where ll",(O,.ig) =: (8.<,8). 

Then (1, c, O,.£g, matl'h) is a life span. 

Definition 6.2.3 

Lel (:t,t::,Orig.match) be a life span. 

Then the link for Cf-.c,O,.ig, match) is the function defined as 

follows: 

0) link: '1-1; 
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(ii) vl E:1. link (l) =: I + 1~ 

where 1+1 is the immediate successor of l in the order 1::. 

Conversely, if link::1. ..... :1. then link defines (:1, 1::. Orig. match). 

where'" IE :1. 1 clink (1) defines 1::, Orig is the minimum element in 

:1 in lhis order. and match is constructed in the usual way. 

Definilion 6.24 

Let L5=(:1.c.Orig.match) be a life span, O=(Oba,<,ol be an 

observation line, and (£5.0) be an interaction, where 

E5=(~.I::.Or,match·). in which: 

! s; b)cont): cont E:1}. c is inherited from the oeder on :1, Or is 

the opp in Orig. and match' is defined in the wual way. 

Then L5 contains the interaction (£5,0). and each member of ! is 

called an ob - state. 

Definition 6.25 

Let e=:[k,lc+l, ... ,k+n-l} be a continuous sequence of nob-stales. 

An 8'peraistencII for the formula. oC, ((B.o.c)per) is a continuous 

subsequmce of B. {m.m+l •..• ffl+l-l}. such that: 

.P:(p(m.,)) A .(A{P.:(p(x))'x.{m.m+l •...•m+l-l}}). 

(B.o.c)per is headed if P_
c 
(p(m+l» and 

C1 

it is topped if m+l-l=k+n-l. 

In Definition 6.21 we inlroduce contents, which are the building block for 

the body of our reasoning systems. They form internal states. which keep 
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track of the current formation of the system. In fact, all the other 

reasoning systems would use the same basic structure for a complete 

description of their operation, but their imernal structure is so much simpler 

than the models we present here. that there is no confusion created in 

having left out these implementation oriented details. 

The life span thal i, defined in Definition 6.22 and link of Definition 6.23 

ace used in the machinery that drives these models.. In fact, as will be 

seen later, the machinery ;, used explicitly only in the unforgiving model, 

to indicate the way in which it is achieved. The adaptive model would 

follow the same pattern, but be considerably more laden with detail, so it 

has been ommilted. 

In Definition 6.2.4 we identify two pieces of terminology which will be 

convenient in the construction of the models, and Definition 6.25 is a 

technical construction, used in the specification of a function in the adaptive 

model. lts role is to give a name to an unbroken series of states, in a 

rub-sequence of a life line, with a particular properlY - that of satisfying

P;. 

6.3 The Unforgiving Model: Definitions 

The following definitions are expfained in Section 6.4, although a mOre 

detailled account of their meaning can be found in Section 6.6, after the 

model has been explored in Section 6.5. 

The model divides into four categories of function: lhe object level 

function, the acceptance function, the meta -level function and the 

book-keeping functions. These will each be presented in a separate 

definition. 

In a!! the following definitions (e, () is the ur:cenc;.inty struclure with 

e = {O, . . ,top} s; til and the order ( inherited from the natural numbers.. 
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Definition 6.4.1 

The object level rules for the unforgiving model are as follows: 

, ,
(i) (In I- (In.1 • (c::omax{d:lal.

d 
}); 

c C

(ij) a. • ~a.cl-"{a.c. _an }. (c ~ bot). 

The symbol ...... is called shift. 

Definition 6..4.2 

The object level functions for the unforgiving model are as follows: 

(i) Obj: {opps} x Form -+ {opps} x P{ Form); 

(ii) Obj(opp.a')· (opp·.B); 

where opp' is 0PP. extended by adding a' to the statements thal hold 

in p(ll)OpP)) and applying the transformation rules to build the entire 

perceived progression. if this does not lead \0 a shift. Then 8 = g. 

If the originated perceived progression obtained by the above procedure 

leads to a shift, \Joith {aft", ~a"'}. then A= {a'} and 01JJ-J' is buill by 

removing from OpJI all those statements v.·hicn include (1< or _(it. 

Definition 6.4.3 

The book-keeping functions for tne unforgi .... ing model are as follows: 

(i) d01L'n~: Sources -.. ~; 

OJ) .HJU~: Form """+ Sou,ce5;
 

.... here Ie. is an opf!.
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Definition 6.4.4 

The interaction function for the unforgiving model are aJ follows: 

0) ace Form x Sources x (opps} -+ Form; 

(ii) ace «a<)l' !L.A:) = ad;
 

where d = ma::z:((O.c -down.. (u)}).
 

Definition 6.4.5 

The meta-level function for the unforgiving model is as follows: 

(i) ml: P{Form)x {OIlPS}-+ {down
l 

: A: an opp} x Form; 

Oil ml({a<},A:) = (downl.a
D 

), if .wull(a<)=",oul(~a<) 

undefined, otherwise; 

where 'ltu E Sources- (8ou1(a<)}. down1(u) = down1(u)
 

and dowTl,(,'wu.. (a<») = downl(.wu.. (a<»+l.
 

(In fact, link defined below will force 1= A:+l).
 

Definition 6.4.6 

Let 0 = (()b,~. <, 0) be an observation line. Let 1 be a set of contents: 

:t= (OlJIl,e. ,':lOUOH' down o,,)}.
 

The function link' is then defined as follows:
 

(i) link':;t---Jl; 
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(ii)	 link'«k, 61, ",au., down.)) (""I (x), "'I"(:Z: ). ",OU.>I' down •• , l, 
if 61 = d. 

("", (y), "".I ( y), ",ou"' I ' down ... , ), 

if 61 ~ d, 

where :Z:=Obi(k,acc«o:') .. ,u,k)) and «a~).. ,u) is observed 

between contents with opps, k and k+l ("+.. being in the order on 

contents), such that: 

80U... 1 8ou .. u{a"""uJ,and down",,=down.~:lI" 

"d 

where y ~ Ob"(" _,(z)), z~ ml(",'), .!Iou... I = ",au .. ,nd 

down"" 1 = ""I"(z). 

link' defines the life span, (:t, c , Orig, match), and conlains the 

imeraction, (ES,O), where ES = (!, c, Or, match'), in which: 

~c {k:(k.61,8ou.,down .. )E'1 and 61=dJ. C is inherited from the 

order on '1, Or is the 0PP in Orig, and match' is defined in lhe 

UIUa.[ way. 

6.4 Explanation of the Unforgiving Model Definitions 

In Definition 6.3.1, the most significant lransformation rules of the ~y~lem are 

gi Yen. The most interesting part of this is (he occurrence of shifl, which is 

actually used as a message to the re~, of lhe system that a cont:-adict:on 

has occurred a.nd must he resol ....ed. 

The transformatiO!1 rules are applicc by the object level f Ll0cti()n inlroct.:ceci 

In Deflr:ilion 6.3.2. 
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The book-keeping functions for the system are ez:plicitly defined in 

Definition 6.1.3. These are functions whicb are indes.ed by the current opp, 

in order that they can be updated as tbe system regenerates its views of 

the world. 

The observations are introduced to the rest of tbe system through the 

acceptance function (Defn. 6.1.4), which applies any downgrading of 

information that is necessary due 10 an unreliable sour".e (or a source 

believed to be unreliable, at least). 

The control of the system resides in the "meta-level" function introduced in 

Defin\~ion 6.3.5. This function is not actually as high in its observalion and 

control of the system as several of the functions in the adaptive model. 

Nevertheless. the function is still the first one explicitly defined which 

modera~es ~he behaviour of the entire system in the level below it, which 

is wby we have granted it the name "meta-level". 

Finally, In Definilion 6.1.6, the complete mechanics of the system ace 

ez:posed, by defining the link function which ensures the correct passage 

from internal state \0 internal state, and provides the communication link 

between all the other functions. 

6.5 The Intera~tive Power of the Unforgiving Model 

We now show how the unforgiving model for a reasoning system, URS. 

fits into the order we es.ptored in Chapter S. Although the unforgiving 

model has been defined with scope for several sources to be differentiated. 

we will a~sume throughout that there is only a single source. In an 

improved and more sophisticated model it would be de~rable, indeed 

essential, to deal with contradictions between different sources, which is why 

provision has been left for recognising and recording the performance of 

several sources. 

Th~ reason we have nct attempted to solve the problem of contradictions 
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between tWO sources is thaI to solve it salisfactorily requires a reasoning 

power which it is not the purpose of this work to consider. That this is 

the case can be seen in Ihe following example: suppose one political party 

informs the electorate that it is both possible and desirable to defend the 

country which it proposes to govern without a nuclear arsenal. while an 

opposing party informs the electorate, with appare:;,tly equal conviction, that 

no country can consider itself adequately defended withou: a nuclear arsenal. 

II is nlJ( practical to completely remo ....e both statements from lhose believed, 

so that one is left not believing one thing or the other, nor is il. 

necessarily the case thaI both sources are equally unreliable. Thus, there 

cannol be any automatic decision about the relative merits of the statements 

made by the tWO parties, but a reasoned response based on other evidence 

and previous performance of the two sources must be made. 

Reasoning power is not \...·ithin the scope of this work, which is aimed at 

the problems of the most fundamental management of information, and the 

problem highlighted by the previous example is not approached in the 

unforgiving model, or later. in the adaptive reasoning system. 

Proposition 6.5.1 

There is no sequence of observations which causes the generated ES for 

the unforgiving model for a reasoning system to collapse. 

Proof: 

Suppose a formula, 0:-, is mapped both to T and to t= in some state in 

the life line of an exploration set for a URS. Then, by tr.e standard rules 

of negation. Q'-T and ~o:'-T, which means Ihat when. the Ob}eCl le....el 

Iramformation rules are applied to the stale, rule (ii) of Definitio:1 6.4.1 wJll 

ca~se a shift to be generated. 

By Deflnilion 6.4.2, a new uPI! v..l!l the:1 be created, in w:'1ich a' a:;,d -n 

are re~'l\"ed ar1d the s<;~, ,;:..1, gc-:':r~tec :'y (.'':;::, v,:::: CCl~.:2:-. a 

Sir:ce !t is assumed t~::! t'le source is ide:1lkal fer the \'."'-0 forr;,ulae, (t 
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and ~ Q'. in the subsequent applicalion of ml, the source will be 

downgraded and 0:
0 

(0:b"~) will be generated as a replacement to be inserted 

in the ne1l:l opp. 

This final opp lhen created will then have a present slate. in the life line 

of lhe exploration set, which is open. 

Therefore, any Slale in the life line of an e1l:ploralion set which is not 

open is transformed by the transformalion rules of the URS, inlo an open 

Stale in (he life line. 

So, exploration sets for the URS can never collapse. o 

Proposition 6.5.2 

For any sequence of observations, ~eq. which contains fewer than ICI- 1 

contradictions. the Unforgiving Model based reasoning system reacts afler 

lJeq. 

Proof: 

By Proposition 6.5.1, the URS does not collapse after uq. 

Let .~eq' be the sequence of observations containIng only p'''. and let 

(ES,.~t'q.o:·o•. -0:''''), (ES',iff'q o:.o·._o:·"· ..~eq·). (ES ... ~eq.~o:·"·) and 

(ES ...,uq.~o~o· ..~eq') be inleractions for UR.<;. 

Then, A (ES',HCq. 0: ... , . ~o: ..... <fcq ') - A (ES ,<fcq. 0:..... -0:'''' ) = {pc }, where 

c < tOli, while A(ES''',,~eq._o·o·..H:q·) - A(ES",serz.-o·"·) '" {P'+I}. 

provided the source has not been downgraded I C I - 1 or more times in the 

entry of St'q. and A(ES"',~eq.-o:·"·.•ieq') - A(ES""ieq.~o'''·) = {pc}, 

otherwise. 

Therefore. provided uq contains fewer than ICI- 1 contradictio,'lS., the 

unforgiving model based reasoning system reacts after .seq. 
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If ~eq contains ICI- 1 or more contradictions, then all observations will be 

downgraded to bot certainlY. Which will mean that URS fails to react 

Lhereafm. 0 

lL it clear from the two Propositions proved above. that: 

uncenainty RS < U RS. and non-monoLonic RS < (J RS. 

However. if tJcq is a sequence of observations containing ICI- 1 

contradictions, in which each pair of contradictory formulae are separated 

by a number of observations of a boo which is greater lhan the persistency 

assigned to either of the contradictory formulae in an interval RS. then Lhe 

interval RS will reacL after 8Cq. by collapsing, while U RS will not. as seen 

in the final point in the proof of Proposition 6.5.2. Therefore. lhe interval 

RS is incomparable. in this order. with URS. 

6.6 The Final Position of the Unforgiving Model 

The unforgiving R5· is interesting for both its strengths and ilS weaknesse:;.. 

The fim thing we learn from it is how far away from a realistic mOdel 

are the ones based on the five classes of logics considered, since they are 

easily beaten by a model so crude and unsophislicated as the unforgiving. 

Ils main weaknesses come from two features: the inabilily to react to 

contradictions between different sources without collapsing. and the possibility 

of a pseudo-collapsed situation in which the system does not communicate 

with the eXlernal world any more. 

The former problem is shared by our present model for adaptive RS: it 

would have been possible, of course, to devise some prepackaged technique 

to deal with the situation. but we believe thal resolving the difficulLies 

involved in deciding reasonably which source is relpor,sible for a 

contradiction that has arisen. requires the use of reasonlng pO\l,,"er. While we 

do not see this as an insurmountable obstacle, even at the present stage of 
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re5earch, it is clearly beyond the scope of this work. As mentioned before, 

it is our policy to introduce simplified, skeletonic models only if we expect 

them to survive in the more mature developments. At this stage, an 

algorithm for dealing with comradictions between different sources would 

have in fact played the opposite role, by suggesting a solution going in the 

opposite direction from the one we envisage. 

The 5econd problem with the unforgiving RS, on the other hand, highlights 

the central difference in a comparison with the adaptive one: the former 

model is prepared to refuse any contact with its sources in order to 

pre5erve its consistency, while the latter has an obligation to keep 

communicating with the world. Note that we used the expression 

"pseudo-coIlapS"e" because the unforgiVing RS is slill prepared to talk to 

new sources, and as such is not collapsed, even though it can 1001:: as if it 

i, 

This brings us to the idea of tension between different motivations. It is 

clear that the "solution" of refusing all contact with a substantial part 

of one's environmenL as a way of avoiding contradictions is ridiculous, 

and the reason is thaI we want a model able to operaLe and imeract 

with the reality in a sufficiently efficient way to be even partially 

comparable with a human behaviour in the same situation. This idea is 

explored in the adaptive reasoning SYS'lem, which we introduce in the next 

seclion. 

6.7 Adaptive Reasoning Systems 

The structure of the adaptive reasoning system is so much more complex 

than the models we have presemed hitherto, that it requires a rather 

different presentation. Here ..... e give a complete picture of the way in 

which its parlS mesh together and it controls bOlh its interaction WiLh its 

environment and its own progres,ive development of that control. The 

description will be fleshed out with as much detail as is useful and 

instructive, without hindering understanding. However, the specifications of the 
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particular functions themselves have been placed in Appendix A. together 

with a brief description of each individually. 

In the previous section we discussed the ways in which the unforgiving 

model fell short of the demands of genuine interaction with a real 

environment. In the adaptive model we attempt to face these demands with 

a coherent strategy towards the maintenance of a balance between 

contradictions and accepted ob5ervations. 

The ideas of acceptable frequency of contradictions and sufficient proportion 

of incoming information believed thus spring from the awareness of the fact 

that, given the changing nature of the world and the incompleteness and 

inaccuracy of the information we receive about it. we are bound, every 

now and then. to find ourselves in contradiction (that is, believing opposite 

data at the same time). The recovery of consistency can thus be only 

partial. for a limited period of time. unless we are prepared to completely 

Slop our interaction with tbe external world 

This leaves us with two problems: bow to balance the motivation lowards 

consistency with thai towards interaction (that i5, amount of informalion 

believed and hence usable)~ and how to recognise the best possible balance 

in a particular situation and move toward it. 

The problem of balance can be divided into two parts: first of all there 

must be a way of measuring the two motivations, and secondly these two 

measures musl be comparable in a sensible way_ A natural measure for the 

degree of interaclion is the amount of information believed over the amount 

of information input in the same period (computed through the variations 

in the degrees of certainty). A system could then be said to tend towards 

an increase in interaction if, given a long enough period, this ratio increases 

over time. 

The measure for consistency is constructed along the same hnes,. except that 

the periods of time a:e dc'erlT'.in~d by th~ occurence of contradiction:;. 

Thus. we would say that a system tends toward consistency if the length 

of the periods (calculated in terms of obser .....ations. or inputs) between two 



rucceuive contradictions incre~s wilh lime. We call this "convergence at 

level one". Thi~ trend is, unfortunately, a very difficult goal to achieve, 

unless we are prepared to make huge sacrifices on the inleraction side. Il 

may very well be, though. that considering periods conlaining no more than 

lWO contradictions is enough to realise the convergence., which would then 

be called "of level two". The process can clearly be reproduced for higher 

levels. It is nevertheless desirable to achieve Ihe convergence at low levels 

(for very high levels, in facl, the concept tends to loose its relevance). 

The problem of comparison is strictly connected to that of motivation. For 

example, a program simulating a working mathematician would consider 

consistency a..s an overall priority. while another acting as a conruitant in 

an emergency ward should place more emphasis on the speed of response 

and the readiness for reaction. This side of the balance of motivation is 

clearly due lO external factors, like the kind of work the .ystem is 

expected to do. In the human case, these external reasons can be 10 deeply 

entrenched 10 be completely outside the conlrol of any conscious mechanism. 

for eumple the gregarious needs which most of our species feels. 

We have devised a balance constructed on "order priority", and assumed 

that. for the lime being, we try first to minimise the level of convergence 

for inconsistencies (up to level two), and then we try to mallmise lhe 

interaction for that level. Other levels of balance could be easily devised, 

and the functioning of the system is independenl of the chosen balance of 

mOlivation. 

Optimising these two measures is a hard problem, if arbitrary solutions are 

to be avoided, since very diffefl~m elements are involved in the analysis, 

and il is almosl impossible to devise weights from outside. This II because 

Ihe weight with which different evidence can bear on an optimisation 

depends essentially on Ihe kind of reality on which the syslem is working, 

and this is exactly the point which we want to keep totally flexible. 

Our methodology is, first of all, to compare equals with equal1, in Ihe 

sense that we run "trial tests" of the system on an internal simulation. 

varing one parameter at a time. While of course the technique does not 

guarantee success, it is a very reasonable way of looking for improvemenls, 
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provided tbe lengtb of the trial is sufficient. We will come back to this 

point later. The idea of a trial protects w against sudden, unjustified 

change5., nnce the old parameter is not abandoned until a new candidate 

has emerged with enough strength. 

The problem with this approach is that the trial is expensive, even more 

so because only one or at most two parameters are allowed to vary at a 

time, and there is, of course, a very large number of possibilities for the 

variation. It follows that any randomised search has a very poor chance 

of succeeding. 

We present a solution 10 thi, problem based on an "enquiry" model: 

evidence is collected, by specialised functions.,. which suggem a variation in 

some parameters. According to the apparent strength of Lhe evidence 

(which could be very different from its real bearing on the case), and to 

the present general situation (which indicates to the balancing function, in 

control, a list of priorities), trials are run both on minimal and lluggellted 

changes of parameten. If, according to the balance of motivation explained 

above, the challenge is succesful, tbe new parameter is installed, and the 

evidence used is wiped out. If, on the other hand, the result has been 

negative for the candidate. the evidence can be reused, strengthened by new 

evidence, to make a stronger case, 

The case-preparing functions have been devised following reasonable 

argumenl5., but the important thing is that they act in such a way thaI 

any decision can be subsequently reversed. The system thus achieves a very 

high degree of flexibility. Also, the information used for building the cases 

is all high-level, in the sense thal it is not concerned with single instances 

but with trends. This way, we avoid prematurely Hnking the system to 

some possible environment or use,' by embedding general enough analysis in 

the case-preparing functions, which is anyway reversable. 

The performance of the balancing function, which is responsible for 

monitoring the general performance graph in the light of the motivation, 

for establishing priorities among cases, and for judgi;,g the \\:i"ner in a trial, 

is then monitored in turn by another funcLion. This controls the lenght of 

the trials, according to the following rule: if a decision to change 
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parameters is subsequently completely reversed. then tbe trial is tbought to 

De too short. If, on the other hand. the same conclusion as reached at tbe 

end of the lrial could have been reached at a previous stage, then tbe 

duration of the trial is considered too long. This algorithm is a simple 

bill-climbing one, which for example does not take into account possible 

rudden fracture~ in the realhy, which could justify tbe reversal of a 

decision. 

In addition the balancing of motivations, this model de velops several new'0 
ways of organising its information in particular. ,he use of 

circumscriplions to divide its view of 'he world into disjoint parts so tbat 

contradictions between formulae in different parts do not matter. This 

corresponds to a similar use of circumscriplions in human organisation of 

knowledge - for example, most people would happily accept the validity 

of the statement "cats don't bile" - until they are big-game bunting in 

central Africa. There is no contradiction between the apparently 

contradictory statements "cats don't bite" and "calS do bite", provided we 

recognise lhat the first is true within a circumscription containing the world 

of everyday animals {hal are encountered in Western Europe, while tbe 

second is true wiLhin the circumscription containing big cats in central 

Africa. 

As we have poimed out already in the introduction (Chapter I) to tbis 

work, there are several pOints where the use of reasoning lechnique; would 

improve the system: we think lhat the features ilIuSltated here represent 

important lines of allack which we expect to be improved, but not 

completely replaced, in a more advanced version. When we recognise the 

situation to be otherwise, as for example is the case with the analysis of 

fractures in a source's behaviour (cr. rpcalc defined in Appendix A). we 

prefer simply to define the "SOdCN" where the more powerful mechanism 

should plug in. 

It i, interesting to nOle that the casts where lhe consistency recovery 

mechanism cannOl be sensibly developed any further without requiring 

reasoning power a" those where information about lhe world i, needed. 

On the other hand. the further we abslract from the individual dala input 

in tbe particular situation. and the more we proceed toward an introspective 
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analysis in whicb tbe rynem wor~s onJy on data which it has itsr.lf 

provided, the more the techniques we present acquire effectiveness, 

complete:'lfss and elegance. We comider this \0 be a clear signal of the 

fact that other e~ntial unitS lie at the periphery of this model. ruch as 

an intelligent user interface, actioru analysis and above all reasoning 

tecbnique1 

An additional feature of the rystem is that it has action points. that is 

points in the certainty scale at which a belief is considered sufficiently 

reliable by the rystem for it to act upon. As we have already pointed 

out in the discussion of uncenainty RS (cf. Section 4.11). the existence of 

these points is essential to distinguish non-monotonic RS from uncertainLy ns 
with infinite degrees of certainty· (in the finite case, Lhe action threshold 

can be trivially identified with the top). Even in the finite case, action 

points ate useful to distinguish between absolule belief and a belief mong 

enough to act upon. This is particularly aue wben, as in our model, the 

data are organised in circumscripLions, which can then have different action 

pOinls. The balancing function is also provided with a motivation to decide 

the weight of inconsistencies above the action points with respect lo those 

below it (they are organised in two separate graphs), but il is very 

reasonable to assume lhat the former have much greater weight. 

Il is inleresling to note that, under our homogeneity analysis. Lhe 

circumscriptions are individuals (cf. Section 112). 

The whole idea of convergence to\.1,:ards some balance poinl. which is used 

repeatedly within the construction of this model, rests on the basic 

hypothesis of homogeneity which we disccssed in Section 25. The intuition 

behind thi,. is that, if there is such a balance point in the reality in which 

the sy~lem operates (that is, there is a general point of view under which 

the reality is homogeneous enough to be predicted), then our techniques 

ha ve ~ome chance to find it. This hope is based on the reasons expmed 

in Chapler 2 If, on the other hand, there is no such a thing, then the 

systel":"l is likely to reveal lhis through its difficulty in finding a convergence 

at a meaningful level. 
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We would like to point out tbat, wbile :ieveral parts of tbe system. as 

described below. are computationally very expensive and should be cut to 

size before being implemented, there are no parts of tbe algorilhm of 

greater than polynomial comple'lily (in fact, almost always linear), despile 

the specifications of some functions appearing (0 suggest an exponential 

complexity. In the case of tbe computation of best homo~nei(y and 

persistency for circumscriptions (cf. hps defined in Appendllr A). tbis is 

achieved using Tbeorem 17.L In otber cases. aJ for the construction of tbe 

graphs used for performance monitoring (cI. graph defined in 

Appendi'l A), the Jow complexity is obtained by using an efficient data 

structure. 

6.8 The Principal Fealures of the Adaptive Reasoning System 

The design of the adaptive model can be analy:ied in terms of a few 

major concepts. namely source and domain identification. survival against all 

observations, reaction to inconsistencies, tendency towards stabilisation. 

modifications over data, sources and domains (both downgrading and 

upgrading). adaptation of its own reactions. tendency LOwards maximum 

information and the need for action. 

Some of the mechanisms devi:ied to carry out the:ie ttub are interesting in 

their own right: we now examine them in more detail. 

A general point about these mechanisms is that they have been created to 

avoid the arbitrarily of numerical values (that Often do not correspond to 

anything) by instead embedding in them a qualitative argument 

The operation of the system is beSl described hy eumining fin! 'he 

acceptance functions. These, just as in tbe unforgi .... ing model, are used to 

regulate the information which is fed hy the sources. 1n particular. the 

principal function must decide whaL is lhe destination of a parLicular 

observation. and what certainLY must be ascribed it according to the'0 
current rating of the source providing that information. 
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The ob~ct level function is re:o:ponsible for applying the transformation rules 

of the system to tbe formulae in the perceived stales. If a contradiction is 

discovered. a major part of the machinery of the system is called into 

play. Fimly, the functions which resolve lhe responsibility for the 

contradiction are called These mllSt evaluate the Iiklihood of the source or 

the circumscription being the guilty party. Once decided, the guilty party is 

punished appropriately. by the punishing functions. The punishments that are 

used .re downgrading for sources and CUlling of the assumptions of 

homogeneity and persistence for circumscriptions. There is a third option. 

which is that the contradiction could be ascribed to a misunderstanding 

between the system and the source, so that the information should actually 

be placed in a different circumscription to that originally assigned. 

The whole system is geared towards learning from the flow of 

contradictions, as has been emphasised many times. The first part of the 

machinery responsible for attempting to atlain this goal is a "clock" which 

counts the observations that are being made in order to calculate the rate 

of flow of contradictions. The rim part of the count is made using a 

special clock function, until the count exceeds the period for which an 

incoming contradiction would destroy the currenl picture of the flow of 

contradictions. Once this period is over, any subsequent time wilhout 

contradictions appearing sees an increasing relaxation of the controls within 

the system that hold back attempts to increase the belief and trust of the 

system in circumscriptions, parlicularly at the borders of persistency or 

homogeneity, and the reinstatement of sources. 

However. should a contradiction arise within the period of danger, a 

principal function responsible for tightening up the response of the machine 

to contradictions is called. This uses the evidence of the previous 

contradiclion to decide how to increase the control of source or 

circumscription. The result is that the guilty party is much more severely 

punished and redeemed more slowly, in fULUre contradictions atlributed to 

the same problem. 

Functions that play a central role in this group are irzcon."i"tenry ar.d 

re80lve and action. The principal idea here is to make the system 

somehow aware of the assumptions it is making about the env ironment, and 
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it is fundamentally connected 10 the point made in Chapter 2 about the 

circular relation between assumptions., observations and reasoning. Since in 

this model there i:s no reasoning power in the abstract form, but only 

embedded in the consistency recovery functions, thi:s circular relation 

simplifie:s to a binary one between assumptions and observatioJU. 

Parts of the system are constantly monitoring the performance of sources 

and circumscriptions. watching for opportunilie:s to upgrade eilber of tbem. 

and trying to form bodie:s of evidence LO suggest that one or olher of 

them has been too severely deall with by tbe activities of tbe incoMistency 

controlling :side. A major weapon in composing this evidence is tbe 

existence of calls for action from outside the system, whicb request tbe 

provision of information above the appropriate action threshold for the 

circumscription in which lhe information resides. If such a call goe:s 

unsatisfied, a group of functions responsible for monitoring tbe failure of 

the system to act are called. The main role of the principal function in 

this group is 10 see if having believed a source more, or having trusted a 

circumscription more would have allowed the action after all. If so. 

evidence is presented for the appropriate change in the system to be made, 

in order thaI fmure requests might be meL 

A large pan of the machinery is devoted 10 lhe organisation and the 

evaluation of ·'trials". These take place when a sufficient body of evidence 

has been collected to suggest that a beUer set of values for the parameters 

controlling the behaviour of the system exist.s. A trial is then organised in 

which a second "shadow" system, identical to the first, except for all the 

lrial control functions, is run in parallel to the first system, wing the 

alternative parameters. At the end of an appropriate length of time, (again 

subject to internal control and adjustment) the lrial is evaluated. based on 

the relative flow of contradictions and acceptance of information.. 

The central function in this group is obviously balance. The idea behind 

this mechanism is, as We pointed OUl before. to compare equals with equals, 

and to run trials, which are short simulations of the system inside it. This 

is an attempt to recreate the human ability to devise menial scenarios of a 

simplified war Id and "run" them, then translate the results in the real 

world and take actions based upon these results. Accocding to some authors, 
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this is in faCt tbe single mOIl important characteris\ic of human menLal 

behaviour, 

There is a group of functioru wbich have not been introduced in any of 

the previous models. principally led by danger, the purpose of which is to 

preempt iLny pos:rible contradiction. 

The preempting group is strongly related to the balancing gr-oup, :rinee its 

'ask is related to predictions too. The difference is that. while the 

balancing group does its job by building a whole scenario. and then 

watching what would have happened and comparing it with 'he real 

interaction, in order to learn about the best way to deal with its 

environment. the preemptive ones are interested only in dangerous situ3tions. 

which we do not want to be tried out at all, if iL can b< prevented. 

These functions do not build a whole scenario. but simply take .some 

precaulionary actions for a limited time. They are less sophisticated than 

tbe baliLncing ones, and less authoritative lhan the group containing action, 

incon81.ttency and reiJolve, but we believe that Ihey have a very 

effective role to play. It must be remembered Lhat the actions taken by 

these functions are Iransitory, and do not lry to reflect a view of the 

world, but simply Lo avoid major predictable problems. 

The main functions here are danger and iJuiJpen8ion, which operate by 

walching any formulae which are overridden several limes. changing semantic 

value back and forth and climbing the certainty scale. If there is a 

formula behaving in this way which it is estimated will cross the action 

threshold on the next occasion that an override occurs. and the override, it 

j, erlimated, will occur soon, then the formula j, suspended If the 

prediction turns out have been accurate, then the consequences of the'0 
conlradiction ace not brought down on the whole system. bu' only on the 

responsible source. 

The complete behaviour of the system is monitored by a complex series of 

data structures. which can be seen as a graph of performance. The 

operatiof1 of this mechanism has been described alread)·, to some extent. 

The principal function itself is responsible for coordinating the collection and 

evaluation of all the performance details. relying on many book-keeping 



functiom lO provide it with the necessary facts. The function itself can be 

found in Appendix A, as can the specifications and brief descriptiOIU of all 

the other functions. II will be seen that lhe link function bas not been 

written. This is because the flow of the machine is described in tbe details 

of each of the functions individually. while the technical detail of link is 

bolh unpleasantly complicated by the treatment of all the many cases that 

arise in the internal stale of lhe system and, at the same time, nOI at all 

instructive. 

6.9 Final Comments on the Adaptive Reasoning System 

Having constructed and described th, mechanisms of tb, adaplive reasoning 

system, ., well ., tb, principles on which it i. b=d, il i> of interest to 

consider the gaim it embodies. over tb, reasoning system,. ." have 

considered in the earlier chapters. 

Clearly the adaptive reasoning system is far more complex lhan any of its 

predecessors, which raises the obvious question has the gain been worth 

the increased complexity? It is our belief thal the system not only 

completely oUlStrips all the othen we have considered. from the point of 

view of interactive performance, but it also contains several featUre!! which 

go beyond lhis basic requirement, such as self -improvement. 

With the benefit of hindsight we can now see how naive was the attempt 

to consider the systems which were essentially logics in lhe role of reasoning 

systems. On the other hand, it is very difficult to imagine the adaptive 

reasoning system, we have proposed, in use as a logic, nOl only because of 

its compleXity. which would make it totally impractical, but also since it 

contains exactly that thing which lacking makes logics 100 weak to be 

effective reasoning systems: lhe ability to observe and control its own 

behaviour and recover rationally from inconsistency. 
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Conclusion 

As suggested in Chapter I. we see the conUibution of this work being 

towards methodology a.J well a.J towards the is:rues it addresses directly. 

With respect to the methodological plane. we would like to enphasise the 

particular relalionsb..ip between philosophy and A.L that we have pursued 

It is widely recognised that A.I.. by its own nature,. raises highly sensitive 

philosophical questions. sucb ~ "is proceS$ing: the same ~hing as thinking ?... ~ 

usually this kind of discussion is not found in papen at the forefront of 

A.L ft2arch. especially nowadays, but are reserved for specialised occasions, 

and we believe this is wise. 

There il another a!lpeCl to the relatiomhip between A.I. and philosophy: 

understanding and analysing which philosophical hypolheses can support a 

view of a process which we want to model, or of a technique that we 

wanl to use. Symmetrically. a general view, held for reasons independent 

from the A.L application, can prove to be ~he key for breaking free of 

well-known techiques and into a new ground. We have exploited both 

paths; an example in one direction is the need to compare systems using 

different logics, which has brought us to define the concept of reasoning 

systems. A typical and important example of the opposite way has been 

the stimulw provided by our pragmatic view of knowledge towards the 

recognition of the needs to distinguish and unify, from which homogeneity 

theory bas evolved 

Moving onto the plane of contents, three areas can be identified where we 

think a contribution has been made: the theory of homogeneity, the 

definition and classification of reasoning systems, and the specification of the 

consistency recovery mechanism for. the adaptive reasoning system. 

In our experience, homogeneiLy Lheory has proved to be a very powerful 

Lool and it is also, we think, not devoid of a certain elegance. As we 
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have pointed out already, .....e et:pect this tbeory to provide us witb the 

Iheorethical l>asis on which to unify the different unstable reasoning 

techniques that we have identified 

The definition and classification of reasoning systems has put the controversy 

about ..... hich kind of logic is appropriate to 3imulate human rea5lming on 

firmer foundations. This is a task .....hich has been recognised more and 

more often recently (e.g. [CH084] and [FA86)), but .....hich has usually 

been addressed by an empirical comparison of features, very much 

dependent on the particular example chosen (sometimes implicitly) and on 

some intuitive interpretation. Our method, by contrast, ez:plicitly declares any 

assumption used and fOrmalises the framework in which the systems are to 

be tested. Furthermore, the tests are all run in a very formal manner, and 

the results proved. The results about ordering acquire a particular strenght 

from having been obtained through two very different techniques, one 

imernal the equivalence of the identity rules to U5umplloru of 

homogeneity - and one ez:ternal - lhe interactive behaviours against some 

specified and eontrolled, but completely abstract, set of inpul~ The 

abstraction that we have achieved allo .....s us to claim thal these results are 

completely domain independent, as long as the general conditions speeified in 

the propositions are satisfied. 

The specification of the consistency recovery mechanism for the adaptive 

rea50mng system brings us to our own propo~l in order to deal with the 

original problem of poor information. This follows naturaHy from the 

analysis carried out before, so that for example the need for the system to 

manipulate the data input before acceptance emerges clearly from the 

contraposition of reasoning systems that over-react and olhers lhat do not 

react al all. 

The main ideas embedded in Ihe adaptive reasoning system "e Ihe 

following: Ihe need 10 identify sources and domains of discourse. the 

capability 10 transform single inputs (usually '0 reduce their scope); Ihe 

possibiJny 10 aol on sources and domains of knowledge, do .....ngrading 'he 

reliability of the formers and weakening 'he predictive power embedded in 

'he Jallers; Ihe potentiality foe reversing previous decisions about sources and 

domains; Ihe existence of mottvation towards an optimal interaction; Ihe 
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capac:ity of t:Orut.ruC:lina caset in favour or agaiM each pUlicuiar decison. 

and lhe e:rinence of a trial mechnlsm by whicb to decide the cases. 

The nelt stagt in our research will be in two main directions. On the one 

hand, our work will concenuale on developing our understanding of ~cb 

unstable reuoning technique, and to interpret and unify them throuab 

homogenehy lbeory. On the other band, it will be concemed with 

connec:ting the c:oruinency recovery mechanim described here to the reasoning 

techniques, in order to complete the former by "plUgging in" lhe missina 

module' that. we believe, rP.Quire additional reasoning power. Also, in a 

similar vein, we envisaae tbe use of motivation, balancing tec:hniques and 

~-preparing functions to provide a top level reat:tion and adaptation 

mechanism to control the interplay of the reasoning techniques. 
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The Functional Specification of
 

the Consistency Recovery Mechanism for
 

an Adaptive Reasoning System
 

f~t:IP(XX{OPIJ8})-X 

j."t(S) = ll"1(X), where 1r (x)=min({"z(Y): yIES}).z

This function is used to deliver the member of the sel 5 which occurred 

first, without its tagging opp. 

remf: F(X x { 0PP3}) -+ IP(X x {OIJll.8}) 

rem!(S) = S - (x: !,'(S) = ',(x) J. 

This function removes the firn element from S. 

lst:IP(Xx {OJilJ.~})-+X 

l.~t(S) =""I (x). where ""2(X) = max ({ ""z( Y): Y IE 5}). 

Analogous lo 1st except delivering the last. 

reml;F(Xx {opp,~})-+P(Xx{OIJIJ''l}) 

rl:m l (S ) = S - { :J: : l.it (S) = .... 1(J:) }. 

This function removes the lasl element from S. 
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take: N x P(X x {Opp8}) ..... P(X)
 

take(n,S) = B, if n "'" 0 or S "'"IJ,
 

= {f.~t(S)}utah(n-1,remj(S», if n"'"O and S"'"0. 

Thi~ function CUts lhe first n elements of S and make~ a "list" from lhose. 

drop: N x P(X x {opps}) ..... P(X x {Opp8}) 

drop{n,S) = S, if n "" 0 or S = 0, 

= (lrop (n -1, remj(S)) I o.W.. 

Thi~ function drops the first n of the elements of S. 

index: N x P(X x {oppa}) ..... X
 

index(n,S) = j,t(drop(n -1,05)), if lSi? n,
 

undefined, o.W.. 

This function produces the nth element of S. 

All the previous group of functions are used in the manipulation and 

maintenance of the graph records, 'introduced later. 

exC': [0,1] x [0,1] x N ..... N 

exc (h,rl,U) = min ({ k(1-h), k (h-1)+U. U-k. k}), where k = d+(1 - d )U. 

This funclion computes the number of elitceptions that are compatible with a 
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given value Qf homogeneity, depth and size of world The function ;, 

derived from a rearrangement of the resull of Theorem 3..7.L 

mIl; {opps} x P(Form) )( N ..... peN) 

mp lk. 4'. "j {min ({ 1(8,a,.c)perl : (B,a,.c)per is headed. or (8,o,r)per is 

topped and there is no headed (8,a,.e)per, where lel= n 

and ob~.lEe}):Q<E~]. 

This function computes the minimum persistency periods for each of lhe 

formulae in 4>, using a look-back o .... er the last nob-states. 

peale: {Oppil } x P(Form)( N)( N ..... N 

peale(k.8,n~ex) =min(mp(k.8.n)-~) 

where 11J:'1=ex and 'V'u E mp(k,e,n). 

((3UEIJ:'.V$U) -- UE4t). 

This function determines the best persislency possible, over the set of 

formulae e using look-back n, and allowing ex eJ:ceptions. 

C9. : Sources -++ N 

Book-keeper: storing the current grading for a source. 

ud. : Sources -H W 

Book -keeper: stori:lg the r.urr.ber of :i 1":'1 es a source ha5 been upgraded and 

then downgra.ded. 
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Am K : P(Form) 

Book-keeper: storing lhe set of observed formulae which ,,'..ere not accepled 

at the same certainty as they were entered. 

pC K : Sources - N 

Book-keeper; storing the number of potenlial contradictions a source would 

have been responsible for. This is computed with the aid of the record of 

the formulae. 8m K" 

r PK : Sources ~ N 

Book-keeper: keeps a record of the performance required of a source 

before it can be upgraded. 

rpcalc: C x N x N x N --. IN 

This (unction gives the required minimum performance before a source can 

be upgraded. Its value will be stored in rPK' Ils arguments are: certainty 

at wbich the contradiction for which the source ba' been downgraded 

occurred; ud K • pc K • eg, (for appropriate source). Tbis function ;, not 

specified ;n greater detail. because we believe that a more sophisticated 

method for deciding when a source has performed well enough to be 

upgraded ;s required. based on reasoning about possible fractures in the 

behaviour of a source. 

cr.. : Sourc~s - C 

Book-keeper: recordirlg t~e certaint)' 2, ,,\'hich the cOrll:aG:c~ior. for ......·hil;h 

a source was last downgraded occurred. 
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SP l : Sources - N x N 

Book-keeper: keeps record of the number of observalions a source has 

delivered over the action threshold and Over (~(l' and secondly the number 

of observations over cc l ' 

wgt .. : Sources -- [0.1) 

Book-keeper: records the current weight given lO inputs below eel' for each 

source, in measuring the performance of a source. 

wgt.~tae/cs .. : Sources -++ IP{IN x {opps}) 

Book-keeper: keeps records of source weight value! when lhey are upgraded 

and downgrade~ in order thal they can be restored if the source is 

upgraded, 

pfealc: {OPP8} X Sources - Ii! 

pfc:alc (k, sou.rc:e) '= (1 - U!gt .. (./ouree)) . ~ I {sP .. (.~ource» + 

wgt l {souru),,.. 2(""l. (source)) - rpl(source), 

This funclion calculates the current performance of a source aver and above 

its required performance for upgrading, wing the weighting currently assigned 

to observations above and below {'c:.. for that source, 

Sot.lrce.~.: P(Sources) 

Book -keeper: ke~ps the sel of Cl.irrem source.s, 
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ts: [opps} - P(Sources x~) 

t.~ (k) = [(,<Huret:. Jlrr f): ,lOu.r,'/' EO S()u.rl't'.~. 

and perf=llfcalc(k ••wur~e)o}. 

This fllnction delivers performance values for sources 10 tru.~t, pairing 

source with performance. Iu name abbreviates "trust seeker". 

lkb.: 8001 x Circs ........ N
 

Book-keeper: records the took-back parameter for a circumscription, which is 

a number of ob-states. This value is used to decide how far into ,he past 

the records of behaviour of a circumscription should be considered. 

Essentia.lly, the further back the search goes, the more conservative and 

restrictive is the system. 

Circs : IP(Circs)
l 

Book-keeper: records the names of current circumscriptions. 

minhrJm : Circs ........ (0,1]

l 

Book-heper: slores the minimu!TI homogeneity for a circumscription, which is 

the least value for which inrormation so unreliable Can be used in that 

circumscription for any purpme. 

depth.:Circs ..... [O.1J 

Book-keeper: deliven the depth for a circumscription. (That is, the number 

of o~-.:a'.e\ tha'. must be ta',c~:'1 logether a:l the smalksl si7.e set u~der tr.e 

screen). 
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world". (c£rc) = [0: f:£rc({o}) 1. 

Book -keeper: recording the ,et of formulae which belong to a 

circumscription. 

jr.; Form -++ Circs 

Book-keeper: gives lhe world circumscription from which a fOI1'Tlula has 

been drawn. 

who.; Form - Sources
 

Book-keeper: recording the source responsible for a formula.
 

ob.~.: N 

Book-keeper: store, the	 number of ob-states that have passed by state k. 

jilter: [OPN } x Circ, x N - P(Form) 

jiltrr(k. circ~n) = (o~:	 c/ I; worldll.(circ) and 

3 m II; (01)11I1}. (Ob,i. - n 5" tn 5" Ob,i. and m is a 

first mOment for o/J}. 

jiltl:r iSOlates within the set of formulae in a world circum~riplion. that 

s;.Jbjet wh;,::h has appe2.Icd at any tim" within the look-back period, n. 
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hr:Qlr: : {oppa } )( Cites x N - [0. 1 ] 

heQle (k, eirt·. ~x) " ma.l ({ 0, 1 - al1:, 1 - (U - ex)! x, ::! - UI x } ), 

where U" lfilter{k. eire)1 

and x = depth.(r:irc) - (1 - depth.(eire)).U. 

This [unction serves a similar purpose to exc delivering the best 

homogeneity that can be attributed to a circumscription given a specified 

number of exceptions. 

hp8: {Opp8) - P (P{Circs)( N )( [0.1]» 

hp~ (k)" [{ (eire, pcalc(k. filter(k,cire, lkb.(eirc»,lkb.kird. ex), 

hcalc(k,eirc. ex»): 

o ~ ex ~ eu (minhom.(eire), depth. (eirc),lfilter(k.circ. lH.kirc)) I)} : 

eire I!: Cirr:8.}. 

This function determines the homogeneily and persistency values for each 

circumscription, delivering a set of triples conlaining the name of the 

circumscription and a persistency and homogeneity value lhat con be 

achieved al present. 

time8. : Cires ... P (TimeCircs) 

Book-keeper: storing the sel of lime-circumscriptions for formulae in a 

given Imrld-cireumseription. It is in this book-keeping function lhat lhe 

information generated by the preVious fiJnction is indirectly stored. 

p-:r ; T!~eCirc;; ---- IN 

Book-keeper: recording the persistency of a lime-circumscription in ob-Slate'i. 
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ha. Circs x TimeCircs .... [0,1] 

&10k-keeper: maintaining records of the ;:.ssumptions of homogeneity for 

lime-circumscriptions in world-circumscriptions. This function and the last are 

the direct records acces~ible through the names kept in tim~8 •. 

tu.:Form ...... ..., 

Book-keeper: keeps track of the time of origin of a formula (this is the 

ongin given by the source) in ob-states. 

clocle 
l

: Bool --t- r.I 

Says how many ob-slates have passed since the alarm rang - that is., the 

number of ob-states beyond the earliest point at which a contradiction 

could have come without upsetting incon.li.jt~ncy. An ob-state is one a 

state in which an observation has been cecorded 

aLarm .. : Bool --. N x N 

The first "'alue is the number of ob-5tates that have passed since the last 

contradiC\ion, including slale le, while the second is lhe number of ob-states 

which must pass before it is "safe" to have a contradiction. 

('f-rt: [0,1) -- c 

This function tells what the certainty is of a formula in a circumscriplion, 

\...·ith gi...-en homogeneity, It /TIJpS 0 to but and 1 to top, and il is order 

preserving. 
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incer: C - [0,1) 

inar {c) max{{ h., (0,1] : art(h) '" eJ). 

This function "inverts'" art. 

at ll : Cires .... C 

Book-keeper: giving the action threshold for each world circumSl;ription. 

pa r Il : Bool x Sources -+to N 

Book-keeper: records the current minimum performance and/ DC time required 

before a given source can be reinstated. The boolean value is used to 

distinguish between informalion about observations abve and below the aClion 

lhreshold. 

tru8t: [Opp8} - P(Sources) 

tru8t(k) "" s. if clockll(T)+wgtl(~.(x».cloekl(F)=O. 

= {""I(X): xEt,'l(k) and 

""f(.Z:) + dock.{T)'" wgt ll { ""I{X ». clock K(F) 

> lJarl(7I"1(x»}, otherwise. 

This function gives a lin of sources which are LO be upgraded at time k. 

ihe following functio~s are all conce:r.ed with the m~ir.len::tr.ce of 

ir.f ormalion in order to construct ::.r.d develop the graph. The levels in the 

graph are forced (Q always follow a single trend upwards, then possibly a 
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trend downwards - they are not allowed to fluctuate up and down. This 

is prevented by .k:eeping track of information when on a downward trend 

that will alloW" the reconstruction of the upper levels should the downward 

trend be halted The boolean values in all the boo.k:-keeper functions is 

used to distinguish the graph of values above the aClion lhresholds from 

thal of values below the threshold 

lelJ.:Bool- N 

Book-keeper: records (he current leveL required in order to view tne 

performance graph. 

IlJa.:Boo[ - IP(Nx{OlIIUJ}) 

Book-keeper: records the set of lasl values of counts between contradictions. 

together with the lime at which each was evaluated. 

CIJI1.: Bool - IP (IN x {OIl1IJ}) 

Book-.k:eeper: keeps track of the set of all values of count since tbe trend 

became downward. logether with their evaluaLion limes. 

cuunt: Bool x {oPPJ}-1N 

cotmt(bl,k) = '-l(a.la.rm.(bl)) + clocl:.(bl) 

This function computes the number of Slates that have passed from the last 

contradiction. 

trl'n,l.: Bool - {"u","d"} 

Dook-keeper: saves the current lrend in changes between levels of 
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examination of the graph of performance. 

8tack.:Boo\ ..... P«NxN)x{opp,,}) 

Book -keeper: recording Ihe values of lelJ., the contradiclion count, cont.~., 

and the stale m in which it WaS recorded. This is used when unrolling a 

mistaken downward trend 

down: Boo\ x {OPP8} - N
 

down (bl, k) = max( { n : L' take( n ,llJJ'. (bl) ( count (hi, k ) }) - 1.
 

(Assume E{ } = 0).
 

This function is used to determine whelher a downward move in lelJ .. is
 

possible. 

proce8~; Bool x {oPP"} x P«N x N) x {opps}) ..... 

N x P«(N x N) x {aPI's}) 

procesil (bl.k.S) (lelJ .. (bl) +1,~), if S:=~, 

"" (lI'j(lst(S)),reml(S)), if check(cont",.,lI'l(18t(S», 

lI'r(l8t(S)),l"lJs. U {(count(k),k)}), 

proce.~8 (bl,k,reml(S». o.w.. 

This funclion is used in unwinding the stack when a downward trend is 

proved hlse. 



check III x H x 'N x P('Nx{opp.s}) - Bool
 

chc:ck (P. n. q. S) ~ T. if lSI < n ~p-q.
 

~ (x < index (n.S)) " check (p,n,q.rem!(S)). 

if 151 ~ n ?,p-q. 

check (P. n. q -t 1. remitS)). 

o.w.. 

This function is also used in unWinding the Slack. 

conts. : Bool - N 

Book.-keeper: keeps track of the number of contradictions having occurred 

by state k. 

start .. : Bool -f N
 

Book-keeper: records the conlradiction number at which cv.s .. starts.
 

graph: {opps} ---t 

(&01 - N) x (Bool - P('N x {opps)} x (Bool - P(1lI x {opp.s})) x 

(&01 ---t ( ..u.....d"}) x (Bool _ P«1lI x 1lI))( (opps])))( (&ol-llI) 

graph iA:) ~ (lell ... I • lllShl' cv.s •• I , trendh !. stack•• !. start ..!), 

where: 

if count.(bl) )bt(lv,~.(bl)) and down(bl.k) ""0 then: 

lell •• 
I

( bl) = lell.(bl), 

lvs .. ! (bl) "" rem!(lll'~I( bl)) u {(count ..(bl). k) }, 
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ClJlJh,(bl) = cUlJ.(bllu [(count.(bl),kl). if trentl.(bl)""«d", 

= g, D,W.,.
 

trend •• ,(bl) '= trend.(bl),
 

stacie••• (bl) = "tack. (bl),
 

lftart •• l(bl) = lftart.(bl);
 

if count.(bI) >j..,t(llJlJ.(ht)) and down(bl.Ie) 0 lhen: 

lcv•• ,(bl) = l'",lbl) - downlbl.ld.
 

IU8 •• ,( bl) = drop(down{bl.Ie)+1,llJlJ.(bl)) u
 

{(count,(bl), k)), 

ClJ"' •• ,(bl) = '"',(bl)u {(,ount,(bl).kl), 

trenrlhl(b/) = "d", 

lftack•• a(bl) .tack, (bl)u [(I'",(bl)"ont',(bll. k»).
 

lJtart •• , (bl) = contlJ.(bl)~
 

if count.(bl)~j.'Jt(llJlJ.. (bll) and trend.(bl) ="u" then: 

lev •• I(M) = lev.(bl) + 1.
 

llJs •• I(bl) = lvs.(bl)u {(count.(bl).k)},
 

CUlfh/{bl) = g,
 

trcnd ... ,(bl) = "u".
 

lJtacleh,(bl) = g.
 

starl•• ,(bl) = start.(bi);
 

if counl.(bl)SjlJt(llJlJ.(b/)) and trend.(bl) ="'d" then: 

lelJ •• , (bl) = ,,",(procclJs(bl,Ie,lJiack.(bl))). 

llJlJ •• , (bl) = drop(conts.( bl) - .'Jtart.(bl) 

-lelJ•. \U.d)+1,C'll,i.(bl) u [kount.(bl),k)}), 

cU" •• ,(bl) = g, if Ke(proce",q(bl,k,.'ltacle.(bl») = g, 

= clJ,i.(bl) u [(cou:nt.(bll.le)}, o.w., 

trend•• ,(bl) = <fu", if ""r(procflJlJ(bl,k, Macle.(bl)) = g. 

= "d", O,\l,'., 
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o'j tad:...1 (bl) lI'" l(proce.H(bl, k. ~tack.. (bl »). 
atart"' l (bl) .~tart .. (bl). 

This funclion is lhe heart of the graph mainlenance. IL is responsible for 

interpreling the information stored in the book-keepers and for updating 

lhem. 

tJaltirt, tJalo'jource: (OII1)'~ J x Form - IN 

Functions giving the responsibililies of source and circ in a conLradiction. 

These functions remain unspecified, since to allocate responsibility rensibly is 

a problem requiring reasoning. An unimelligent allocation can be based on 

the current "criminal records" of the suspects, together wilh lhe cost of 

losing either in terms of lost information, but this would be very 

unsatisfactory. 

CreateCirc.. : Bool 

Book -keeper: records true when a new circumscription record has been 

entered in the current state. h is assumed that when a contradiction occurs, 

this will only be true if the offered circumscription satisfies the problem. 

CirtCreate .. :Circsx P(Form) x (0,1] xC 

Book-keeper: keeps lrack of the data for a circumscriplion lhal has jusl 

been created and awaits entry inlO the main files. 
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PunilJhCirc; {oppa} x Form 

(TimeCircs x P(Form) x (Ciresx P(Form) x [0,1] x C) x P(Sources» 

C c
Puni8hCirc (.t, a ) ({ tc: tc ",Time8.(jr.{a

c »). Ob8 .. - to.(Ck ) ~ rer(id 
c

and ha.(jr ..(a<J,tc) Z incer{d }, {_a }, 

(jr .. ( a C ), " , dept h.(jr • ( 0' C ) ). a tr. (jr • ( 0' C ) )), l!J ) 

This function delivers the set of time-cires which must be destroyed. the 

formula which will be retained in the opp, a circumscription descriplion 

(name. formulac, depth and action threshold), and an empty set of sources 

to be downgraded. a < is the older formula in the pair in contradiction. 

The function is called when a circumscription has been found responsibe [or 

a contradiction. 

PunidSourre: {opp,,} x Form 

(TimeCircs x P(Form) x (~ircsx P(Form) x [0,1] x C) x P(Sources» 

Puni8hSource(.t, c/) = (121, {ac}, (jr .(0'<),121, depth.(!r. (0.< n. at. {fr .. (a C ))), 

[who,(a')) ) 

This function delivers the (empty) set of lime-circs which must be 

destroyed, the formula which will be retained in the opp, a eire description 

(name, formulae, depth and action threshold), and a set of sources to be 

downgraded. 0'< is Ihe older formula in lhe pair in contradiction. This is 

called when a source is blamed [or a contradiction. 
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reilOllJe: {Opp... ] x Form 

(TimeCircs x F(Fonn) x (Circsx P(Form) x [0,1] x [0,1) x C) x P(Sources» x 

(Circs x Sources x {"c" ,"s" ] xC) 

resoltle (k, a <) = {(d, { a C ,~a C ] ,CircC'n:ate., d), (jr • (a<), who. (ac),"c" ,c)~ 

if r = I and CreateCir-c., 

= (Puni"hCirc( k, a c), (Jr. (Clc), who. (a< ), "'c" ,c)), 

if r '1- I or	 - Cr-eateCirc., and 

lJalcir-c(k,a<) ) lJal,wurce(k,ac). 

= (Puni~hSo1Lr-ce( k ,a<), (Jr- •(a
c 
), who. (a<), "s'" ,c n, o.w., 

where r = 1I'1(alar-m.(bl)/1I'1"(alarm.(bl)), and bl = (c 2 at.(jr.(a<)). 

This function is responsible for controlling the punishment of offending 

circumscriplions or sources following a contradiction. a< is the natemem 

found to be in contradiction and is the original stalement - thaL is. the 

one observed first of a < and -ac, 

lHinc. : Bool - N 

par-inc. : 8001 - til 

Book-keepers: these two parameters conlrol the action that incon8istency 

can take and are ~t by balance. The boolean values are to differentiate 

between records above and below the action threshold. 

i.ncon.~1· JUne!! : {OIIJ!$] x Bool x (Circs x Sources x {"c", "s"] x C) -+ 

[0,1] x til x [0,1] x W 
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ineonllidteney (k. bl, (eire, .sou, tag ,e)) 

(in ecr(c). lr .ikbineK(bl) J ,w9t.c~OU), 0). 

if tag =. "c" • 

.. (minhom ..(eire),O. wgt ..(sou). l r. parine.(bOJ), 

if tag ="s" and bi = f. 

'" (minhom..(eire), O. wgt.(sou) . r. l r. parineK(bl) J), 

o.w., 

where r""" (alarm.(bi)) I "'2 (alarm.{hO)' 

This function takes action when inconsislencies occur too qUickly. Il delivers 

in the first part of the result, the new minhom value for eire, in the 

second part is the increment to lItb for eire. The third pan is the new 

wgt value for ./lOU, and the final value is the increment to the parole 

value, par, for ./lou. lis arguments are the boolean for whether or nOl the 

contradiction is above the action threshold, the circumscription, source, 

responibility tag and the certainty of the offending formula. 

Inepar.: Bool x Bool ..... IN x P(Sources) 

Book-keeper: records the number of calls to Ineon8 which have resulted in 

$Duree being punished, and which sources have been hit. The first boolean 

is for trial or no-trial, the second is for above or below action threshold. 

IneaciJ.: Bool ..... N x IN 



Book-keeper: records the number of successful calls to action lbal have 

resulted in a source being upgraded, and the lotal of the used budget on 

all these calls. The boolean is for trial, no-trial. 

fncactl.' a: Boo\ ----.. N X N 

Book-keeper: records th' number of successful calls to action lbat have 

resulted in a eire look-back being reduced, and th, lotal of th, usod 

budget on all these calls. Th, boolean is f0' trial, no-trial. 

fndkb.: Bool x Bool----"IN x IP(Circs) 

Book-keeper: keeps track of the number of cails to fneon" which have 

resulted in source being punished, and which cires have been hiL The first 

boolean IS for trial Dr no-trial, the second is for above or below action 

lhreshold. 

act/ail.: Bool ----.. III x N x IN 

Book-keeper: Hacks lhe number of times action failed to aCl due to lack 

of budget, the maximum value of the failed budget in sources and in cires. 

The boolean is far trial, no-trial. 

trial : Boo1a 

Book-keeper: true if there is currently a lrial. 

trill'n.: IN 

Book-keeper: S:ives lhe current length assigned 1.0 trials. 
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torun.: N 

Book-keeper: saves,. when a lrial is running, a count of how long there is 

10 go - when il reaches 0 the lrial SLOpS. 

Prolncp:8001)( {OPP8} - N )( N 

Prolncp(61, k)	 '" <lfl(Incpar.< T, bl)) -!lfl'(Incpar.< T, bl)) 1 + lev. (bl), 

l( 1 + hI'l'(Incpar. ( T, bl)) 1/1'1 (In cpa" • ( T • bl))). pa,.inc .(bl) J) 

This function i. used to deliver th, case fo' increasing parinc(bl) (thus, 

there art two of these cases). Th, firsl value i' th, priority measure, 

while the second i, th, requested n,w value for parinc.(bl) 

ProSource: [Opp8} - N)( N )( N 

ProSource{ k) '" (lf
l 
(Incacts.( T », l,.. acta. J, l,..parinc.( T) J). 

where r= (l-l'l'(Incacts.(TH/lf
l 
(Incacta.(T)). 

This function delivers the case for reducing the parameters that relate lO 

Sources,. so lhal they are not punished so severely and at the same lime. 

action cannot retrieve sources rrom such a severe punishment. 

Prolnd :8001)( {opps} _ N )( N 

Prolnd (bl, k) = <1r. Unclkb.( T. 61» -11rr(Inclkb.( T, bl)) 1+ lev. (bl), 

L( 1 + I. ,(Incikb. ( T • bll) It., (In,lkb. ( T. bll) )./ kbin',(bl ) J) 

The same as for Prolnr-II but working on look-back. 

ProCirc: {opps} - N)( N )( N 
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ProCirc<kJ (ll"\ (Incactc,,( T J). Lr.actc. J, l r.lkbinc.{ T JJ ). 

where r:o (1 - ll" 2(Incodc,,( T))/ ll"l (Incactc,,( T J) J. 

As for ProSol.l.rcc, but using cires instead of sources.. 

ProAct: {oppsJ-NxN'x N 

ProAct (k) "" (ll",(actjail,,( T)), ll" I(actjail .. ( T)) + act8•• 

ll" J (aetjail.( T J) + acte,,) 

This function is in favour of action, giving a case for lhe increase in 

act" and aete, using the apparent deficiencies in the current budget as a 

guide LO what to ask for. 

reduet: {opp.:tJxForm - NlJ {-1} 

reduct ( k, a <:) clock.(T) + wgt. ( who" (a< )). clock.(n + pc,. f.(who. (ot))=0 

_ par ,,( c ? at ..(Jr ,,(a< J) ,WhO.(Oc)). 

if aaert(c9,,{who.(a
c 
))+1,c) ~ot.(fr.{oc», 

'" -1, Olherwise. 

This function computes what reduclion would be necessary in lhe 

performance required for a source to be upgraded, if the source were to 

be reliable enough now (0 act on. 

aceert: N x C - C 

This function takes the current grading of a source and a certainty value, 

and delivers the certainty which the systcm is prepared to assign \0 the 

appropriate formula, based on the current reliability of the source. 
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The following lype is now used: BasicForm = {a; 0'< Ii: Form }. 

aetion:{ OPP8J x BasicForm - P(Sources x N) x P(Circsx N) x N xN xBool 

aetion(k. a) '" (B,,,.O. 0, n, if 'fI e e c. (e 2 at.Ur.(a<» .... 0.< tf 8m. l, 
and, if a<"p(k). and to.(a

d
) is defined. for some d~at.(a<), then: 

'fI n . (1 ~ n ~ IH. Ur •(a<)) _ peale( to.( ad). filtedk,/r. (0<), n ), n, 

exe (ineer(at.Ur .(a<)) • depth.Ur. (a<» , 

I/ilter(k,lr.(o<),n)I» +-to.(O'd) (Ob8. 

c (B,B,reduet(k,a<)-act8 •• 0. T), 

if 3eEC. (e ~ at.Ur.(oc)) " cr' E "m.) and 

reduct (Ie,a<» act8~, 

'" ({(who.(a<).reduet(k.a<))J.".o,O. T), 

if 3e"C.(e~at.(fr.(0<))"cr<"8m.) and 

reduct (k,a<) ~ act.,., 

• (9, {(f, ,(0' ),lkb,V',(a')) - n)}, 0, 0, n, 

if 'fIeEC.(c ~at.Ur.(a<») ~a<.8m.J. 
d

and a<&p(k), and to.(a ) is defined for some d LatK(a(), 50 [hill; 

3 n . (1 S n ~ lH. Ur .(a<») ==$ pealc(to.( 0 d), liltedk,lr .(a<). n), n, 

eze (incer (at.Ur .(0.<», dl'pth.Ur K(a<)) , 
d

I/ilter(k,/r.(a<j, n)l)) +- to.(a ) (Ob8. 

and lkb.(T,/r.(a<j) - n ~ acte. 

= (B. B. 0 ,lkb.(T ,I".(a<)) - n - aete., T), o.w.. 

This function is catted when an action is not available immediately, [0 see 

if some source has entered the information needed, bUl it has be:=n 

downgraded, or if the information has deleriorated in it~ circumscription. In 

either case the functio-n checks if il has sufficient power lO upgrade the 
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appropriate value. The function reLurru five value!. The final value 

indicates whether there was any pOi5ibilily for action. The first and second 

value:;: indicate lh, source or circumscripLion which i. affected and how 

much either look-bade or par values mU>l he altered. Th' third and fourLh 

values aro wed when aClion might have he'n taken hut th, freedom '0 act 

i. '00 restrictive. Th,y show hy how much action w., short of the mark. 

caution; ~ 

This is a motivation towards caution. 

act, know. talk: N 

Motivations in each area. 

mot: { "actcaclS +","lkbinc T+" ,"lkbincF+". "actclkbinc T-", 

"parlnc T+" , "parincF+" , "actsparinc T -","nexltry"} - N 

This gives the "motivation'" towards each of these values. In thil system 

these are primilives, but in a more sophisticated system they would be 

provided by a higher (modifiable) function based on the more primitive 

motivation of the system. 

.map.. : P(Form) 

Book-keeper: records the set of formulae being monitored fot danger. 

over.: BasicForm -H P(~ x ex~) 

Book-keeper: keeps the overriding histories of formulae. The values stored 



are the number of this override. the current certainty of the formula, and 

the ob-Slate in which il occurred 

extrap:P(RxR)xlll - N 

extrap(X. n) = m 

where m is the tim integer value for which the corresponding value in the 

best -fit line computed by extrapolating the values given in X exceeds n. 

An algorithm for this can be found in [RASn, say. 

danger: {opp"} - P(Form x N) 

danger(k) '" {(erc.n):ercE U{ world"l(circ):circEcirc"l J. 
e

extrap( {( ""I (x). ""I'( x ): x E over l (er")}, at .. (Jr l(er »= 
c

max({ ""\ (x); x E over l (er )}) +1, 

and 
c

(extrap( {( ""I (x). "",,( x )); x E over .. (ere)}, atl(fr l(er )) 

-max({""I(x);xEover.. (erC)}».caution = n J 

This function decides whether there is any danger in an oscillating series of 

inputs converging on the aClion threshold for the appropriate circumscription. 

It deliven the formulae to be suspended and the time for which suspension 

is requested 

Buapendl : Form -tt III 

Book -keeper; records current times of suspension for formulae. They are 

decreased, if non-zero, until they reach zero. when they are eligible for 

readmiS!ion. 
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trilelJ8.:Bool-P(ti1 x {opp~}} 

Book-keeper: keeps records during the trials of the lWO graphs leVels. True 

is used for the current graph, false for the dummy or on-trial graph. 

numtrial~.: .. 

Book-keeper: records lhe number of trials thal have been carried OUl since 

previous reseL 

.~horter.: til 

Book-keeper: records the sum of the required length! of each trial. 

longer.: til 

Book-keeper: records the number of times an action previously made is 

subsequently undone (since last reset). 

done. : P ( { "actcacts+", "lkbinc T+" ,"lkbincf+". "aclcJkbinc T -", 

"parinc T+" •"parincf+" ,"acLsparinc T -"} x til x N x {OPPH } ) 

Book-keeper: records what action has been taken by balance. Fimly to 

what, secondly, how much (possibly a pair of values) and lhirdly, when. 

mi.:tiIxN 

Book-keeper: stores sum of certainties of input information and sum of 

certainties of accepted information. This is reset at the start of each lrial. 
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lent,.ia/;{opplJ} - {l,a,-I} 

lrnt,.ial(k) = 1, if lange,. a ) .'lhu,.te,. a/tnlena and numtrtaliJ k >teiJt.'l, 

'" -I, if 8ho,.te"a/t,.il~na >lange,. k and numt,.ialsa >te$t$, 

o. o.w.. 

This function r~qu~sts incr~ases or d~cr~ases in the I~ngths of trials 

(implemented by link in the record of t,.ilen). 

tests: fj 

The number of trials used to &!cid~ whether 10 increase or decrease the 

length of subsequent trials. 

t,.ie8.: tj x { "actcacls"''', "lkbinc T"''' ,"Ikbincf"''', "ac1clkbinc T-", 

"parineT...","parincf...","aclsparincT-'·} x ~ x ~ 

Book-keep~r: used to stor~ current contend~rs information. 

t,.ied. : {"aetcaets"'''. "Ikbine T"''',"lkbinef...", "actelkbine T-", "parine T"''', 

"parinef"''', "aetsparine T -"} x ~ x ~ x Bool 

Book-keeper: used to store the lasl trial record. 

value: {opps} x { "aeteaeLs"'''. "lkbineT...","lkbine f ...". "actclkbinc T -", 

"parine T"''' , "parinc f ..." ,"actsparinc T - ","'nexltry"} - ~ 
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value(k.z) = mot(z). 1/, if z '/. "ne1ltry". 

= mot("'2{trie,'l). lr.(trie~l)' o.W" 

where: 

1/	 = lr,(ProAct(k». if z = "actcacts.", 

= "'1(Prolncl(T.k», if 2::: "lkbincT.". 

= lrl(Profncl(f.k», if 2:= "lkbincf.". 

=lrl(ProGirc(k)}. if 2:::"actclkbincT-". 

'" lrj(Prolncp(T.k». if ;l;:: "parincT.". 

"" lr.(Pralncp(f .k»). if :c = "parincf.", 

"" lr,(ProSource(k»), if ;l; = "actsparincT-", 

This function is used by win in determining the mon needful tut for 

trial. 

win: { Oppil} - {"actcacts."."Ikbinc T." ,"Ikbincf.", "aclclkbinc T -". 

"parinc T ." , "patine f." •"aetsparinc T -","ne1ury" } 

win (k) E {x IE { "acteacts.". "lkbincT." ,"Ikbinef.". "aclclkbinc T -". 

"parine T.", "parincf.". "acLsparinc T-".··ne1ttry" }: 

value( k.x) is maximal for z E { ..actcacls ......lkbineT+....·lkbincf.... 

"actclkbinc T-", "parine T." , "parinef." , "actsparine T - "."ne1ltry"} } 

This function decides which change to give trial to. 

nt'2:ttrll : { 0llp.'t J ..... {"actcaets.", "lkbinc T." ,"lkbincf+". "aClclkbinc T -", 

"parine T." , "parincf." , "actsparine T _.. } x IN x fj x Bool 

nezttrll (k) = (""2( tries,.), au., au~, F) 

where au. and au~ are the averages of the lr]( trie,~,.) and lr 4(trie3.) with 

their appropriate corresponding value in lhe ryslem, depending on 

lr 2(tries,.). 
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This hnction determines the nexl values for a trial if this is requested. 

from lbe Ian trial. 

balance: { 0pp8 } - ({ "aclcacls+", "Ikbinc T+" ,"lkbincF+", "actclkbinc T-", 

"parinc T+" , "parinl>:F+" , "aclsparinc T-"} x N x N x Bool) 

x (N x { "actcaclS+", "lkbincT+" ,"lkbincF+" , ~'aClclkbinc T -", 

"parinl>:T +". "parincF+" ,"aclsparinc T -" } x N x W) 

balance(k) '" (trll,totrll), 

where: 

trll :: (~actcacls+", "'" I( ProAct (k». "'":I (ProAct (k», n, 
if win (k) = "al>:tcacts·", 

:: elkbinc T+", "'" If( Prolncl( T , k», 0, T), if win(k) = "lkbincT·", 

'" (-lkbincF+" , "'" r( Prolncl( F , k», 0, T), if win(k):: "'lkbincF.", 

'" (~actclkbinc T -" ,1 • 1, T), if win(k) '" "'aclclkbincT-", 

:: ("parincT+", "'1(Prolncp( T, k»,O,T), if win(k) = "'parincT.", 

= ("parincF+" , ",I( Prolncp( F. k». 0, T). if win(k) '" "parincF+", 

:: eactsparinc T -",1,1, T), if win(k):: ~~aclsparincT-". 

= ~exttrll(k), if win (k ) :: "nexllry", 

and: 

totrll	 =(TI (ProAct(k}),"aclcact.s+",l,l), if win(k) = ·~aclcacts.", 

= ("'"I(Prolncl(T, k)),"lkbincT+",l ,l), if win(k) = '"lkbincT·", 

'" ("'"I (Prolncl(F ,k)),"lkbincF+",l, 1), if win(k) = '"lkbincF.", 

'" ("'"I (ProGirc (k», "actclkbincT -", "'"I (ProGirc (k», "'":I (Pr oGirc( k)), 

if win(k):: "'actcJkbincT _.. , 

'" (lI"l(Prolncp(T,k»,"parincT+",l.l). if wln(k):: ~~parincT.", 

:: (lI".(Prolncp(F,k»)."parincF+".l,l), if win(k}:: "'parincF.", 

= ( "'"I (ProSource (k)), "acttparinc T -",lI" If( ProSource( k}). 

"'":I (Pr oSource( k»). 

if win(k}:: uacuiparincT-", 

::trie8 .. , if win(k)::unexltry". 
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This function is the principal function used in setting up trials. It decides to 

run trials ~pecifying the values lhat are 10 De tried 

endtrial : (opp:J J - Bool 

endtridl(k) = F. 

i( dct.lev ..(TJ+know.levl(F» aet.lelJ:(T) + know.lclJ l• (F) + tallt. 

~ r, 
i( act.lcv .. (T)+know.levl(F) +talk) aet.lev ..'(T)+know.leu:(F), 

= (X".(1"11t.)/X"\(mi l ) ~ X"1(mt.'l/1r1 (mi..')), o.w.. 

Here, the use of i, to dislinguish the dummy graph (rom the real one 

(unmarked). A tme rerult indicates a successful trial (or the dummy. Note 

that when the trial ends, i( it fails then tbe value o( tric8 l must be 

updated if tried
l 

ends with T then tbe value o( tric8 .. is updated to 

give it zero priority, oiince the first trial in Ihe series (ailed Otherwise, 

trie.~. is updated to he tried., but (or the boolean value. This allows the 

next trial value (i( a continuation of this trial) to De reduced. Also note 

thal if the trial fails the values of all Ihe records are updaled from the 

true and (alse parts together (Le. from Ihe trial/no-trial parts put together) 

while i( the trial is successful, only the ones not used by the Pro running 

a trial are updated The other is reset. 

le/.: fl(Form) 

Book -keeper: recording low certainty (ormulae thai are Deing maintained to 

check how dangerous they might have been bad they Deen accep~ed into 

the 01)1). Formulae in IcC are all those with certainly lower than 

eert( minhom .. (c1 rc)). 

in/oc.: Circs x C -+f N 
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Book-keeper: delivering the number of time.s a formula in Icf h;u p3..5Sed 

without comrildiction (through its pernstency period) and for which there 

have been no conlradictions at il higher certamlY, since start of coUnt (thal 

i!, tbe count is zeroed for certainty e and higher, when a contradiction 

occun ill certainlY c). 

beliej:{opp8} -P(Circs)( (0,1]) 

belieflk) { (cir e, incer (c )) : circ E ci rCB. ' injac. (eire, c ) ~ bel and 

'IIdEC.injoc.{eire,d) <bel}, if dod:.IT) 'I 0 

= 9, if clnd.{T) =0. 

This function decides which circumscrilions are eligible for having their 

minhorn value.!: raised.. 

accept {oPPiJ} )( Form )( Sources )( eircs 

f(Form)x f(Form) x f{Form) x f( Form) 

accept (k, a ~ , 80ur ce. eir c) (E,F,G,H) 

where: 

E={O~},F=G=liJ, if d ?:cert(rninhom.{rire)) and 'IIeEe.a •.~u'~P.' 

F= {o"},E=G=liJ, if d ~ cert(minhom.{eirc)) and 3eEG.a. SUSI)., 

E=F=9,G {ad}, if d < cert(minhom.(circ»), 

H=9, if c = d, 

H={o:dJ. if e'ld, 
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d = incedminhomk(circ)). 

Thh function detennines the acceptances for the system. The fin! set is 

destined for the object level (in facl, the opp), the second for suspension 

sel, the third for Icf and the fourth for nn.. 

object: {oppa) -+ {opplJ}xfl(Form) x fl(Formj 

This funclion takes on. opp and delivers lh. neXl using lh. uiomJ of lh. 

system. These are monly lh. sam• .. lh. axioms of th. Unforgiving 

Model, except tbat there are white triangles in addition to lh. black 

triangles used there. These are used to indicate an override rather tban a 

contradiction and it i, important for re/wlve to learn about tbi1 Th. 

formulae that black !riangled are in lh. second part of lh. result."'. 
while ,h. while triangle formulae are in lh. third and final parL Wh.n 

conlradictionJ or overrides occUr between formulae entered by different 

sources, the funtion delivers nothing - the system collapses. 

ident: fl(Form) -+ fl(Form)x fl(Form) x fl(Form) 

This function applies the rule of identity to ~he formulae in its set using 

all the appropriale side issues that relale. Black and while lriangleJ can be 

produced and it is the responsibility of link to ensure that the right 

functions are informed The black and white triangle formulae are put in 

the second and third sets deli vered 
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